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ABSTRACT
Video capture, storage, and distribution in wireless video sensor networks (WVSNs)
critically depends on the resources of the nodes forming the sensor networks. In the
era of big data, Internet of Things (IoT), and distributed demand and solutions, there
is a need for multi-dimensional data to be part of the Sensor Network data that is eas-
ily accessible and consumable by humanity as well as machinery. Images and video are
expected to become as ubiquitous as is the scalar data in traditional sensor networks.
The inception of video-streaming over the Internet, heralded a relentless research for
effective ways of distributing video in a scalable and cost effective way. There has
been novel implementation attempts across several network layers. Due to the in-
herent complications of backward compatibility and need for standardization across
network layers, there has been a refocused attention to address most of the video
distribution over the application layer. As a result, a few video streaming solutions
over the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) have been proposed. Most notable are
Apples HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) and the Motion Picture Experts Groups Dy-
namic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH). These frameworks, do not
address the typical and future WVSN use cases. A highly flexible Wireless Video
Sensor Network Platform and compatible DASH (WVSNP-DASH) are introduced.
The platform’s goal is to usher video as a data element that can be integrated into
traditional and non-Internet networks. A low cost, scalable node is built from the
ground up to be fully compatible with the Internet of Things Machine to Machine
(M2M) concept, as well as the ability to be easily re-targeted to new applications in
a short time. Flexi-WVSNP design includes a multi-radio node, a middle-ware for
sensor operation and communication, a cross platform client facing data retriever/-
player framework, scalable security as well as a cohesive but decoupled hardware and
software design.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.0.1 WVSN Motivation
The world of sensor network research has grown tremendously in the past few years
[229, 113, 168, 202], which makes it difficult to treat all sensor nodes along traditional
generalized challenges [93]. Wireless Video Sensor Nodes/Platforms, (WVSNP: pro-
nounced WaveSnap), are quickly emerging as a field of research on their own and
the challenges they pose are heavily documented in the literature [220, 94, 13]. It
is therefore fitting to review what has been attempted so far and identify a prag-
matic way forward. The wireless sensor node literature generally agrees that the
main hurdles facing real world wireless sensor networks are: power, size, adaptability,
security, communication, computation, synchronization, robustness, and cost. Each
of these challenges affects a particular class of wireless sensors more than others. The
contradicting demands of wireless sensors are even more pronounced in the world
of multimedia sensors. We define multimedia sensor nodes as those platforms that
have a significant component of audio, image, and/or video processing and trans-
mission [13]. These can be further divided into real-time WVSNPs (RT-WVSNP)
and non-real-time WVSNPs (NRT-WVSNP). A RT-WVSNP is capable of acquiring
a live audio, video and/or image, process it with/without compression and wirelessly
transmit it to a compatible receiver. The matching receiver should be able to play
it back to a human observer intelligibly without showing a significant time or qual-
ity difference from the live feed. A NRT-WVSNP should perform identically to an
RT-WVSNP except that the time synchronization with the live feed is unnecessary.
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The existence of a live feed/acquisition itself is irrelevant as stored content can be
used as a source to be transmitted. Both real and non-real-time nodes should enable
temporal accuracy for a network to be able to construct and maintain a time order.
This is needed to chronologically order acquisition, relay, or playback data. Since it
is assumed that video is the most demanding of the above multimedia elements, it
will be used as a yardstick throughout this thesis.
Popular applications for WVSNPs are computer vision [30, 52], video tracking
[27, 41] and locating [133], video surveillance [124, 239, 90], remote live video and
control [118, 74] and assisted living [200, 221]. An ideal WVSNP should be robust
and flexible enough to perform well on any of the application groups above. In
Chapter 2 we summarize and critique existing video sensors in the literature that are
the closest to achieving the requirements of a WVNSP outlined in Section 2.2. All the
thirteen (13) platforms are objectively reviewed and their pros and cons detailed as
an inspiration for this work. We also define and introduce the fundamental categories
under which existing image capable sensors fall. From the categorization we clearly
identify the missing parts in the WVSNP research area.
Most of the research and proposed solutions to the challenges of WVSNPs involve
multi-tier systems [160, 35, 122], new protocols and enhancements [159], stream-
ing [142], compression techniques [111], distributed algorithms [200], light-weight op-
erating systems, middleware [132, 35], and some resource allocation strategies [88].
Most solutions so far are heavily software biased. Several toolkits [188, 189, 89] have
been developed to help in software based solution research and often treat hardware
as an afterthought. There are other efforts to study video traffic characteristics in
order to enable better video transmission profile [82, 163, 217, 172]. To address this
shortcoming, we focus on a specialized segment of the wireless video sensor networks,
that is, the hardware architecture of the node/platform itself. In Chapter 3, we try
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to setup a foundation of what is needed to solve most of the problems we highlighted
in Chapter 2. We discuss the blue print of the Flexi-WVSNP architecture, Flexi-
WVSNP, and discuss its expected functionality and performance metrics. The plat-
form consist of five major contributions, the flexible hardware, the maintainable and
easily adaatable software image, the user interface as defined by the WVSNP-DASH
framework [181] and reconfigurability for different WVSN use cases.
The latter happens to be the major impediment in making WVSN accssible for
daily user activities and is the major part of the contribution beyond the hardware
and the software. Without an easy and accesible user interface, no one would use
the hardware nor the software that controls it, no matter hos good those components
are. This work introduces a cross platform video retriever and distributor that im-
plements a user interface to a WVSNP-DASH framework. There has been a growing
interest in the Internet of Things (IoT) and the presumption that they are finally
becoming useful to ordinary consumers. Many hubs and platforms are being intro-
duced to make the household sensors and actuators easily accessible and controllable
from smart phones and other consumer devices. What seems to be ignored in most
of the platforms is video as part of the IoT nor how to easily make Videos Sensor
Networks (VSNs) part of the IoT platforms. The WVSNP-DASH framework is de-
scribed in more detail in a separate paper. A brief and sufficient summary of the
framework to aide the reader in evaluating the WVSNP-DASH player against other
players is provided. WVSNP-DASH Player (WDP) is referred to as a player for the
purpose of comparing its capabilities and benefits to existing DASH type players
from popular DASH frameworks. WDP is capable of much more features crucial to
integrating Wireless Video Sensor Networks (WVSNs) to IoT, and the Machine to
Machine interface (M2M).
To appreciate the reason video is seen as a major data element in Sensor Networks
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and the reason VSNs should be easily accessible to consumer devices, the concept of
video has to be understood as multi-dimensional data (2D/3D). It is understood
that consumer devices for entertainment, residential and industrial use want to be
able to view video from a wide range of video sensors within Internet Protocol (IP)
networks and from across traditional WVSNs that do no necessarily have IP addresses.
Additionally, consumers now want to also see output from infrared sensors, heat maps,
Light Emitting Diode (LED) pixel sensor maps, x-rays, and many other wirelessly
linked sensor nodes and remote acquisition devices that are becoming ubiquitous and
expected by consumers. It is also expected that no specialized software or protocols
be needed for each type of data. Consumers just want to request data and view it
on their devices and be able to see the same data as they switch around devices and
operating systems during their typical day in between home, work and fun.
An effort is under way to address the cross platform use case on consumer devices
for video data via the emerging Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
specifications and their commercial and open standards variants. The DASH re-
search activity, as well as work on version five (5) of the Hypertext Markup Lan-
guage (HTML5) provides an excellent starting point to simplify and improve ease
of consumer access to WVSN data. The WDP draws on the current activity in
this area to extend these promising technologies into wireless video sensor node/plat-
forms (WVSNP). The WDP implementation exposes the novelty of how a similar and
compatible streaming architecture could enhance and improve accessibility of sensor
networks’ video data and its delivery.
1.0.2 True Streaming vs HTTP Streaming
Downloading a file over HTTP is normally referred to as progressive download or
HTTP streaming. This is not streaming at all, but a bulk download of a video file to
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the viewer’s computer. This stores a temporary copy of the video file on the client’s
local computer. This enables repeated viewing of the file if need be without having
to download the file each time. Assuming a video file is encoded at 200kbps. The
originating server just uploads data to the viewer’s machine with no knowledge of the
encoding rate as quickly as it can. Playback can begin as soon as enough of the file
is available on the client computer, giving an illusion that the file is being streamed.
The user cannot not skip to parts of the file that have not yet been downloaded. If
the client is using a 56 kbps dial-up modem, they will have to wait a long time to
play the 200 kbps video. The quality will still be great (exactly the same) once you
start watching it. If using a 200 kbps broadband line or faster, playback should start
almost immediately and the file should download faster than it will play.
What is observed above is called ”Chunked transfer encoding”. It is a data trans-
fer mechanism in HTTP. This allows HTTP data to be delivered reliably, without
knowing in advance of transmission, the size of the entire message body. This is pos-
sible only in version 1.1 of HTTP (HTTP/1.1). HTTP splits the data payload of the
message into small parts (chunks). Each chunk together with its size are then trans-
mitted one after the other. The client knows it received the last chunk if it received a
final chunk of length zero. This enables transmitting dynamically generated content
in web pages. Without chunked transfer encoding, the size of data bytes delivered in
HTTP responses must follow the colons after the Content-Length header field. This
allows clients to determine the end of transmission. A typical chunked response looks
like this:
Listing 1.1: HTTP Chunked transfer encoding example.
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content−Type : t ex t / p l a i n
Transfer−Encoding : chunked
23
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This i s the data in the f i r s t chunk
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here i s the second one
7
con dah
E
data ends here
0
If a Transfer-Encoding field has a chunked value, it is either a request sent by a
client or the response from the server. The number of bytes of each chunk are in
hexadecimal.
On the other side, a true streaming (TS) server is a piece of software which opens
a conversation with the client computer. One side transfers the video and the other
side is for control messages between the media player and the server. These control
messages or commands can be play, pause, stop, and so forth. This expects that
network bandwidth between the server and client to at least be the bit rate of the
video requested. If not, the video will not be delivered. If the server offers a lower
resolution video you can begin another session for that lower bit rate. The advantages
of (TS) are that: (i) You can play video at any point of the video, or fast forward
or rewind. (ii) It efficiently uses bandwidth as one uses bandwidth only for part of
the video they are actively watching as opposed to HTTP delivery where the whole
file gets delivered. (iii) The video file is not stored on the viewer’s computer. It is
discarded by the media player. This feature is liked by video content creators.
Let us assume you are using a 56 kbps dial-up-modem. Assume the server then
transmits to you, the client, the same video, but instead, this video is encoded at 36
kbps. This means you can still see the video immediately though it is not high quality
resolution. This means that there is some adaptability in the video sent over HTTP.
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This is one way to make progressive download adaptive. Scalable video codecs already
exist. Can they generate different resolutions of the video for the server to pick from?
What if you could still fast forward, live stream, skip and pause over HTTP? DASH
tries to bring you the best of both worlds and even more. Other proposals beyond just
DASH’s intelligent (adaptive) client, try to encode the content itself with the goal
of reducing data rates by using more DASH aware frame placement on the server
side during compression. This type of content optimization is still valid as DASH
encapsulates content encoding options. So, WVSNPs would still benefit from these
and similar future research. The same shared benefits can be derived from works that
focus on buffer management algorithms as well as segment scheduling fairness and
adaptive switching algorithms on the client side [244, 107].
A study of the various DASH media presentations, their video segmentation for-
mats, their delivery frameworks, and their required hardware/software (HW/SW)
integration, revealed how power efficiency, scale ability, cost reduction, and improved
ease of integration can be derived even for WVSNP’s that don’t quite fall into the
latest ”Internet of Things” classification. The WDP implementation uncovers a direct
mapping of DASH into what WVSNPs are already expected to meet. That is, ser-
vice modes (Live, On-Demand, Time-Shift Viewing), Quality of Service (adaptive bit
rate switching, scalable video, receiver controlled transmission) and efficient flexible
configurations like duty cycled delivery, video indexing capability and random access
to video.
The next chapters will show the core contribution of WVSNP-DASH via the WDP
consumer interface, implementation architecture, test-bed setup for evaluation versus
other popular cross platform HTML5 players, results analysis, recommendations and
future work discussion to conclude.
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Chapter 2
A CRITIQUE OF EXISTING PLATFORMS
2.1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks capable of capturing video at distributed video sensor
nodes and transmitting the video via multiple wireless hops to sink nodes have re-
ceived significant interest in recent years [13, 94, 142, 220]. Wireless video sensor
networks have been explored for a wide range of applications, including computer vi-
sion [30, 52], video tracking [27, 41] and locating [133], video surveillance [124, 239, 90],
remote live video and control [118, 74], and assisted living [200, 221]. Many as-
pects of wireless video sensor networks have been extensively researched, includ-
ing multi-tier network structures, e.g., [160, 35, 122], multisensor image fusion, im-
age and video compression techniques, wireless communication protocols, e.g., [159],
distributed algorithms, e.g., [200], light-weight operating systems and middleware,
e.g., [132, 62, 35], and resource allocation strategies [88, 162]. Generally, a large
portion of the research has focused on software-based mechanisms. Several toolkits,
e.g., [34, 89, 188, 189], have been developed to facilitate software based video sen-
sor network research. Other techniques in the research community involve flexible
transmission, including cognitive radio transmission[12, 112].
In this section, we focus on the wireless video sensor nodes forming the sensor
network. We comprehensively survey the existing wireless video sensor node plat-
forms (WVSNPs) considering the hardware and software components required for
implementing the wireless video sensor node functionalities. All functional aspects
of a wireless video sensor network ranging from the video capture and compression
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to the wireless transmission and forwarding to the sink node depend critically on
the hardware and software capabilities of the sensor node platforms. Moreover, the
sensor node platform designs govern to a large extent sensor network performance pa-
rameters, such as power consumption (which governs network lifetime), sensor size,
adaptability, data security, robustness, and cost [93]. Also, computation capabilities,
which are important for video compression, and wireless communication capabilities,
which are important for the wireless transport from the source node over possibly
multiple intermediate nodes to the sink node, are determined by the node platforms.
An in-depth understanding of the state-of-the-art in WVSNPs is therefore important
for essentially all aspects of wireless video sensor network research and operation. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work of the field of wireless video sensor
node platforms. Closest related to our survey are the general review articles on the
components of general wireless (data) sensor networks, e.g., [14, 93, 220, 237], which
do not consider video sensing or transmission, and the general works on multime-
dia sensor networks, e.g., [13, 142], which include only very brief overviews of sensor
platforms.
Toward providing communications and networking generalists with an in-depth
understanding of wireless video sensor node platforms (WVSNPs) and their implica-
tions for network design and operation, we first briefly review the requirements for
WVSNPs in Section 2.2. In Section 2.2 we also define ideal requirements for the power
consumption, throughput of video frames, and cost of WVSNPs suitable for practical
networks. Our exhaustive literature review revealed that currently no existing plat-
form meets the ideal practical requirements. We therefore relax our requirements in
Section 2.3 and according to the relaxed requirements select about a dozen platforms
for detailed review. We introduce a classification structure of WVSNPs consisting
of the categories: general purpose architectures, heavily coupled architectures, and
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externally dependent architectures. In Sections 2.4 through 2.6 we critique the exist-
ing WVSNPs following our classification structure. For each critiqued WVSNP we
examine overall structure and resulting advantages and disadvantages for the wireless
video sensor node functionalities, including video capture and encoding as well as
wireless video transmission. In Section 2.7 we summarize the insights gained from
our detailed survey, including the key shortcomings that cause existing WVSNPs to
fail the ideal practical requirements. Building on these insights, we propose in Sec-
tion 3.1 a novel Flexi-WVSNP design that addresses the shortcomings of existing
WVSNPs through a number of innovative architectural features, including a cohesive
integration of hardware and software and a dual-radio.
2.2 Requirements for Wireless Video Sensor Node Platforms
In this section we review the sensor node requirements and define our ideal, yet
reasonable practical requirements for a wireless video sensor node platform (WVSNP).
From detailed reviews of the requirements for WVSNPs, e.g., [13, 94, 179], we iden-
tified three core requirements, namely power consumption, throughput, and cost and
summarize these core requirements as follows. The power requirements are influenced
by a wide range of design choices, including power source type, component selection,
power management hardware and software, and importantly sensor node and net-
work management algorithms, such as implemented by a real time operating system
(RTOS) [62] or sensor network duty cycling schedules [16].
We define the desirable power consumption of an entire sensor node platform to be
less than 100 mW when idle (also referred to in the literature as standby or deep sleep
mode). We also require that a WVSNP has an instantaneous power consumption of
less than 500 mW. These requirements are based on rule of thumb calculations that
a node running on two AA batteries lasts a year if it consumes on average less than
10
0.2 mA [94, 33]. Compare this to a cell phone which typically consumes more than
4 mA.
To satisfy these stringent power consumption requirements, a sensor node has to
provide most, if not all, of the following power modes. (For general background on
microprocessor design and their power-efficient design and operation we refer to [39,
154, 165, 187, 236].)
On: At this fully functional state the main processor, e.g., microcontroller unit
(MCU) chip/integrated circuit (IC), uses most power as all of its parts are in use.
Power can only be conserved by dynamically changing the core frequency or operating
voltage.
Ready : This mode saves power by shutting down a chip’s core clock when not
needed (also referred to as clock gating). The chip’s core clock resumes when an
interrupt is issued, for instance to process some input/output (I/O).
Doze: As in Ready mode, the chip’s core clock is gated. Additionally, the clocks
for pre-configured peripherals can be switched off. An interrupt can quickly reactivate
the chip’s normal functions.
Sleep: This mode switches off all clocks and reduces supply voltage to a minimum.
External memory runs at a self-refreshing low-power state. Data is preserved during
Sleep and hence there is no need to recover it on wake-up.
Idle: Unlike Sleep mode, data in the chip’s registers is lost in Idle mode. The
chip’s core is turned off. An interrupt resumes the chip’s normal functionality.
Hibernate: The entire chip’s power supply is shut down and the chip loses all
internal data. This requires a full initialize (cold-boot) resumption,
The node design and control need to generally trade off the power savings achieved
by duty cycling through these power modes with the frequency of checking the radio
channels and the cost of waking up for channel checking [34, 16, 198, 153].
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The throughput of a node is generally defined as the number of video frames per
second received by the sink node from the source node [223]. More specifically, a
frame cycle consists typically of five stages:
1. The source sensor node loads a raw frame from the attached imager into the
node’s memory;
2. The source node compresses the raw frame and loads the result to its output
buffer;
3. The source node’s radio transmits the compressed frame from the buffer to the
sink node;
4. The sink node uncompresses the received frame; and
5. The sink node displays/stores the raw uncompressed frame.
We define the required throughput as a frame rate of at least fifteen common inter-
frame format (CIF, 352×288 pixels) frames per second (fps). We choose the 15 fps as
it is widely documented as an acceptable frame rate for human perception of natural
motion [120, 17, 32, 101, 123].
The throughput is primarily limited by the MCU chosen as the master component
of the sensor node. The choice of an MCU has implications for peripheral components
and bit-width as well as the availability of power modes, multimedia processing, and
memory interfaces. 32-bit MCUs are typically significantly faster and computationally
more capable than the 16- or 8-bit MCUs for video; moreover, a 32-bit MCU consumes
typically two orders of magnitude less power than an 8-bit MCUs for the same work
load [13, 89, 63]. Therefore, we require the master processing unit to be 32-bit capable.
Other main throughput limiting components are typically the radio communication
and the image acquisition.
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The cost of a node depends primarily on the technology chosen for the archi-
tecture, the type and maintenance cost of the selected components, the intellectual
accessibility of the SW/HW components, and the scalability and upgradeability of
the architecture. A low-cost platform generally has very few, if any, proprietary com-
ponents. It should be possible to substitute components based on competitive pricing
in a modular manner. Such substitutions require in-depth knowledge of the functions
and limitations of each HW/SW component which is rarely possible for proprietary
platforms. Therefore, standardized HW/SW components and well architected open
source software and open hardware cores that benefit from economies of scale are
important for meeting the low cost objective.
We require a fully functional sensor node platform that meets the above power
and throughput requirements to cost less than $100 USD with the cost expected to
decrease as standardized components get cheaper. We choose this cost requirement,
as we envision a sensor node as a semi-disposable component that is widely deployed.
A sensor node can be designed to incorporate low-level input, that is, physical-
layer and middleware-level input from the environment. For instance, the node can
use input from other physical sensors (e.g., motion sensors) to decide when to capture
a frame. We refer to a node with this capability as a smart mote. Smart motes
can further reduce power consumption and improve effective throughput beyond the
manufacturer’s stated hardware capabilities for a specific application.
2.3 Classification of Wireless Video Sensor Node Platforms
In the preceding section, we reviewed the main requirements for wireless video
sensor node platforms (WVSNPs) and defined ideal performance requirements. We
comprehensively reviewed the existing literature and found that none of the existing
nodes meets the ideal requirements. In an effort to conduct an insightful survey that
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uncovers the underlying structural shortcomings that cause the existing nodes to fail
our ideal (yet practically reasonable) requirements, we relaxed our requirements. We
selected WVSNPs for our survey that meet at least three of the following rules based
on the test scenarios considered in the literature about the sensor node.
1. The node has most of the power modes defined in Section 2.2 and its average
power consumption is less than 2 W;
2. The node’s throughput is at least two CIF fps;
3. The estimated cost of the node using current off-the-shelf technology and ac-
counting for economies of scale projection is at most $50 USD;
4. The sensor node platform is capable of wireless transmission; and
5. The architecture implementation and major HW/SW building blocks are open
to researchers without proprietary legal restrictions to educational experimen-
tation.
Many platforms, e.g., [19, 29, 36, 38, 44, 57, 64, 72, 86, 87, 96, 127, 131, 136, 152,
156, 175, 184, 204, 225, 231, 238, 93, 124, 30, 200, 160, 27, 220, 118, 239, 133, 74, 52,
111], do not meet these relaxed requirements. For example, the platform [44] employs
advanced techniques for detecting changes in brightness to achieve ultra-low-power
wireless image transmission. However, the platform employs a coarse 90 × 90 pixel
imager as well as non-standard compression that is customized for the node and test
application.
Any design approach based on field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) [127] likely
fails the cost rule as FPGAs have very limited off-the-shelf economies of scale; further,
FPGAs have low computation performance relative to power consumption and exploit
limited standardized intellectual property (IP) [1, 66]. The ScoutNode [184] embraces
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modularity and power mode flexibility. However, it is focused on military proprietary
communication protocols, has a high cost, and a high power consumption.
From our exhaustive literature review, we found that only the platforms noted in
Table 2.1 satisfy our selection criteria. As summarized in Table 2.1, we classify the
selected platforms into three main categories, namely General Purpose Architectures,
Heavily Coupled Architectures, and Externally Dependent Architectures.
Summary of classification categories for existing
In each of the Sections 2.4 through 2.6 we first give an overview of a category and
then individually critique each of the existing platforms in the category.
Before delving into the different node platform categories, we note a common char-
acteristic of most existing nodes, namely the use of a IEEE 802.15.4 radio, in partic-
ular the Chipcon/Texas Instruments CC2420 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 RF transceiver.
(Following the common Zigbee terminology, we use the term “radio” to refer to the
physical and medium access control layers.) Most nodes implement only the PHY
and MAC layers of IEEE 802.15.4 and use custom protocols or Zigbee-compliant
protocols for the higher protocol layers. Nevertheless, all nodes using the CC2420
or other IEEE 802.15.4 radios are “Zigbee-ready”, meaning that they can be easily
made Zigbee compliant by a software update of the relevant Zigbee protocol stack.
The IEEE 802.15.4 radio is readily availability, has low cost, is easy to implement,
and facilitates benchmarking among nodes using the same radio. However, the IEEE
802.15.4 radio has shortcomings that can significantly weaken a node platform if the
node fails to leverage the IEEE 802.15.4 advantages and does not complement its
weaknesses. For instance, IEEE 802.15.4 radio transmission is limited to a 250 kbps
data rate, which makes real-time video transmitting almost impossible, unless effi-
cient supplemental architectural techniques are employed. We will comment on the
specific implications of the IEEE 802.15.4 radio on each sensor node’s architecture in
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the individual critiques.
2.4 General Purpose Architectures
General purpose platforms are designed similarly to a personal computer (PC),
following a “catch-all” functionality approach. They attempt to cover all possible
peripherals and printed circuit board (PCB) modules that an application may need.
This strategy results in designs that include as many building blocks as prescribed
cost limits permit. General purpose architectures are useful for fast prototyping of
applications. Generally, they consist of a node (MCU) PCB to which many MCU
peripherals and PCB modules are attached that highlight the capabilities of the MCU.
General purpose platforms typically suffer from high power consumption and dol-
lar cost, as well as underutilized functional blocks despite not meeting basic WVSNP
requirements. Furthermore, general purpose platforms often overuse standard inter-
faces, such as universal serial bus (USB), personal computer memory card interna-
tional (PCMCIA), universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART), and general
purpose input/output (GPIO) interfaces. The disadvantage of having many I/O pins
and peripherals is that the I/O subsystem can consume a disproportionately large
amount of power. Powering down GPIO interfaces is not always an option as in most
cases the wakeup cost negates the advantages gained from periodic shutdowns.
In Table 2.3 we summarize and contrast the considered general purpose archi-
tectures. In the first row of the table we rate the platform’s flexibility from 0 to
10 (0 being functionally and architecturally inflexible and 10 being highly robust,
adaptable, and extensible).
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2.4.1 Stanford’s MeshEye [90] and WiSN Mote [63]
Overview
MeshEye is a smart camera mote architecture designed for in-node processing. It
selects among several available imagers based on changes in the environment. The
architecture follows the philosophy that, as the level of intelligence (a priori decision
making before acquiring and compressing an image) increases, bandwidth require-
ments on the underlying data transmission network decrease proportionally. The host
processor is a 32-bit 55 MHz Atmel AT91SAM7S family MCU with an ARM7TDMI
ARM Thumb RISC core. The MCU internally has up to 64 KB SRAM and 256
KB of flash memory as well as a built-in power management controller. The mote
is designed to host up to eight KiloPixel imagers (Agilent Technologies ADNS-3060
high-performance optical mouse). The ADNS-3060 is a 30x30 pixel, 6-bit grayscale
camera also referred to as image sensor or optical mouse sensor (due to its use in a
computer mouse). The sensor node also has one programmable VGA camera module
(Agilent Technologies ADCM-2700 landscape VGA CMOS module, 640x480 pixel,
grayscale or 24-bit color). The dynamic use of a variety of mouse sensors and a
VGA camera makes this mote “smart”. The mote has a serial peripheral interface
(SPI) bus attached multimedia card (MMC)/secure digital (SD) flash memory card
for temporary frame buffering or archiving of images. As illustrated in the top right
part of Figure 2.1, a single SPI interface connects an IEEE 802.15.4 radio, up to eight
KiloPixel imagers, and a flash card (on the left) to the MCU.
As shown in the bottom right part of Figure 2.1, the VGA camera module is
controlled via a two wire interface (TWI also denoted as I2C). The VGA camera
module captures and encodes the video into CCIR (ITU-R BT.601). The encoded
video data is read from the camera through general-purpose I/O pins.
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of Stanford’s MeshEye architecture [90].
The Stanford WiSN node, illustrated in Figure 2.2, has many similarities with
MeshEye with more focus on implementing networked image sensing where multi-
ple image sensors observe the same object from different view points. This enables
collaborative data processing techniques and applications. For its higher resolution
imaging, WiSN uses two ADCM-1670 CIF (352x288 pixel) CMOS imagers, instead
of MeshEye’s one VGA camera. As shown in Figure 2.2, the node also adds a flexible
expansion interface that connects to a variety of sensors, though some are not nec-
essarily critical for a video sensor requirement. The WiSN also introduces a Linear
Technology LTC3400 synchronous boost converter for regulating voltage levels (1.8 V
and 3.0 to 3.6 V). The converter has a 19 µA quiescent current draw and can supply
up to about 3 mA.
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Figure 2.2: System diagram of the Stanford WiSN mote board [63].
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Advantages
Processing the video stream locally at the camera is advantageous as it can reduce
bandwidth requirements and hence save power or improve frame rate as only necessary
information is processed or transmitted. The use of more than one image sensor seems
suited for distributed vision-enabled applications. The smaller imagers are used to
detect some events, which removes the need to unnecessarily trigger the VGA imager
for image acquisition. This saves power as the KiloPixel imagers do most of the vision
monitoring whereas the slower and more power-hungry VGA imager is idle most of
the time.
The external MMC/SD Flash card/Flash memory gives the motes a persistent,
scalable, and non-volatile memory. The ability to store files locally is helpful for
debugging, logging, and data sharing.
The platforms have an option of either mains power supply or battery based
supply. This makes the motes flexible for both mobile and fixed applications. The
MCUs’ built-in power management hardware is an efficient way of putting the MCU
and its peripherals into different power-saving modes instead of depending on software
managed algorithms. A programmable phase locked loop (PLL) in the MCUs allows
for dynamically setting the core’s clock rate to lower rates when less processing is
required, which saves power.
Using a single SPI interface for several modules is an efficient use of the MCU
interfaces and conserves I/O pin use. The choice of directly reading CCIR encoded
video in MeshEye reduces component count, power, and cost.
WiSN’s use of the expansion interface simplifies design and supports other tra-
ditional sensors. The interface also enables it to use two CIF cameras which are
more useful in collaborative/stereoscopic imaging compared to having only one VGA
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imager. Additionally, the expansion port exposes timer inputs/outputs, and pro-
grammable clock outputs. Further, the interrupt request (IRQ) lines and standard
GPIO pins are multiplexed using the remaining pins, making this platform easily
expandable. Some of the GPIO pins have enough current drive (16 mA) to power
attached sensors. This reduces the need to route many power lines on the board.
The choice of the AT91SAM7S MCU allows an easy upgrade path as the AT91SAM7
MCU family has the same in-chip peripheral set, except for the amount of RAM and
Flash memory.
Another WiSN advantage is that its LTC3400 linear regulator, which operates at
low I/O voltages, protects the battery by presenting the entire circuitry as a single
current sink. It also helps reduce the sleep current draw. The LTC3400 can start up
and operate from a single cell and can achieve more than 90 % efficiency over a 30 to
110 mA current draw range.
Disadvantages
MeshEye’s capture-and-save frame rate of 3 fps is quite low. The CC2420 radio
module, which is limited to 250 kbps, is the only transmission module. This requires
a very high video compression ratio to be able to transmit video and limits real-time
video streaming.
KiloPixel imagers are not necessarily the least energy consuming and cheapest
event detectors. Events within the field of view of the VGA imager can, for instance,
be sensed with infrared (IR) or ultrasound sensors, which are cheaper and consume
less energy than the KiloPixel imagers.
WiSN’s video capture is limited to the CIF resolution. In an attempt to support
both the mouse (30x30 pixel) sensor and the CIF sensor the designers opted for a
serial interface connection to the MCU. This serial connection is robust, but limits
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the data rate and hence the frame rate of the video.
External memory access via the serial peripheral interface (SPI) bus, due to its
serial nature and its master/slave coordination, is significantly slower than on-chip
memory or parallel external memory. The Ferroelectric RAM (FRAM) is currently
limited to 32 KB. The off-chip Flash memory is not a direct substitute for RAM as
it offers limited write/erase cycles and has slow write speeds and wait states when
writing. If flash memory is used as a frame buffer, it can limit the node’s lifetime
depending on the frequency of data writes. For example, a 2 MB flash device designed
for 100,000 write/erase cycles will last only 230 days if a 100 KB frame is written to
it every 10 seconds.
2.4.2 Portland State’s Panoptes [71]
Overview
The Panoptes video sensor captures, compresses, and transmits video at low-power
levels below 5 W [71]. The tested 5 W consumption does not meet our 2 W power
threshold, but the node meets most of our five criteria in Section 2.3. The sensor node
can be fine-tuned to meet the 2 W for some applications. Panoptes uses a personal
digital assistant (PDA) platform called Bitsy. The platform runs Linux kernel 2.4.19
on a 206 MHz Intel StrongARM MCU and 64 MB of memory. A Logitech 3000
webcam is used to capture high-quality video and attaches to the PCB via a USB
1.0 interface. Panoptes uses spatial compression (not temporal), distributed filtering,
buffering, and adaptive priorities in processing the video stream. A stand-alone third
party 802.11 card attached via PCMCIA is used for wireless transmission.
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Advantages
Panoptes is one of the few platforms with the architectural components capable of
real-time video capture. It uses special multimedia instructions that are custom
to this MCU for most of the video compression. These special MCU primitives
enable high frame rates as they speed up multimedia processing, such as JPEG and
differential JPEG compression. The Panoptes board supports network wake-up as
well as optimized ”wake-up-from-suspend” energy saving mechanisms. In addition
to compression, Panoptes uses priority mapping mechanisms, including raw video
filtering, buffering, and adaptation to locally pre-process the video stream which can
be strategically used to conserve power.
The third party stand-alone 802.11 module makes the platform flexible as the
module can be easily exchanged for more power efficient and faster modules as they
become available or affordable. The use of Python scripting to connect software
module objects is good for supporting a modularized system that is easily adaptable
as each object can be associated with its exchangeable hardware component.
Disadvantages
The drawback for Panoptes is that it requires several watts of power, which is rela-
tively high, compared to the similar Stargate platform, see Section2.6.2.
Similar to many other platforms, the StrongARM does not have a floating point
unit. Connecting the board to the camera via a 1.0 USB interface creates a data
bandwidth bottleneck, especially for 352x288 (common intermediate format, CIF)
and 640x480 (video graphics array, VGA) pixel frame sizes, and increases power
consumption. This is because the image data from the camera coming in over the
USB needs to be decompressed from a camera-specific compression format to generic
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raw image data in the kernel before being sent to the host’s user space and then
recompressed with JPEG.
The use of polling to check whether a frame is ready is an inefficient way of
acquiring video. Although using specialized built-in MCU multimedia primitives
to speed frame processing is helpful, reliance on MCU specific features limits the
portability of the code and complicates platform upgrades.
The 802.11 networking on Panoptes consumes about a third of the total platform
power [71] and therefore needs to be optimized. The Python scripting employed for
adaptability suffers from the common drawbacks of scripting engines, namely large
memory space requirements and execution inefficiencies. Also, the Python intercon-
nects result in a 5 % frame overhead [71].
2.4.3 Yale’s XYZ plus OV7649 and ALOHA modules [205, 49, 134, 50]
Overview
The XYZ is a motion-enabled and power-aware sensor platform targeting distributed
sensor network applications. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the platform consists of
several subsystems, including subsystems for sensing (light, temperature, and ac-
celerometer), communication (TI CC2420 Zigbee radio), mobility (geared motor),
power (voltage regulator, power tracker, supervisor, and three AA 1.2 V Ni-MH
rechargeable battery pack) and a camera. The capacities of the batteries range from
1200 to 2000 mAh.
The XYZ node is designed around the 57.6 MHz 32-bit OKI Semiconductor
ML67Q500x ARM THUMB (ARM7TDMI MCU core). The MCU has an internal
256 KB of Flash, 32 KB of RAM, and 4 KB of boot ROM as well as external SRAM.
The Omnivision off-the-shelf OV7649 camera module and the 32x32 pixel event-based
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Figure 2.3: The XYZ node architecture [134].
ALOHA CMOS imager have been connected to the XYZ node in separate research ef-
forts [49, 204]. The OV7649 can capture VGA (640x480) and quarter VGA (QVGA,
320x240) images. The image data is transferred from the camera to the on-board
SRAM with an 8-bit parallel port using direct memory access (DMA), which does
not involve the MCU.
Advantages
The MCU provides numerous peripherals which can be turned on and off as required
by the application. The on and off switching is accomplished through software en-
abling/disabling of clock lines to MCU peripherals. The node is therefore capable
of a myriad of power management algorithms. The node provides halt and standby
power saving sleep modes in addition to the internal software controlled clock divider
that can halve a range of MCU speeds from 57.6 MHz down to a minimum of 1.8
MHz. During standby mode the oscillation of the MCU clock is completely stopped
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while the MCU still receives some power. The halt mode, on the other hand, does
not stop clock oscillation, but blocks the clock from the CPU bus and several MCU
peripherals.
The custom supervisor circuit supports a long-term deep sleep mode that puts
the entire node into an ultra-low power mode (consumes around 30 µA) by using a
real-time clock (RTC) with two interrupts. This setup adds to power management
options as transitioning the node into a deep-sleep mode can be done through software
control by disabling its main power supply regulator. The RTC can be scheduled to
wake the node from every 1 minute up to once every 200 years.
Disadvantages
The XYZ uses the CC2420 radio with its limited transmission rate. The node im-
plements the Zigbee protocol stack on the host MCU, which increases power con-
sumption. Operating the OS and the Zigbee protocol stack on the host MCU at the
maximum clock frequency is estimated to require 20 mA [205, 49, 134]. An indepen-
dent stand-alone radio module with its own in-built protocol stack would relieve the
MCU from the network management tasks and improve power savings management.
Another challenge for power management is that the MCU I/O subsystem consumes
between 11 and 14 mA (i.e., 35.75 to 45.5 mW) due to the high number of I/O pins
and peripherals.
The node uses the SOS RTOS, which is an open-source operating system with a
relatively small user base and therefore has only a small pool of available re-usable
software modules.
Using the OV7649, the XYZ achieves a frame capture-and-save rate of 4.1 QVGA
fps. Additionally, only 1.7 16-bit color frames, 3.4 8-bit color, or 27.3 1-bit (black
and white) QVGA frames can be stored in the off-chip SRAM. The number of frames
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Figure 2.4: NIT-Hohai node hardware architecture [70].
that can be stored increases 4.6 times if a platform optimized 256x64 resolution is
used [205, 204]. These limited frame storage capacities can potentially reduce frame
rates as application processing may require holding frames in memory, blocking the
next frames.
2.4.4 The NIT-Hohai Node [70]
Overview
This sensor node, designed jointly by Nanchang Institute of Technology (NIT) and
Hohai University, is centered around the Intel 500 MHz 32-bit PXA270 RISC core
SoC, as illustrated in Figure 2.4, and runs a modified Linux 2.4.19 core. Multithread-
ing is used to multitask custom application-level streaming protocols that are layered
on top of TCP/IP. The node uses IEEE 802.11 for wireless streaming, with a through-
put of 10 to 15 QCIF fps. The node has external SDRAM and FLASH storage as
well as a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD).
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Advantages
The PXA27x family of processors, which is also used in IMote2 [147], has a rich set
of peripheral interfaces and I/O ports, see Figure 2.4. The standardized ports permit
use of a wide range of peripheral I/O modules, facilitating the selection of low-cost
modules. The architecture is a simple plug-and-play attachment to the core SoC
via standard bus protocols and has the benefits of Linux. The design uses run-time
loadable module drivers to make the system flexible and scalable. The node uses an
optimized H.263 video compression library and is able to transmit in real time.
Disadvantages
The board uses a PCMCIA compatible Compact Flash (CF) based 2.4GHz WiFi card
which functions in stand-alone mode, but lacks options for independent direct power
management through applications running on the attached PXA270 SoC. Significant
design efforts went into the touch-capable 16-bit color 640 x 480 LTM04C380 LCD
and related Graphical User Interface (GUI) components, which are not a requirement
for a WVSNP. Building on the basic Linux drivers, the design is almost exclusively
focused on software functionalities and lacks cohesive HW/SW optimization. All ma-
jor processing, such as frame capturing, compressing, and networking management,
is performed by the SoC, which limits opportunities for power saving through duty
cycling. Overall, the node suffers from the disadvantages of general purpose archi-
tectures in that it is a rather general design (similar in philosophy to a personal
computer) and lacks the mechanisms to achieve the low power consumption and cost
required for a WVSNP.
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2.5 Heavily Coupled Architectures
2.5.1 Overview
While general purpose platforms are designed for a wide range of applications,
heavily coupled platforms are designed for a specific application and are typically
over-customized and lack flexibility. The advantage of these highly customized nodes
is that they can be optimized to achieve good performance for the original application
that the platform has been specifically designed for (often referred to as the parent
application).
On the down side, the optimization for a specific parent application often leads
to over-customized architectures. For instance, in order to meet prescribed timing
or cost constraints of the parent application, the hardware modules are designed to
be highly dependent on each other, i.e., they are heavily coupled. The hardware is
often so inflexible that any change in application load or on-site specification requires
a complete hardware re-design. Similarly, the software modules are typically heavily
coupled with each other and with the specific hardware such that the software modules
are not reusable if some other software module or the hardware changes.
CMUcam3, for example, uses an MCU with very few GPIO pins, so that there
is no extra pin to add basic next-step functionality, such as adding a second serial
peripheral interface (SPI) slave. This leads to underutilization of the SPI module
which is dedicated to only the MMC module, even though it is capable of supporting
tens of slaves. An attempt to use SPI for any other purpose requires removing the
MMC module.
In eCAM, the radio and the MCU have been merged into one module. This
merged radio/MCU module speeds up data processing since the software instructions
and data are co-located in the module. Thus, instructions and data do not need to be
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fetched from external memory or over serial buses and the module synchronization
overhead is reduced. As a result, eCAM can implement a simple medium access
control (MAC) protocol with increased data rate. However, this optimization prevents
future expandability and compatibility with other radio standards. Moreover, in
eCAM, the compression stage has been merged with the imager. Should the need for
a new compression scheme or imager frame capture arise, the entire camera module
will need to be replaced and re-designed.
2.5.2 UC Irvine’s eCAM and WiSNAP [155]
Overview
The eCAM is constructed by attaching a camera module (with up to VGA video
quality) to an Eco mote. As illustrated in Fig. 2.5, the 1 cm3 sized Eco mote consists
of a Nordic VLSI nRF24E1 System on a Chip (SoC), a chip antenna, a 32 KB exter-
nal EEPROM, an Hitachi-Metal H34C 3-axial accelerometer, a CR1225 Lithium Coin
battery, an LTC3459 step-up switching regulator, an FDC6901 load switch, a power
path switch, a temperature sensor, and an infrared sensor. The nRF24E1 SoC con-
tains a 2.4 GHz RF transceiver and an 8051-compatible DW8051 MCU. The MCU has
a 512 Byte ROM for a bootstrap loader and a 4 KB RAM to run user programs loaded
by the bootstrap from the SPI attached EEPROM. The camera module consists of
the Omnivision OV7640 CMOS image sensor and OV528 compression/serial-bridge
chip. The camera can function as either a video camera or a JPEG still camera. The
OV528 is used as a JPEG compression engine as well as a RS-232 interface to the Eco
node. The imager supports a variety of size and color formats, including VGA, CIF,
and QCIF. It can capture up to 30 fps. The platform radio’s transmission consumes
less than 10 mA (0 dBm) whereas receiving consumes around 22 mA.
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a) Front side
b) Back side
Figure 2.5: Main architecture components of the Eco board [155].
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Advantages
The eCAM platform has a customized radio, which achieves high-speed and low-
power due to a simple MAC protocol, instead of a generalized complex MAC which
would consume more power. The eCAM bandwidth can theoretical peak at 1 Mbps,
which is four times the theoretical peak of the 250 kbps of Zigbee. This makes the
eCAM a good candidate for real-time VGA resolution video transmission. The ra-
dio’s transmission output power can be configured through software to -20 dBm, -10
dBm, -5 dBm, or 0 dBm levels. The eCAM is more power efficient than Bluetooth
and 802.11b/g modules, which are typically 20 dBm and 15 dBm respectively, for a
100 m range[194, 138]. The eCAM in-camera hardware JPEG compression is signif-
icantly more power efficient than software implementations [155, 134]. The camera
compression engine’s JPEG codec supports variable quality settings. The imager’s
ability to capture up to 30 fps enables considerable control of the video quality.
A shown in Figure 2.5, the Eco node has a 16 pin expansion port, which has been
designed to use the flexible parallel male connector instead of the typical rigid PCB
headers. This choice of “Flexible PCB” makes the Eco node flexible and suitable
for different types of packaging, which makes it easy to customize to a variety of
applications.
Additionally, the Eco node has an OPTEK OP591 optical sensor, which helps with
low resolution and low power vision event processing. When major sensing events are
detected, the VGA camera is triggered.
Disadvantages
The customized MAC and radio reduce the networking adaptability and compatibility
with other motes. Moreover, the MAC and radio customization misses the low-cost
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benefit of standardized networking protocols and radio hardware, such as Zigbee
compliant radios.
A further drawback of the radio is that it has a range of only about 10 m. Under a
demonstration [155, 134], eCAM could only transmit relatively low resolution 320x240
(at 1.5 fps) or 160x128 video streams to the base station. This low performance
suggests that the platform has a bottleneck in the video acquisition path and can
not exploit its theoretical radio transmission rate of 1 Mbps. The base station then
aggregates the data and transmits it to a host computer, which displays the videos
in real-time. Reliance on a base station is a limitation as WVSNPs are expected to
function in adhoc mode and have access to popular networks, such as WiFi, cellular,
or 3G networks.
The platform is a highly optimized board-level system design that achieves a very
compact form factor. However, merging MCU and radio as well as JPEG compression
and the imager module makes the platform inflexible and fails to take advantage of
future improvements in critical components of a mote, such as radio, MCU, compres-
sion engine, or encoder. Another concern is that the camera module attaches to the
Eco via an RS232 interface, which limits the data transfer rates.
2.5.3 UCLA’s Cyclops and Mica [166]
Overview
A typical Cyclops platform is a two-board connection between a CMOS camera mod-
ule illustrated in Fig 2.6 with an FPGA and a wireless mote, such as a Berkeley
MICA2 or MICAz mote. The camera board consists of an Agilent ADCM-1700 CIF
CMOS imager with a maximum 352x288 pixel resolution. The camera has an F2.8
lens, image sensor and digitizer, image processing units and data communication
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units. The camera supports 8-bit monochrome, 24-bit RGB color, and 16-bit YCbCr
color image formats.
The Cyclops camera module contains a Complex Programable Logic Device (Xil-
inx XC2C256 CoolRunner CPLD), a 512 KB external Flash, and a 64 KB external
SRAM for high-speed data communication. The CPLD provides the high speed clock,
synchronization, and memory control that is required for image capture. The MCU
and CPLD and both memories share a common address and data bus. The 7.3728
MHz 8-bit ATMEL ATmega128L MCU controls the imager and performs local image
processing, e.g., for inference and parameter configuration. The MCU can map 60
KB of external memory into its memory space. The combination of the internal and
external memory presents a contiguous and cohesive memory space of 64 KB to the
node’s applications.
The Cyclops design isolates the camera module’s requirement for high-speed data
transfer from the speed ability of the host MCU. It can optionally provide still image
frames at low rates if the connecting modules are slow. The camera module is pro-
grammable through a synchronous serial I2C port. Image data is output via an 8-bit
parallel bus and three synchronization lines.
Advantages
The modularity of Cyclops, that is, its use of a separate host mote enables “hard-
ware polymorphism”, which abstracts the complexity of the imaging device from the
host mote. Moreover, the standardized interface makes the Cyclops camera module
adaptable to a variety of host motes.
The dedicated image processor enables global serialization of image processing
operations by offloading these image processing operations from the host MCU. The
global serialization loosens the need for tight synchronization in the “acquire-process-
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Figure 2.6: Hardware architecture of Cyclops camera module [166].
play” path so that interrupts or handshaking signals can indicate when the dedicated
image processing MCU is ready.
The dedicated image processor provides computational parallelism, such that pro-
longed sensing computations can be isolated to the image processor. This helps with
duty cycling idle modules and saves power.
The power consumption of Cyclops is very low and enables large-scale long-term
deployment. Cyclopes uses on-demand clock control of components to decrease power
consumption. Moreover, to save power an external SRAM is used for storing image
frames and is kept in sleep state when not needed. The camera node can automatically
drive other subsystems to their lower power state. Cyclops has an asynchronous
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trigger input paging channel that can be connected to sensors of other modalities
for event triggering. A study [122] has shown that object detection operations with
Cyclops are 5.7 times more energy efficient than with CMUCam3 under the same
settings and functionality.
The CPLD used by Cyclops can perform basic operations during frame capture,
such as on-demand access to high speed clocking at capture time and possibly com-
putation. In particular, the fast CPLD clock enables the camera module to carry
out calculations and pixel image storage to memory while the imager is capturing. A
CPLD also consumes less power than an FPGA during initial configuration reducing
the overall cost of the power-down state.
Disadvantages
The slow 4 MHz MCU in Cyclops is not fast enough for data transfer and address
generation during image capture. Therefore, the Cyclops design uses a CPLD, an
additional component, to provide a high-speed clock. This design choice increases
cost, power consumption, and PCB area. Also, as noted in Section 2.2, an 8 bit
processor consumes often more power for image related algorithms than a 32 bit
processor.
This platform was not intended for repeated image acquisition. Instead, the Cy-
clops architecture targets applications that occasionally require capture of one (or a
few) images. As evaluated in [122], the PCB Header-MCU architecture in Cyclops is
six times slower than the FIFO-MCU architecture in CMUCam3. Cyclops also pales
CMUCam3 with its 2 fps maximum capture-and-save image processing speed. It also
has a low image resolution of 128x128 pixel due to its limited internal Atmega128L
MCU memory (128 KB of Flash program and 4 KB of SRAM data memory). The
performance analysis in [166], reveals that improving the CPLD’s synchronization
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with the imager would significantly improve the timing (and energy cost) of the im-
age capture. Using more parallelism in the CPLD logic could also reduce the number
of CPLD clock cycles needed to perform pixel transfer to SRAM. This could also
allow higher imager clock speed and facilitate faster image capture.
Another shortcoming of Cyclops is its firmware’s use of the nesC language which is
based on TinyOS libraries. This limits its code reusability and refinements often en-
joyed by Linux targeted firmware. TinyOS does not provide a preemptive mechanism
in its synchronous execution model, i.e., tasks cannot preempt other tasks.
Other key weaknesses are that the Cyclops platform does not include a radio
and does not perform any on-board compression. Though Cyclops provides the abil-
ity decouple some image processing functions, it does not provide mechanisms for
guaranteeing data access or modification integrity, such as semaphores or spin locks.
The Cyclops camera module relies on third-party boards to function as a com-
plete wireless sensor node. Given the need to manage power via duty cycling, the
power-aware hardware and algorithms on the camera module may need frequent ad-
justments to interface with a variety of third-party daughter boards with different
power definitions.
2.5.4 Philips’ Smart Camera Mote [116, 115]
Overview
The Smart Camera mote focuses mostly on reducing power consumption through
low-power local image processing. Local image processing filters out unnecessary data
and compresses data before transmission. As illustrated in Figure 2.7, the camera
consists of one or two VGA image sensors, an Xetal IC3D single instruction multiple
data (SIMD) processor for low-level image processing, and the ATMEL’s 8051 host
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Figure 2.7: Architecture of the Philips Camera Mote [116].
MCU for intermediate and high-level processing, control, and communication. The
host 8051 and the IC3D share a dual port RAM (DPRAM). The platform uses a
customized Aquis Grain ZigBee module made of an 8051 MCU and Chipcon CC2420
radio. The radio’s software control is reprogrammable on the 8051.
A global control processor (GCP) within the IC3D system-on-chip (SoC) is used to
control most of the IC3D as well as performing global digital signal processing (DSP)
operations, video synchronization, program flow, and external communication. The
8051 host MCU has direct access to the DPRAM and has its own internal 1792 Byte
RAM, 64 KB FLASH, and 2 KB EEPROM. It uses its large number of I/O pins to
control the camera and its surroundings. The host has its own tiny task-switching
RTOS. The radio module attaches to the platform via the 8051 host’s UART.
Advantages
The IC3D is designed for video processing and has dedicated internal architecture
blocks for video, such as linear processor arrays, line memories, and video input and
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output processor blocks. The video processor blocks can simultaneously handle one
pixel at a time for CIF (320x240) or two at a time for VGA (640x480). Pixels of the
image lines are interlaced on the memory lines. Sharing the DPRAM enables the main
processors to work in a shared workspace on their own processing pace. This enables
asynchronous connection between the GCP and IC3D and simple shared memory
based software synchronization schemes. The DPRAM can store two images of up to
256× 256 pixels and enables the IC3D to process frames at camera speed [116, 115],
while a detailed evaluation of the frame capture-and-save and transmission rates
remain for future research.
The SIMD based architecture of the IC3D decodes fewer instructions for more
computational work and hence requires less memory access, which reduces energy
consumption. In contrast, each 30x30 pixel imager of MeshEye [90], captures its own
small image, loads it into memory and process the duplicate instructions on each
image only to detect an event. In [116], on the other hand, a large frame is loaded
to the same memory and the same “detect event” instruction is issued for each MCU
core to process part of the image for an event, sequentially or in parallel. The first
core to detect an event can signal the other core to stop, hence reducing not only
processing time but also memory paging which conserves power.
The IC3D has a peak pixel performance of around 50 giga operations per second
(GOPS). The GCP is powerful enough to perform computer vision tasks, such as face
detection at power consumption levels below 100 mW.
The 8051 host’s UART has its own baud rate generator which leaves the 8-bit
and two 16-bit timers available for RTOS switching and user applications. The radio
module’s peer-to-peer structure enables point-to-point camera-to-camera communi-
cation. The camera can be remotely programmed via the radio and the in-system
programmability feature of the 8051.
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Disadvantages
The employed Zigbee module has a range of only five meters. Further, its maximum
data rate of around 10 kbps makes the Zigbee module poorly suited for real-time
image transmission. This low transmission rate limits the module to transmitting
only meta-data of the scene’s details or events.
The module has numerous major components that altogether are expensive. The
power efficiency of the SIMD approach is not yet well understood and requires more
research to evaluate whether the dual imagers and the parallel processing of the sub-
sets of the VGA image for frame differencing are beneficial in typical video sensor
application scenarios. Overall, the node suffers from a mismatch between the ex-
tensive image and video capture capabilities and the limited wireless transmission
capability.
2.5.5 Carnegie Mellon’s CMUcam3 [173] and DSPCam [109, 110]
Overview
Carnegie Mellon’s CMUcam3 sensor node is probably the most open of the heav-
ily coupled platforms in that all hardware schematics, software, and PCB files are
freely available online for the research community. Many commercial vendors are
also allowed to copy, manufacture, and sell the platform with or without design mod-
ifications. CMUcam3 is capable of RGB color CIF resolution (352x288 pixels). At its
core is an NXP LPC2106, which is a 32-bit 60 MHz ARM7TDMI MCU with built-in
64 KB of RAM and 128 KB of flash memory. It uses either an Omnivision OV6620 or
OV7620 CMOS camera-on-a-chip/image sensor, which can load images at 26 fps. As
shown in Figure 2.8, CMUcam3 also uses Averlogic’s AL4V8M440 (1 MB, 50 MHz)
video FIFO buffer as a dedicated frame buffer between the camera and the host MCU.
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Figure 2.8: CMUCam3’s major block architecture [173].
Hence, the actual capture-and-save frame rate is limited by the hardware FIFO buffer
between the imager and the MCU. Clocking the frames out of the FIFO buffer to the
MCU memory gives the actual overall capture-and-save frame rate. CMUcam3 has
software JPEG compression and has a basic image manipulation library. CMUCam3
uses an MMC card attached via SPI for mass data storage. The card uses a FAT16
file system type, which is compatible to almost all other flash card readers.
An improved follow-up to CMUCam3 is the DSPCam [109], which has the charac-
teristics of an externally dependent architecture and is therefore included in Table 2.7.
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Nevertheless, since DSPCam grew from CMUCam3, we discuss both in this section.
As illustrated in Figure 2.9, DSPcam uses the 32-bit RISC Blackfin DSP-MCU SoC
from Analog Devices and a SXGA (1280x1024), VGA (640x480), QVGA (320x240),
and CIF capable OmniVision CMOS image sensor. A stand-alone WiPort 802.11b/g
module is integrated on the board. DSPCam provides an interface for third party
modules for possible 802.15.4 based radios as well as other low data rate sensors.
The image array’s throughput can be as high as 30 VGA fps and 15 SXGA fps. The
imager consumes 50 mW for 15 SXGA fps with a standby power of 30 µW. DSPCam
is a smart mote, which creates metadata and tags for video to enable efficient video
retrieval and transmission. DSPCam runs a uCLinux OS and a custom Time Syn-
chronized Application level MAC (TSAM) protocol which provides quality of service
(QoS) through a priority-based dynamic bandwidth allocation for the video streams.
TSAM bypasses standard Linux network API calls. Depending on the power states
of the three major modules, the power consumptions of the DSPCam ranges from
above 0.330 W (all idle) to 2.574 W (all active).
Advantages
The CMUCam3 hardware can carry out two modes of frame differencing. In low
resolution mode, the current image of 88x143 or 176x255 pixels is converted to an
8x8 grid for differencing. In the high resolution mode, the current CIF image is
converted to a 16x16 grid for differencing.
The single board FIFO-MCU architecture of CMUCam3 is faster than the PCB
Header-MCU setup used in Cyclops. In particular, the FIFO buffer decouples the
processing of the host MCU from the camera’s pixel clock, which increases frame
rates. Decoupling the MCU processing from the individual pixel access times allows
the pixel clock on the camera to be set to a smaller value than the worst case per
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Figure 2.9: DSPCam’s major block architecture [109].
pixel processing period. As evaluated in [122], the Cyclops design is six times slower
than CMUCam3. Compared to the 2 fps of Cyclops, CMUCam3 can capture and
save between 2 and 5 fps. An additional advantage of the FIFO buffer is its ability
to reset the read pointer, which enables basic multiple pass image processing, such as
down sampling, rewinding, and windowing.
The CMUCam3’s OV6620 camera supports a maximum resolution of 352x288 at
50 fps. CMUCam3 is capable of software based compression only and supports other
optimized vision algorithms. The sensor node software provides the JPEG, portable
network graphics (PNG), and ZIP compression libraries, which are useful for low data
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rate streaming.
The MCU of the CMUCam3 platform uses software controlled frequency scaling
for power management. CMUCam3 has three power modes (active, idle, and power
down). The camera module, for example, can be powered down separately without
affecting the other two main CMUCam3 blocks.
The CMUCam3 MCU core has a memory acceleration module (MAM) for fetching
data from flash memory in a single MCU cycle. The MMC option in CMUCam3 pro-
vides easy external access to its data as the data are readable by standard flash read-
ers. The availability of serial in-system programming (ISP) provides for inexpensive
built-in firmware loading and programming as compared to many MCUs that require
extra joint test action group (JTAG, IEEE 1149.1) hardware. The MCU provides
a co-processor interface which can be useful for offloading some heavy computation
from the host MCU. CMUcam3 provides an expansion port that is compatible with
a variety of wireless sensor nodes, including the popular Berkeley sensor platforms.
DSPCam has considerably more memory than CMUCam3 with 32MB of fast
SDRAM, clocked up to 133MHz, and 4MB of Flash. A new high-performance feature
is the Direct Memory Access (DMA), which enables low overhead block transmission
of video frames from the camera to the SoC’s internal memory. This frees up the CPU
core for other critical tasks. In addition to standard MCU interfaces, the Blackfin
SoC provides a Parallel Peripheral Interface (PPI) which enables a direct connection
to the CMOS image sensor. DSPCam accelerates video and image processing through
its special video instruction architecture that is SIMD compliant. The USB-UART
bridge provides useful external mass storage options for the DSPCam.
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Disadvantages
The CMUCam3 design avoids high-cost components and hence lacks efficient storage
and memory structures, such as L1 cache, memory management unit (MMU) and
external direct memory access (DMA), as well as adequate random access memory
(RAM) and flash memory. This shortcoming as well as the relatively slow I/O can
be a throughput bottleneck. For example, reading one pixel value can take up to 14
clock cycles, of which 12 are wasted on waiting for input/output (I/O) transactions.
The small memory of the “MMU less” ARM7TDMI core prohibits the use of even
the tiniest Linux RTOS, such as uCLinux, which has been tested to work on other
“MMU less” MCUs [61].
The coarse frame differencing leads to high object location error rates and is hence
unsuitable for estimating object locations. Further, as used in [122], CMUCam3’s
processing and object detection algorithm (frame capture and frame differencing) were
5.67 times less energy efficient than Cyclops. The CMOS camera lacks a monochrome
output mode, and hence color information must be clocked out of the FIFO. Also,
the FIFO structure prevents random access to pixels.
The CMUCam3’s MCU has very few I/O ports to enable extensible direct access
to the MCU. That is, only a few I/O ports are configurable to be used for other I/O
purposes and some bus protocols are underutilized. For example, the SPI bus has
only one chip select pin, which is connected directly to the MMC card. This means
that no other module can be connected to the SPI bus without first disconnecting the
MMC card. This inflexibility may force designers to use alternate connectors, such
as UART, which are slower and limit the throughput of the sensor node.
The optimization of the hardware architecture has focused on the video acqui-
sition but neglected the wireless transmission and memory components critical to
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a WVSNP. Although a dedicated frame buffer speeds up and simplifies the camera
image acquisition it is not accessible to other components when not in use. A DMA
system would be more efficient and cheaper.
The CMUCam3 MCU, similar to many other low-cost systems, lacks the floating
point hardware, RAM, and computation speed required for many complex computer
vision algorithms. Further, CMUCam3 lacks a real time clock (RTC) which could
be critical in duty cycling of attached modules, global packet tracking, and time
stamping of real time video.
During board power down, the RAM is not maintained. Therefore, the camera
parameters must be restored by the firmware at startup. CMUCam3 takes relatively
long (sometimes close to a second) to switch between power modes or to transition
from off to on. These long switch times limit applications that require fast duty
cycling and short startup times, for example, when alerted to capture a frame.
DSPCam depends on an external node or module, such as a Firefly sensor node,
to provide access to low data rate nodes using IEEE 802.15.4-based radios. The
DSPCam board includes an Ethernet module, which is operated in a bridge config-
uration for wireless transmissions with the attached Wiport module. The TCP/IP
networking drivers thus continue sending data to the Ethernet module, which is then
forwarded to the Wiport module for wireless transmission. At the same time, the core
module directly controls the Wiport module via a serial port. This setup introduces
inefficiencies as there is duplication in the wireless transmission path.
The DSPcam architecture does not provide mechanisms for the host SoC to control
the power modes of the camera, the WiFi module, and other external nodes. This is
a critical functionality for a low-power WVSNP. Future research needs to evaluate in
detail the impact of the TSAM protocol and other in-node processing on the QVGA/-
CIF frame rate. Although DSPCam is a significant improvement over CMUCam3,
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it traded the highly coupled architecture of CMUCam3 for an externally dependent
architectures that relies on third-party modules with no power management control.
2.6 Externally Dependent Architectures
2.6.1 Overview
Externally dependent architectures depend on a mosaic of external “daughter
boards” to achieve basic functionality. The justification for this designs approach
is that nodes operating at different tiers in a multi-tier network have different func-
tionality requirements. As a result, the externally dependent architectures depend
heavily on the designer’s view of the sensor network and hence suffer from similar
target application limitations as the heavily coupled architectures.
Nodes that depend on external PCB modules often lack a cross-platform standard
interface, limiting interoperability with daughter boards. In particular, a given base
platform can usually interoperate only with the daughter boards specifically designed
for the base platform, limiting flexibility. This design model often hides the real cost
of a node and results in cumbersome designs that are inefficient. For example, the use
of basic interfaces, such as RS-232, Ethernet, USB, and JTAG on Stargate requires
a daughter board. Similarly, a special daughter board is required to supply the
Imote2 with battery power. Assembly of an image capable platform based ScatterWeb
requires at least four different boards.
The need of externally dependent architectures for daughter boards for a basic ap-
plication result often in excess power consumption. This is because each stand-alone
daughter board needs some basic circuitry, which consumes power. This circuitry is
usually duplicated on other daughter boards and hence consumes more power than
reusing the same circuitry on one PCB.
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2.6.2 UC Berkeley’s Stargate [221, 135, 43, 189, 122]
Overview
Stargate is a relatively popular platform and is commercialized by Crossbow Tech-
nology Inc. The Stargate platform is capable of real-time video compression. The
platform offers a wide range of interfaces, such as Ethernet, USB, Serial, compact
flash (CF), and PCMCIA, making the platform suitable for residential gateways and
backbone nodes in multi-tier sensor networks.
As illustrated in Figure 2.10, Stargate consists of an XScale PXA255 processor
whose speed ranges from 100 to 400 MHz and consumes between 170 and 400 mW.
The Stargate processor can be configured to have 32 to 64 MB of RAM and/or 32 MB
of Flash. Energy profiling [135] shows that Stargate consumes more energy during
intensive processing (e.g., FFT operations) and flash accesses than through transmis-
sions and receptions. Interestingly, the energy consumption for data transmission was
found to be 5 % less than that for data reception. This is a reversal of the typical
characteristics of wireless devices and can be attributed to the specific employed duty
cycling mechanisms. On average, Stargate uses about 1600 mW in active mode and
around 107 mW in sleep mode.
Advantages
The Stargate platform is extensible enough that it can attach to other modules
as needed to communicate with other wireless sensors and third-party application-
specific modules. The platform has sufficient RAM and Flash memory to run a
complete Embedded Linux OS. As a result, Stargate has extensive software capabil-
ities, including support for web cams attached via USB or PCMCIA, and compact
flash (CF) based 802.11b radios to communicate with higher data rate sensors.
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Figure 2.10: Stargate architecture block diagram showing the main board and the
daughter board.
The processor is sufficiently powerful to locally run object recognition algorithms.
Studies have shown that Stargate is more energy efficient than Panoptes. It consumes
25 % less energy for some applications in spite of having twice Panoptes’ processing
power [135, 189, 122]. Increasing the clock speed of the Stargate MCU by 300 %
results only in a small increase of 24 % in power consumption [43], which is a desirable
characteristic for a video processing MCU.
Disadvantages
As used in [189], Stargate operates akin to a computer networking gateway interface
and is architecturally too general and not optimized for low power consumption. It
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uses power-inefficient interfaces, such as a personal Computer memory card inter-
national association (PCMCIA) interface based card for the 802.11b module. The
PCMCIA standard is a general computer standard and not readily optimized for a
low power sensor.
The webcam attached to Stargate is not suitable for a resource-constrained stan-
dalone video sensor. Stargate does not have hardware support for being woken up
by other motes. Special mechanisms have to be implemented on the other connected
motes to mimic the wake-up functionality. This makes Stargate dependent on the
Mica-type motes for the wake-up functionality. Stargate is also dependent on the
Mica-type motes for simultaneous 900 MHz low-data rate transmissions. The extra
wakeup overhead adds to wakeup latency costs. The latency and power consumption
further increase due to the architecture’s inefficient reliance on the daughter board for
Ethernet, USB, and serial connectors, see Figure 2.10. Though both the main and
daughter boards have battery input, only the daughter board has a direct current
(DC) input, which increases the main board’s reliance on the daughter board.
Regarding the multimedia functionalities, the XScale MCU lacks floating-point
hardware support. Floating-point operations may be needed to efficiently perform
multimedia processing algorithms. Images acquired through USB are typically trans-
mitted to the processor in a USB compressed format. This adds to decompression
overhead prior to local processing as well as loss of some image data. The employed
version 1.0 USB is slow and limits image bandwidth.
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2.6.3 Crossbow’s Imote2/Stargate 2 [147, 13, 135] and UC’s CITRIC [40].
Overview
Imote2 is the latest in a series of attempts to create a powerful and general sensor
node by Intel and Crossbow. Its predecessors, the original trial Imotes, lacked many
elements expected of a WVSNP. The first trial Imote used a slow 8-bit 12 MHz ARM7
MCU with 64 KB RAM and 32 KB Flash memory. Its successor used an ARM7TDMI
MCU with 64 KB SRAM, 512 KB Flash, and speed ranging from 12 to 48 MHz. The
first two Imotes had an on-board Bluetooth radio and support for the TinyOS RTOS.
Compared to its predecessors, Imote2 has substantially increased computation
power and capabilities. It features a PXA271 XScale SoC. The SoC’s 32-bit ARM11
core is configurable between 13 and 416 MHz clock speeds. The ARM core contains
256 KB SRAM, and is attached to a 32 MB Flash, and 32 MB SDRAM storage
within the SoC. Imote2 has a Zigbee compliant IEEE 802.15.4 CC2420 radio and a
surface-mount antenna, but has no default Bluetooth radio. Supported RTOSs for
Imote2 are TinyOS, Linux, Microsoft’s .NET Micro, and SOS. Imote2 is intended to
replace the original Stargate platform and is therefore also referred to as Stargate 2.
A similar recent platform, CITRIC [40], Figure 2.12, by the Universities of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley and Merced as well as the Taiwanese ITR Institute is a follow-up
design to Imote2. CITRIC consists of a 624 MHz frequency-scalable XScale MCU,
256KB of internal SRAM, 16MB FLASH, and 64MB external low-power RAM run-
ning at 1.8 V. Compared to Imote2, CITRIC is more modular in its design in that
it separates the image processing unit from the networking unit. CITRIC also uses a
faster Omnivision 1.3 megapixel camera, OV9655, capable of 15 SXGA (1280x1024)
fps, 30 (640x480) VGA fps, and a scale-down from CIF to 40x30 pixels. CITRIC runs
embedded Linux. The imager has an active current consumption of 90 mW for 15
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Figure 2.11: Imote2 block architecture [147].
SXGA fps and a standby current of less than 20 µA. CITRIC has an overall power
consumption from 428 mW (idle) to 970 mW (active at 520 MHz). This means that
CITRIC can last for slightly over 16 hours with four AA batteries with a power rating
of 2700 mAh.
Advantages
The PXA271 XScale in Imote2 is a very powerful SoC platform, combining an ARM11
Core, a DSP core, as well as Flash and RAM memories. This compact design improves
data access and execution speeds and facilitates power management algorithms that
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Figure 2.12: CITRIC block architecture [40].
use the SoC’s power modes. Specifically, the clock speed of the Imote2 MCU (PXA271
XScale) has a very wide range of power applications through its use of Dynamic
Voltage Scaling. It can be set to as low as 13 MHz and can operate as low as 0.85 V,
which enables very low power operation.
The Imote2 on-chip DSP coprocessor can be used for wireless operations and
multimedia operation acceleration. This co-processor improves the parallelism of the
node, especially for storage and compression operations.
The nodes have large on-board RAM and Flash memories. Imote2 provides an
interface to support a variety of additional or alternate radios. Further, Imote2 has
a variety of targeted high-speed standard interface modules, such as I2S and AC97
for audio, a camera chip interface, and a fast infrared port, in addition to the usual
MCU interfaces, such as UART and SPI.
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The latest Imote2 board is quite compact, measuring 36 mmx48 mmx9 mm, en-
abling its inclusion in many sensor node applications. Further, the support for many
RTOSs, especially Linux, makes it a good choice.
CITRIC’s modular separation of the image processing unit from the networking
unit makes it more adaptable to applications than Imote2. CITRIC’s 16 MB external
Flash is a NOR type memory with faster access times than the typical NAND based
memories. It also is capable of the latest Linux supported eXecution-In-Place (XIP),
which provides the capability to boot-up and execute code directly from non-volatile
memory. The USB-UART bridge provides useful external mass storage options for
CITRIC.
The very low standby current consumption of 20 µA makes CITRIC a good can-
didate for power conservation with duty cycling. Further, the choice of low-power
memory is significant as memory typically consumes about the same power as the
processor, that is, approximately 20 % of the node’s power. The CITRIC cluster of
boards can be powered with four AA batteries, a USB cable, or a 5 V DC power
adapter.
Disadvantages
Though Imote2’s PXA271 provides many peripheral interfaces suitable for multimedia
acquisition and processing it depends heavily on external boards for basic operations.
These external boards include daughter boards for battery power supply as well as
JTAG and USB interfaces. The many attachments required for core functionalities
make the platform eventually expensive. Also, the hierarchy of hardware PCBs re-
quired for core functionalities introduces latency and power drawbacks similar to
those arising with Stargate.
Any high-throughput wireless transmission of multimedia will also need an exter-
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nal board attachment. The surface mount antenna for the on-board Zigbee radio has
only a range of 30 m line of sight, requiring an external antenna. Moreover, CITRIC
depends on an external Tmote Sky mote with a Zigbee-ready radio for low data rate
wireless transmissions. Additionally, CITRIC’s camera is attached to a separate cam-
era daughter card. Both the main processor board and the camera daughter board
depend on the Tmote Sky mote for battery operated power. This introduces power
inefficiencies due to the high number of passive components on each board.
The PXA270 CITRIC core does not support NAND type memories, which limits
the designer’s choices. Although CITRIC has a power management IC, it is located
on the camera daughter board which means the main processor board is dependent
on the camera to manage its power. Similar to Imote2 this architecture is heavily
externally dependent and despite its higher computational power, it does not have
the radio hardware resources for faster video streaming.
2.6.4 Freie Universitt ScatterWeb’s ESB430-, ECR430-COMedia C328x
modules [176]
Overview
This is a platform designed for research and education. To accommodate diverse
research and educational needs it consists of a mosaic of function-specific PCB mod-
ules that can be assembled for a desired application area. A sensor node built with
these function-specific PCB modules may form an ad-hoc network with other nodes.
Some nodes can act as data sources, some as relays, and some as data collectors. A
node can simultaneously perform all three functionalities. There are many translator
gateway boards to interface ScatterWeb-type boards with standard interfaces, such
as RS485, Bluetooth, Ethernet, and USB.
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A camera node can be assembled from the ScatterWeb boards by combining an
embedded sensor board (ESB, i.e., ESB430), an ECR430 board, and a COMedia
C328-7640 VGA (640x480 16-bit pixel) camera module. The camera’s resolution can
be configured to 80x64, 160x128, 320x240, and 640x480 pixels. The ESB430 can
be programmed via UART or USB. The ESB typically has a TI MSP430 MCU, a
transceiver, a luminosity sensor, a noise detector, a vibration sensor, an IR movement
detector and IR transceiver, a microphone/speaker, and a timer.
The radios are usually 868 MHz RFM TR1001 transceivers and lately the longer
range 434 MHz CC1021 transceiver from Chipcon. For energy harvesting, the nodes
store solar cell energy in gold-cap capacitors. Piezo crystals and other thermo-
elements are also used.
The camera modules have a VGA camera chip and a JPEG compression block.
They draw 50 mA while operating at 3.3 V. They are about 2x3 cm2 in area. The
camera module takes commands via the serial interface, processes/compresses the
image, and feeds back the resulting image through the same serial port. The VGA
frames can be compressed to 20–30 KB sizes. Images are first transferred from the
camera module to the built-in 64 KB EEPROM and then transmitted over the air.
Advantages
The PCB module based architecture provides flexibility of reconfiguring the platform
for different uses. A cascade of an embedded sensor board (ESB) with compatible
GSM/GPRS modules and embedded web server modules (EWS) provides a gateway
to receive configuration commands and send node data from/to the Internet and
cellular networks.
One of ScatterWeb’s PCB modules, the so-called ScatterFlasher, can be attached
to a PC for over-the-air programming (flashing) of all sensors, debugging, and remote
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sensor data collection. Other boards, such as embedded web server (EWS) use power
over Ethernet (PoE) to power the host MCU and other PCB components. This is a
good way to reduce cost. The EWS can be used to setup ad-hoc Ethernet networks.
The MCU requires about 2 µA in deep-sleep mode, which is power efficient for
duty cycle applications. The entire camera module uses about 100 µA in power down
mode. The ESB can switch off the camera module’s power supply for additional
energy savings. The energy scavenging options provided by the nodes make them
candidates for long-term outdoor deployment. The employed 1 F capacitors last for
about ten hours for typical monitoring, which is enough energy for over 420 sensing
and sending cycles.
Disadvantages
While the PCB module based architecture of ScatterWeb provides flexibility, this de-
sign strategy suffers from extensive component repetition and underutilization since
the modules are expected to be stand alone. Also, the ESB lacks the interfaces and
power management infrastructure to control power modes of the individual compo-
nents on the attached boards.
The serial interface has a maximum data rate of 115 kbps, which is low for image
transfer. The module can only wirelessly stream a 160x128 8-bit preview video at
0.75–6 fps. Downloading a compressed image from the camera module to the ESB
takes about 2 s. Transmitting an image can draw 7 mA and take about 9.6 s. Overall,
this consumes about 0.058 mAh per transmitted image. This translates into about
27,000 images for a rechargeable AA battery with a 2000 mAh capacity and a usable
capacity of 80%. As evaluated in [176], a 20–30 kB image takes 12 to 17 s to send,
which allows capturing and transmitting only 3 to 5 compressed images per minute.
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2.6.5 CSIRO ICT Centre’s FleckTM-3 [111, 224]
Overview
Fleck-3 is made up of an 8 MHz Atmega128 MCU running a TinyOS RTOS. The
platform consists of a 76.8 kbps Nordic NRF905 radio transceiver and two daughter
boards: one for the camera and one for all image processing operations, as illustrated
in Figure 2.13. The daughter boards interface and communicate with Fleck-3 via SPI
and GPIO interfaces and relevant interrupts.
The DSP daughter board consists of the TI TMS320F2812, a 32-bit, 150 MHz DSP
with 128 KB of on-chip program FLASH and 1 MB of external SRAM. The camera
board is made up of an Omnivision OV7640 VGA (640x480) or QVGA (320x240) color
CMOS sensor with Bayer pattern filter [23]. The progressive scan sensor supports
windowed and sub-sampled images. The DSP on the daughter board can control
and set camera parameters via an I2C bus. Frames are moved from the sensors into
external SRAM using the circuitry implemented in an FPGA on the DSP daughter
board. Reference frames are also stored on the DSP board’s external memory.
Advantages
The choice of a 32-bit DSP chip satisfies the 32-bit energy advantage over 16- or
lower-bit MCUs, see Section 2.2. The 32-bit DSP achieves 0.9 MIPS/mA compared to
2.1 MIPS8/mA for the 8-bit Atmega 128L. Also, the acquire, compress, and transmit
strategy has been shown to be eight times more energy efficient than the acquire, store,
and transmit strategy [111, 224], justifying the compression stage in the architecture.
The daughter cards can be turned on and off by the Fleck baseboard. This board-
to-board power mode flexibility and the use of interrupts for communication with the
Fleck-3 can be used by power management algorithms. The separation of function-
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Figure 2.13: Hardware architecture of a camera node formed by a Fleck sensor
node, a DSP board, and an image sensor [224].
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ality into daughter boards also provides flexibility and expandability for the Fleck-3
platform. The DSP chip is programmable in C which is widely supported.
Fleck-3 has a large 1 MB flash memory, which is sufficient for a real time oper-
ating system (RTOS). The combination of a real time clock (RTC), an integrated
solar battery charging circuit, and regulator facilitates intelligent power management
schemes. For example, RTC interrupts can be used based on the time of day to choose
energy sources and even schedule storage or recharging. The circuit can also monitor
battery and solar current and voltage. This makes the platform ideal for long-term
outdoor use.
The camera board (in addition to the image sensor chip and lens holder) has
two ultra-bright LEDs for capture illumination. The camera by itself is capable of
acquiring a maximum of 30 VGA fps or 60 QVGA fps.
Disadvantages
Fleck-3 camera functionality requires both the camera and the DSP daughter boards.
The DSP board alone draws a current of more than 290 mA when active. Taken
together, this platform architecture is relatively power inefficient and has a costly
component count.
Support and reusable software for the TinyOS are not as readily available as for
other open source RTOSs, such as embedded Linux, uCos, and FreeRTOS. While the
image sensor is capable of acquiring up to 60 QVGA fps, the camera can only stream
compressed QVGA images at up to 2 fps [224], limiting its usefulness for a WVSNP.
Another Fleck-3 limitation is its use of a serial interface to a gateway computer
to perform as a base node for network management. This is single point of failure, a
bandwidth bottleneck for the network, and limits flexibility of the Fleck-3 network.
The radio is very low data-rate and uses custom network access and radio management
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protocols. Taking advantage of open radio standards would likely reduce cost and
improve compatibility with other WVSNPs.
2.6.6 University of Franche-Comte’s ACME Fox based node [37]
While this node is very similar in its design as well as advantages and shortcomings
to the preceding externally dependent architectures (and is therefore not included
in Table 2.7), we briefly note its distinguishing features. This sensor node relies
exclusively on a Bluetooth radio. This radio choice is an interesting attempt to strike
the balance between a high-power 802.11 (WiFi) radio and a limited data rate 802.15.4
(Zigbee ready) radio with very low energy consumption. The node has also an energy
analyzer module that reports current consumption. The energy analyzer helps in
revealing an application’s power consumption characteristics and enables designers
to fine-tune operational algorithms.
2.7 Critique Summary
Of all the sensor node platforms reviewed in Sections 2.4 through 2.6, only few
node platforms approach the architectural requirements required for WVSNP func-
tionality. For instance, Imote2 and CITRIC approach WVSNP functionality provided
the daughter boards are judiciously selected and the HW/SW is efficiently integrated.
Unfortunately, Imote2 and CITRIC still suffer from the limitations of the externally
dependent architecture category. The externally dependent platforms have architec-
tures that are extensible and general enough as WVSNP candidates. However, they
lack critical features, such as compression modules, high bandwidth wireless trans-
mission, power mode flexibility, memory resources, and RTOS capability.
As noted in Tables 2.3 through 2.7, the wireless video capture and transmission
capabilities of many implemented platforms have not been quantitatively evaluated
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and reported. None of the existing sensor node platforms has demonstrated the
wireless transmission of more than 4 fps of CIF video.
The prevailing shortcoming of the existing platforms is that they have some image
acquisition capability but lack the necessary HW/SW integration to achieve commen-
surate processing and wireless transmission speeds. In other words, the HW/SW in-
tegration and performance considerations have not been consistently examined across
all major stages of the video acquisition, processing, and delivery path. Further, con-
sistent attention to power management has been lacking. Other capable platforms
are close sourced and lack the openness to be used for research and further modifi-
cation for re-targetting. The open hardware movement is one factor that will lead
to lowering the cost and barrier of entry for this exciting research of do-it-yourself
(DIY) era of the Internet of Thigns (IoT).
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Table 2.1: Part 1: Summary of classification categories for existing wireless video
sensor node platforms (WVSNPs).
Architecture
Categories
General Purpose Heavily Coupled Externally Dependent
Example
Platforms
Stanford’s MeshEye [90] and
WiSN Mote [63], Portland
State’s Panoptes [71], Yale’s
XYZ [205, 49, 134],
NIT-Hohai Node [70]
UC Irvine’s eCAM and
WiSNAP [155], UCLA’s
Cyclops [166], Philips’ Smart
Camera Mote [116, 115],
CMU’s CMUcam3 [173]
CMU’s DSPCam [109, 110]
UC Berkeley’s Stargate [221,
135, 43, 189, 122],
Crossbow’s
Imote2/Stargate 2 [147, 13,
135], UC’s CITRIC [40],
FU’s ScatterWeb [176],
CSIRO ICT’s
FleckTM-3 [111, 224],
UFranche’s Fox node [37],
Identifying
Features
Objective Catch-all approach. MCU
centered. Many peripherals
highlighting host MCU
capabilities. High GPIO count.
Hardware designed to fit
specific application. Highly
customized. Special
optimization of one of the
acquisition, processing, or
transmission stages but not the
entire path.
Typically targeted for multi-tier
networks. Modularized PCB
approach. Main PCB with host
MCU. Main PCB depends on
external daughter boards for
interfacing, power, and
peripherals.
Flexibility Flexible support for wide
application range. Many
interface options due to high
peripheral count and GPIO
count.
Very limited. Changing
application requires hardware
re-design. Few GPIO options.
Limited flexibility within its
ecosystem of compatible
daughter boards.
Extensibility Most extensible. Standardized
interfaces enable extensibility.
Very limited. Rarely
accommodates a new
application. Customized block
to block interfacing.
Moderately extensible.
Predetermined application
options supported by the
daughter boards.
Architecture Similar to a PC. Medium to
high MCU speed. Occasionally
Co-processors. High memory
and mass storage capability.
Support for RTOS. Interface
compatible with many imagers
and radios. Assumes
third-party functionality for
acquisition and transmission.
Specialized hardware modules
with sequential dependencies.
High throughput modules
offload processing from host
MCU. Custom software
required for external hardware
block coordination. The
stage-by-stage optimizations
typically ignore integration of
other sensor stages. Customized
radio modules typical.
Medium to high speed MCU.
Major application building
blocks spread over daughter
boards. Typical co-processor in
a separate daughter board.
Daughter boards customized to
the host board’s interfaces.
High memory and mass storage
options. Support for RTOS.
Performance High performance depends on
application’s software design
and use of available hardware.
High throughput hardware
accelerator blocks. Emphasis on
module image processing,
filtering, and inference.
Optimized custom radio
protocols
Similar performance
characteristics as general
purpose platforms. Performance
depends on the assembled parts
and interboard communication.
Advantages Most flexible. Most extensible.
Potentially high performance.
Enables quick application
prototyping. Accepts many
standardized peripheral
interfaces.
Usually optimized for the target
application. Saves power as
there are few idle modules.
Custom hardware usually faster
than standard hardware.
Potentially many configurations
with different daughter boards
for desired functionality. Each
daughter board can be
separately optimized. Enables
modularity of important
sub-modules.
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Table 2.2: PART 2: Summary of classification categories for existing wireless video
sensor node platforms (WVSNPs).
Architecture
Categories
General Purpose Heavily Coupled Externally Dependent
Example
Platforms
Stanford’s MeshEye [90] and
WiSN Mote [63], Portland
State’s Panoptes [71], Yale’s
XYZ [205, 49, 134],
NIT-Hohai Node [70]
UC Irvine’s eCAM and
WiSNAP [155], UCLA’s
Cyclops [166], Philips’ Smart
Camera Mote [116, 115],
CMU’s CMUcam3 [173]
CMU’s DSPCam [109, 110]
UC Berkeley’s Stargate [221,
135, 43, 189, 122],
Crossbow’s
Imote2/Stargate 2 [147, 13,
135], UC’s CITRIC [40],
FU’s ScatterWeb [176],
CSIRO ICT’s
FleckTM-3 [111, 224],
UFranche’s Fox node [37],
Identifying
Features
Advantages Most flexible. Most extensible.
Potentially high performance.
Enables quick application
prototyping. Accepts many
standardized peripheral
interfaces.
Usually optimized for the target
application. Saves power as
there are few idle modules.
Custom hardware usually faster
than standard hardware.
Potentially many configurations
with different daughter boards
for desired functionality. Each
daughter board can be
separately optimized. Enables
modularity of important
sub-modules.
Limitations No HW/SW integration
codesign. Idle module
functionality. Most
functionality unused by most
sensor applications. No
multimedia optimization
modules. Most expensive. Not
necessarily suited for video
processing. Transmission not
accounted for in HW design.
Over-reliance on standard
interfaces
Not flexible. Not extensible.
Costly re-designs needed for
changes in application. All
modules need to be active and
coordinated for each task
pipeline. Little opportunity for
duty-cycle based power
management. Few standardized
modules lead to incompatibility
with other sensors.
Main PCB board can rarely
function stand-alone.
Redundant basic PCB
components on multiple
daughter boards for power
reliability. Overhead in
coordinating daughter boards.
Many idle modules within the
daughter boards. Usually many
boards needed for simple
functionality.
Cost Most expensive. Dollar cost
proportional to System on Chip
peripheral count and external
interface module count.
Expensive. Hardware
accelerators and hardware
blocks add to the cost. Custom
hardware is generally expensive.
Expensive. Daughter boards
introduce hidden costs. Prices
often quoted for the host MCU
board only.
Power Idle GPIOs consume high
power. High clock rates
proportionally costly.
Unoptimized data access and
transmission wasteful.
Low idle power loss. Limited
power management options.
Power wasted on board to
board overhead. Inter-board
power management hard to
implement and wasteful.
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Table 2.3: Part 1: Summary comparison of general purpose platforms. Distinct
characteristics of the WiSN mote with respect to the related MeshEye mote are given
in brackets.
Stanford’s MeshEye
and [WiSN] Motes
Portland State’s
Panoptes
Yale’s XYZ NIT-Hohai Node
Flexibility
Rating
5.5/10 [6/10] 6/10 7/10 6.5/10
Processor(s),
Core,
Speed
Atmel AT91SAM7S
(ARM7TDMI), 55 MHz,
32-bit
(PDA Platform)
Intel StrongARM,
32-bit, 206 MHz, No
Floating Point
OKI Semiconductor
ML67Q500x,
ARM7TDMI, 57.6
MHz, 32-bit
Intel PXA270 RISC
core, 500 MHz,
32-bit
Node
Power and
Supply
(mW)
DC input or AA cells
[LTC3400 voltage
reg. (1.8 V and 3.0 to
3.6 V)]
¡ 5000 mW, DC
input
7 to 160 mW, 3×AA
1.2 V Ni-MH
rechargeable cells,
multiple voltage
regulator
DC input
Supported
Power
Modes
Unknown Suspend, Active Halt, standby, deep
sleep (30 µA)
Unknown
Node and
Peripheral
Power
Manage-
ment
In-built MCU power
management (PM)
controller, Software
controlled phase locked
loop (PLL)
Support for network
wakeup/power mode
Power tracker,
supervisor, SW
controlled clock
divider (57.6 to 1.8
MHz), most
peripherals switch
on/off
Unknown
Memory/
Storage
64 KB on-chip SRAM,
256 KB on-chip Flash,
MMC/SD [2 MB
off-chip Flash/32 KB
FRAM]
64 MB 256 KB on-chip
Flash, 32 KB on-chip
RAM and 4 KB boot
ROM, 2 MB off-chip
SRAM
External SDRAM
plus Flash (size
undocumented)
I/O,
Interface
USB2, UART, SPI, I2C UART, SDLC, USB,
Serial CCODEC,
PCMCIA, IrDA,
JTAG
SPI, I2C, 8-bit
parallel port, and a
DMA
USB2, UART, SPI,
I2C, AC97, PCMCIA
Radio TI CC2420 2.4 GHz
Zigbee Ready
PCMCIA based 2.4
GHz (802.11b)
TI CC2420 2.4 GHz
Zigbee Ready
Stand-alone 802.11
Wireless
Trans. Rate
¡ 250 kbps 802.11b (¡ 11 Mbps), ¡ 250 kbps 802.11g (¡ 54 Mbps)
Imager,
Max
Imager
Resolution,
Max Frame
Rate
8×ADNS-3060
(30× 30/6-bit grayscale)
and 1×ADCM-2700,
VGA (640× 480/24-bit)
[2×ADCM-1670, CIF
(640× 480/24-bit) and
4×ADNS-3060
(30× 30/6-bit)]
Logitech 3000 USB
based video camera,
VGA (15 fps),
Omnivision OV7649,
VGA
USB based Webcam
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Table 2.4: Part 2: Summary comparison of general purpose platforms. Distinct
characteristics of the WiSN mote with respect to the related MeshEye mote are given
in brackets.
Stanford’s MeshEye
and [WiSN] Motes
Portland State’s
Panoptes
Yale’s XYZ NIT-Hohai Node
Capture-
Save Frame
Rate
3 fps [Not evaluated] ¡ 13 CIF fps 4.1 QVGA fps ¿ 15 QCIF fps
HW Image
Processing
None MCU Multimedia
performance
primitives
None None
SW Image
Processing
None JPEG, Differential
JPEG
None H.263
Frame
Trans. Rate
Not evaluated Not evaluated Not evaluated 10 to 15 QCIF fps
OS /
RTOS
None Linux (kernel 2.4.19) SOS modified Linux
2.4.19 core.
Cost Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
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Table 2.5: Summary comparison of heavily coupled platforms.
UC Irvine’s
eCAM and
WiSNAP
UCLA’s Cyclops Philips Smart
Camera Mote
CMU’s
CMUCam3
Flexibility
Rating
6.5/10 5.5/10 4/10 3/10
Processor(s),
Core, Speed
Nordic VLSI
nRF24E1 (Eco mote)
Atmel 4 MHz 8-bit
Atmega128, Xilinx
XC2C256
CoolRunner
Xetal IC3D SIMD
and Atmel 8051
NXP LPC2106
ARM7TDMI, 32.bit,
60 MHz, No Floating
Point
Node Power
and Supply
(mW)
CR1225 Lithium
battery, LTC3459
switching regul.
33 mW, 2×AA cells 100 mW (typical
ICD3 only)
100mW, 4×AA, DC
power
Supported
Power
Modes
None active, power-save, or
powerdown
None Idle (125 mW),
Active (650 mW)
Node and
Peripheral
Power
Management
FDC6901 load
switch, a power path
switch
External block power
mode control from
host
None Software controlled
frequency scaling
Memory /
Storage
In-MCU 512 byte
RAM and 4 KB
RAM, 32 KB
external EEPROM
512 KB external
Flash, 64 KB
external SRAM
DPRAM, 1792 bytes
(inside 8051), 64 KB
RAM, 2 KB
EEPROM
64 KB RAM, 128 KB
Flash, Up to 2 GB
MMC mass storage
I/O,
Interface
UART, SPI I2C, UART, SPI,
PWM
UART, OTA 8051
programming
Very few GPIO, SPI,
2×UART, I2S
Radio 2.4 GHz RF
transceiver, chip
antenna, 10 m range
None (depends on
attached Mica Mote)
Aquis Grain ZigBee
(8051 and CC2420),
5 m range
None
Wireless
Trans. Rate
¡ 1 Mbps 38.4 kbps ¡ 10 kbps None
Imager, Max
Imager
Resolution,
Max Frame
Rate
Omnivision OV7640,
30 VGA fps, 60
QVGA fps; OPTEK
OP591 optic sensor
Agilent ADCM-1700,
CIF
2 VGA imagers Omnivision VGA,
OV6620 (26 fps) or
OV7620 (50 fps),
CIF (352x288)
Capture-
Save Frame
Rate
Not evaluated 2 fps Not evaluated ¡ 5 fps (CIF)
HW Image
Processing
On camera OV528
compression/serial-
bridge
chip
Xilinx XC2C256
CoolRunner CPLD
ICD3 Image
Processor Arrays,
Line Memories and
Video I/O processor
blocks
Averlogic
AL4V8M440 (1 MB,
50 MHz) video FIFO
SW Image
Processing
None None None Frame differencing,
JPEG, and PNG
Frame
Trans. Rate
1.5 CIF fps Not evaluated Not evaluated Not evaluated
OS/RTOS None TinyOS Custom RTOS on
8051
None
Cost Unknown Unknown Unknown $250
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Table 2.6: Part 1: Summary comparison of externally dependent platforms. Distinct
features of CITRIC from the similar Imote2 are in brackets.
UC
Berkeley’s
Stargate
Crossbow’s
Imote2/Stargate 2,
[UC’s CITRIC]
Freie
Universitt’s
ScatterWeb
CSIRO ICT
’s
FleckTM-3
CMU’s DSPCam
Flexibility
Rating
5/10 6/10 5/10 5/10 6/10
Processor(s),
Core, Speed
XScale
PXA255,
32-bit, 100 to
400 MHz, No
Floating Point
XScale PXA271 SoC,
32-bit, 13 to 416 MHz,
Intel Wireless MMX DSP
Co-pr., No Float. Point
[624 MHz, PXA270]
TI MSP430
(ESB430)
8 MHz 8-bit
Atmega128,
TI 32-bit DSP
daughter b.
ADI 8
ADSP-BF537
Blackfin Processor,
600 MHz,
DSP-MCU SoC
Node Power
and Supply
(mW)
170 to 400
mW, AA cells,
DC input only
via daughter
board
231 mW, Liion / Li-Poly /
3×AAA NiMH / standard
cells (via daughter board),
via USB mini-B [428 mW
(idle) to 970mW (active
at 520 MHz), 4x AA, or
USB, or 5V DC]
165 mW, 1 F
gold-cap
capacitors for
energy
harvesting (10
hours)
DSP daughter
board (290
mA), AA cells
Integrated
solar charger
0.330 W (all idle)
to 2.574 W (all
active), 0.8 to 1.32
V, 3.3 V DC
Supported
Power
Modes
Sleep (107
mW), Active
(1600 mW)
Deep Sleep (1.365 mW),
Active Low Voltage (26.35
mW, 13 MHz), Active
(231 mW, 416 MHz) [428
mW (idle) to 970mW
(active at 520 MHz)]
Sleep (100
mW), Active
(165 mW), Off
None Active, idle,
standby
Node and
Peripheral
Power
Management
No support for
network wake,
battery
monitoring
utility
On PCB power
management chip,
frequency control from 13
MHz to 416 MHz with
Dynamic Voltage Scaling
[CPU speeds 208, 312,
416, and 520 MHz,
External NXP-PCF50606
PMIC]
None Board to
daughter
mode
flexibility
Dynamic clock up
to 600 MHz.
Memory /
Storage
64 MB
SDRAM, 32
MB Flash
256 KB in core SRAM, 32
MB in-SoC SDRAM, and
in-SoC 32 MB Flash
[16MB NOR FLASH
eXecution-In-Place (XIP)
and 64MB RAM external
running at 1.8 V]
64 KB
EEPROM
(within
camera)
128 KB
on-chip, 1 MB
external
SRAM
32MB of SDRAM
clocked up to
133MHz, and 4MB
of Flash.
I/O,
Interface
Ethernet,
USB, UART,
JTAG (on
daughter
board),
PCMCIA, I2C
3×UART, 2×SPI, I2C,
SDIO, I2S, AC97, Camera
Chip Interface, JTAG,
USB, Tmote Sky
UART, USB,
I2C, OTA
programming
(via
ScatterFlash
board)
I2C, UART,
SPI
USB, JTAG,
Ethernet, PWM,
UART, I2C, TWI,
FireFly, SPI
Radio PCMCIA or
CF based 2.4
GHz (802.11b)
CC2420 802.15.4 radio
and 2.4GHz antenna, 30
m range [Tmote Sky mote
with 801.11.15 radio]
RFM TR1001
868 MHz,
CC1021 434
MHz
Nordic
NRF905
Stand alone
802.11b/g module,
FireFly mote with
802.11.15.
Wireless
Trans. Rate
802.11b (¡ 11
Mbps),
¡ 250 kbps None 76.8 kbps 802.11g (¡ 54
Mbps),
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Table 2.7: Part 2: Summary comparison of externally dependent platforms. Distinct
features of CITRIC from the similar Imote2 are in brackets.
UC
Berkeley’s
Stargate
Crossbow’s
Imote2/Stargate 2,
[UC’s CITRIC]
Freie
Universitt’s
ScatterWeb
CSIRO ICT
’s
FleckTM-3
CMU’s DSPCam
Imager, Max
Imager
Resol., Max
Frame Rate
Logitech Pro
4000 USB
Webcam,
VGA
(640× 480)
None [Omnivision 1.3
megapixel camera,
OV9655, 15 SXGA
(1280x1024) fps, 30
(640x480) VGA fps, CIF
to 4x30]
COMedia
C328-7640,
VGA
(640× 480/16-
bit)
Omnivision
OV7640,
VGA, 30 VGA
fps, 60 QVGA
fps
OmniVision
OV9653 CMOS
image sensor, VGA
(640x480), SXGA
(1280x1024), CIF.
Capture-
Save Frame
Rate
15 fps (CIF) Not evaluated [OV9655,
15 SXGA (1280x1024) fps,
30 (640x480) VGA fps]
Not evaluated Not evaluated 30 VGA fps and 15
SXGA fps.
HW Image
Processing
None MMX DSP with 30 media
instructions for video
[separate camera module]
In camera
JPEG block
TMS320F2812
32-bit DSP
Parallel Peripheral
Interface (PPI),
DSP assisted
SIMD, DMA
SW Image
Processing
None None. [JPEG, OpenCV] None None JPEG
Frame
Trans. Rate
Not evaluated Not evaluated 0.75 to 6 fps
(160× 128/8-
bit), 3–5
fr./min. (VGA)
2 QVGA fps approx. 5
QVGA/CIF fps
OS / RTOS Linux OS
(kernel 2.4.19)
Linux, TinyOS, SOS or
Microsoft .NET Micro
None TinyOS uCLinux
Cost $500 $300 [Unknown, medium] Unknown Unknown Unknown, medium
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Chapter 3
AN IDEAL DESIGN OF A WVSNP
3.1 Flexi-WVSNP Design
3.1.1 Overview
As mentioned in introduction, a WVSNP that can be useful and still be relevant
in the mordern era of cell phones, big data and the ever changing Internet of Things
interfaces needs to be highly flexible, low power, lowly coupled low cost, highly co-
hesive and yet scalable to a large number of applications. This work focuses on a
platform that consist of five major contributions: flexible hardware, maintainable
and easily adaptable software image, user interface as defined by the WVSNP-DASH
framework and configurability for different WVSN use cases. The preceding survey
of the state of the art in video/image capable node platforms for wireless sensor net-
works revealed the need for a platform that is designed to incorporate acquisition,
processing, and wireless transmission of multimedia signals. The sensor node should
operate in practical application scenarios and with practically useful image resolution
while satisfying the cost and resource constraints of a sensor node. In this section
we outline a novel Flexi-WVSNP design to achieve these goals. We first provide the
rationale for our major system design choices and then describe the hardware and
software architecture.
3.1.2 Overall Flexi-WVSNP Design Concept and Architecture
We design Flexi-WVSNP as a video sensor node capable of wireless video stream-
ing via both Zigbee and WiFi. Such a dual-radio system (i) integrates well with other
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Zigbee sensors, and (ii) provides gateway access for the sensors to the Internet via
WiFi.
As analyzed in the preceding work sections, most existing designs have the short-
coming of either attempting to incorporate too many components to cover an overly
wide application range resulting in general purpose architectures, or attempting to
be too specialized for a very narrow specific application resulting in heavily coupled
architectures. In contrast, our design strives for high cohesion by meshing hardware
and software architecture, while at the same time avoiding the tight binding (cou-
pling) of components to each other as in the heavily coupled and externally dependent
architectures. Our design strives to be highly adaptable and cost flexible; such that in
its barest form, it may consist of only a processor. We believe that a WVSNP design
needs to be application-targetable within a few days if it is to cover a wide array of
cost-sensitive applications ranging from low-cost surveillance to remote instrument
monitoring and conventional web camera.
Our generic WVSNP architecture follows a design concept that (i) eliminates the
hard choices of anticipating a specific application scenario, and (ii) initially bypasses
the tedious process of designing a comprehensive WVSNP. Our design concept is
motivated by the basic fact that hardware and semiconductor processes will continue
to improve and hence power savings will depend on the main components added for
the specific application. This means that the major initial decision is the processor
selection. The processor should be a powerful yet efficient System on a Chip (SoC)
that satisfies essentially all requirements for a WVSNP in Section 2.2. Almost each
module within the SoC should be able to be independently controlled from active
power state all the way to off. The SoC needs direct hardware supported co-processor
module capability and accelerators useful for video capture, encoding, and streaming.
The remaining functionalities can be achieved by flexible connectors, e.g., the open
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general purpose input output (GPIO) ports of the main processor, to the video sensor
and wireless modules.
Another major motivating factor for our design concept is that software is improv-
ing continuously and open source software, in particular, is evolving at an astonishing
rate. This means that tying the design to existing software and hardware limits the
system and violates the requirements for application adaptability, as well as low power
and cost. A real time operating system (RTOS) is definitely necessary and it should
only serve the purpose of booting up the initial master controller and allow loading
modules as needed by the configuration. Depending on the configuration, modules
should be able to control themselves if the master module is unable to (e.g., if the
master crashes) or if application design prescribes that they should bypass the master
under certain conditions, e.g. independent real time operation.
3.1.3 Middleware and the Multiple Radio Approach
The Flexi-WVSNP design strives to achieve cost effectiveness and flexibility through
a robust middleware that delivers two major capabilities. First, the middleware in-
troduces an operating system (OS) independent abstraction layer for inter-chip com-
munication. This provides a semi-high level application programming interface (API)
that enables the processing modules to communicate with each other regardless of
the OS or underlying hardware interconnect.
Second, we employ the middleware for seamless and dynamic interchange of radios
as required by data rates or data type. For example, if a small volume of temperature
data is sent by a temperature sensor, the small data amount should automatically go
out via the Zigbee radio and not the WiFi radio. If a large volume of video data is
sent to a remote site via the Internet through the home router, the data should auto-
matically go out through WiFi. If the video data is requested by some low resolution
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display that is Zigbee capable and is within the limit of the Zigbee data rates the
video data should go out via the Zigbee radio. More generally, the middleware should
switch between the two radios and control their rates such that the dual-radio appears
as a single radio to the application. This transparent parallel WLAN-Zigbee radio
software design enables a seamless operation and handover between small sensors
and WLAN, Wi-Max, and/or Cellular devices. Thus, the dual-radio design enables
the Flexi-WVSNP to function as a primary sensor, a relay within a Zigbee or WiFi
network, or a gateway between Zigbee and WiFi networks.
Our design avoids a software-based solution of the radio control, which would
demand memory space, execution time, and power from the host MCU. Instead, we
exploit the increasing processing power and decreasing cost of radio SoCs. These radio
SoCs can operate as separate and stand-alone wireless components. Our design only
requires a simple middleware that allows the MCU to interface with and transparently
use both radios. Each radio SoC operates its own network stack, QoS, and power
saving mechanisms. This approach offloads the radio communication tasks (such as
channel monitoring) and networking tasks (such as routing) from the host MCU and
RTOS. Furthermore, the radios within the wireless modules can operate statema-
chines for channel monitoring without using their built-in firmware, which saves more
power. The host MCU would still control the power modes of the attached radios.
Instead of a customized optimal radio, we prefer to employ proven standardized
radio technologies that take advantage of multi-channel and spread-spectrum tech-
nologies. We intend to rely heavily on the Zigbee half of the dual radio for the main
power and network management and coordination functions. This choice is motivated
by the energy efficiency of Zigbee which can last years on an AA battery [10, 69], as
well as a wide range of useful Zigbee mechanisms, including built-in scanning and re-
porting, which automatically selects the least-interference channel at initial network
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Figure 3.1: Flexi-WVSNP middleware architecture block diagram.
formation, as well as Zigbee mesh networking and path diversity features. In this
context, we also envision to exploit recent miniature antenna techniques, e.g., [97],
for efficient video sensor platform design.
A number of studies, e.g., [186, 209, 31, 246], have examined Zigbee-WiFi co-
existence issues and concluded that typical WiFi usage patterns do not severely dis-
rupt Zigbee. Even under very severe interference conditions, such as overlapping
frequency channels and real-time video traffic, the transmission of Zigbee packets
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is not crippled, but may experience increased latency. The studies [246, 186, 209]
have shown improved coexistence properties in later generations of WiFi, such as the
802.11g and 802.11n. This is explained by short on-air packet durations in and hence
fewer interference and collision opportunities.
Zigbee is just being used as an available low cost off the shelf option. The node is
designed to use whichever radio is preferred by the application as shown is Figure 3.1.
With the proliferation of many radio technologies like Bluetooth Low Energy(BLE),
6LowPAN, Bluetooth Smart, CSR Mesh, Thread, we believe Flexi-WVSNP would be
one of the only platforms which can easily adapt to whatever the industry gravitates
toward as times change.
3.1.4 Powering the Flexi-WVSNP
Our architecture is designed for low power usage as well as to allow power man-
agement algorithms for a variety of applications. We therefore use the cheapest and
readily available off-the-shelf battery technology, such as lithium-ion batteries. We
propose to employ a multiple-output voltage regulator to disperse different voltage
levels, as needed, to the various PCB components. As the WVSNP can also be used as
a gateway node or continuous surveillance camera, we include an 110 V mains power
supply. The node is also designed to be able to use an alternative power supply
module for environmental harvesting like a solar module. See section on the node’s
current state.
3.1.5 Flexi-WVSNP Hardware Block Design
As shown in Figure 3.2, every component of the Flexi-WVSNP is connected to all
other components. All functional pins of all components are exposed to the outside
of the PCB via a flexible “mega” expansion port. This design is inspired by CPU
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Figure 3.2: Flexi-WVSNP hardware architecture block diagram.
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integrated circuits (IC) architectures and VLSI design concepts, which until now were
only used within an IC, not outside it.
The Flexi-WVSNP requires a SoC with multimedia capabilities. Multimedia ca-
pabilities can be an MCU specific extended multimedia instruction set, or hardware
compression and processing engines. Additionally, the SoC requires a built-in co-
processor interface for high throughput cooperation with an attached module, such
as a DSP or other dedicated video processing module. A Flexi-WVSNP SoC re-
quires a direct memory access (DMA) sub-module and/or a memory management
unit (MMU) sub-module to enable transparent data accesses and exchanges between
the PCB modules without continuous MCU coordination.
Importantly the Flexi-WVSNP SoC needs to be a modern power managed chip
with almost total control of the power modes of its sub-modules. In addition, dynamic
voltage scaling can be employed to save power. The overall clock speed of the MCU
should be tunable over a wide range of sub speeds via software control. The focus
on power variability is critical as large power savings in an application is achieved
through power aware algorithms [16].
The visibility of the control path signals to all major modules of the PCB enable all
modules to participate in power management control, which can be software initiated
or externally managed by a power management module. The individual modules
should be selected based on their ability to support a wide range of the power modes
supported by the SoC.
Unlike most existing designs, the Flexi-WVSNP wireless modules are stand-alone
modules that incorporate the necessary protocol stacks and power management op-
tions. The SoC and other modules on the PCB view the wireless modules as available
data channels. The control path still exposes the wireless modules to further control
or interventions by the SoC if needed, especially by power management algorithms
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or configuration commands.
CMOS imagers have become very popular due to their low cost and increased in-
chip processing of the acquired image [53, 75]. The Flexi-WVSNP imager module is
intended to be mainly stand alone in capturing a VGA image with possible resolution,
zoom, sampling, and color space selection commands issued by the SoC. Although an
advanced module may have a built-in compression module, we believe that compres-
sion is more efficient on computationally advanced modules, such as the SoC and/or
coprocessor. This is because high level inference algorithms can be used to decide
when it is necessary to compress frames. Compression on the SoC or coprocessor also
provides for flexibility of compression schemes as better algorithms are developed.
The RTC maintains temporal accuracy of the system and in conjunction with the
power module (see Section 3.1.4) can be used to implement time triggered duty cycles
or power states for any module in the control path.
The direct access of the modules to memory resources through the use of DMA
allows the imager to operate at camera frame speeds. As observed in Sections 2.4
through 2.6 most existing platforms have high frame rate imagers but are limited by
a “capture to pre processing-storage” bottleneck.
3.1.6 Flexi-WVSNP Software Architecture
Figure 3.3, shows the Flexi-WVSNP software architecture. The modular design
of the architecture enhances power efficiency by enabling each sub-component of the
platform to be powered and controlled individually as well as allowing applications
direct and fine-grained access and control of the hardware. The architecture satisfies
the WVSNP expectation of a decoupled but highly cohesive platform. This is an
advantage over traditionally stacked or layered architectures whose components suffer
from layer dependencies and power inefficiency.
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Figure 3.3: Flexi-WVSNP software architecture.
As shown in Figure 3.3, applications are aware of the hardware modules and treat
them as I/O data channels with control parameters (CTRL) and power states (PWR).
This ensures that the relationship between the hardware modules and applications
is data centric and enables application algorithms to be power aware. The real time
operating system (RTOS) is the main scheduler for applications and driver modules.
An important feature introduced in Flexi-WVSNP is the ability for some trusted
drivers to be at the same priority and capability level as the RTOS. As shown in
Figure 3.3, the dynamic co-driver modules (DyCoMs) are those special drivers that
at initialization load as normal drivers but then acquire full control of hardware and
can run independently of the RTOS. Middleware, such as the transparent dual radio
(see Section 3.1.3), is implemented as DyCoMs. Thus, when the RTOS crashes, some
critical applications continue to function for a graceful exit or intervention.
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Each hardware driver provides a three part bidirectional generic interface to an
application, that is, I/O, control, and power states. This enables uniform use of
the hardware architecture. Traditional RTOS drivers can still be used as shown for
example for Driver Level 1 controlling hardware modules 3 and 4 in Figure 3.3. This
facilitates the low cost reusability advantage of popular RTOSs, such as the Linux
based RTOSs.
Ensuring that the DyCoMs and the rest of the drivers are dynamic and have a
direct relationship with the hardware modules enables the Flexi-WVSNP software ar-
chitecture to closely match the hardware architecture. Adding or removing a hardware
module is directly related to adding or removing a software module. For example,
exchanging the imager only requires unloading the old imager driver module, loading
the new driver module together with the new hardware. The “software module” to
“hardware module” match in the Flexi-WVSNP design further enables design time
PCB software simulation, which enables high flexibility in component choices and
hence low system cost. Moreover, forcing modules to follow the three part (I/O,
CTRL, and PWR) bidirectional generic interface with an application reduces the
maintenance cost, improves upgradeability, and enables power sensitive operation.
We expect the Flexi-WVSNP to deliver real-time frame rates via WiFi of between
15 and 30 VGA fps. This assumes an average WiFi data rate of around 1.5 Mbps
using H.264 SVC compression [58, 230]. We expect to deliver between 15 and 30 CIF
fps via Zigbee transmission. This assumes an average Zigbee data rate of 250 kbps
with H.264 SVC compression. Since the management of the Flexi-WVSNP network
is done primarily with Zigbee, we expect Flexi-WVSNP to last months to a year
with 4 AA batteries for an application with a low frequency of events requiring video
streaming.
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Chapter 4
AN INTERFACE TO THE WORLD VIA WVSNP-DASH
4.1 Framework Introduction
As mentioned before. The hardware you have and the software you have on the
node is relatively irrelevant if you have no framework of getting that data from the
physical world to the eyes and displays of the consumer or data analyst. It is therefore,
very important that a major portion of the platform be invested in how data moves
through from capture to storage to transmission and eventually application usage.
4.1.1 Motivation
Wireless sensor nodes collect data that can support a wide range of services on
today’s consumer electronic devices. For instance, wireless sensor nodes can sup-
port surveillance and security applications [15, 22, 45, 242]. A number of platforms
and gateways have been introduced to make the sensor data readily accessible over
the Internet and to enable interactions between networked sensors and consumer de-
vices [100, 193, 208].
Video has been emerging as a particularly important type of sensor data as con-
sumer electronics with video displays, such as smart phones, are becoming ubiquitous.
Video data from a wide range of video sensors has the potential to enhance a vari-
ety of entertainment, residential, and industrial use cases of wireless sensor networks.
Additionally, general multi-dimensional (2D and 3D) data, e.g., from infrared sensors,
heat maps, Light Emitting Diode (LED) pixel sensor maps, x-rays, and many other
wirelessly linked sensor nodes and remote acquisition devices are becoming ubiqui-
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tous. A wide range of consumer devices with web browsers should ideally support
the smooth continuous playback of sensed video and general multi-dimensional data
without specialized software or protocols for the different data types. Consumers
want to flexibly request data and view time periods of interest in the video or data
on their devices. Preferably, the video and data should be viewable in a seamless
manner, as consumers switch around device platforms and operating systems during
their typical day in between home, work, and leisure.
The cross-platform video use on consumer devices is addressed by version five
of the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML5) and the emerging Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP (DASH) specification [11, 206]. However, as reviewed in detail
in Section 4.2, HTML5 does not support adaptive real-time video playback. Also,
all existing DASH players can only interact with video server nodes operating the
TCP/IP networking protocol stack. That is, none of the existing players are designed
to interact with the popular non-TCP/IP protocol stacks on resource-constrained
sensor (server) nodes, such as Zigbee [13, 8, 180]. Moreover, existing DASH players
require complex plug-ins that invite security vulnerabilities or have very limited cross-
platform support.
An important structural limitation of existing web-based video streaming frame-
works, such as the HyperText Transfer Protocol Live Streaming (HLS) and the Motion
Picture Experts Group Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH),
is that individual video segments cannot be independently distributed and played.
Instead, a video segment can only be interpreted and played with reference to a man-
ifest file (and typically a special initialization video segment). These dependencies
complicate the video data management on resource-constrained video sensor nodes
as well as the distribution of video segment files through sensor networks, e.g., video
segment files cannot be independently cached and distributed by storage-constrained
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sensor nodes.
4.1.2 Contributions
This chapter introduces the Wireless Video Sensor Node Platform (WVSNP, may
be pronounced “WaveSnap”) compatible DASH framework, abbreviated as WVSNP-
DASH. Existing web-based video streaming frameworks rely on special manifest files
and initialization segments to convey the video meta information. These manifest
files require special segment generation tools and create dependencies between the
segments of a given video stream, complicating video data management and distri-
bution and leading to compatibility issues. In contrast, each video segment in the
proposed WVSNP-DASH framework is an independently playable file carrying its es-
sential meta data in its name. The proposed WVSNP-DASH framework includes a
specific name syntax for video segments. The name syntax conveys essential meta
information about the video segment; thus eliminating dependencies to manifest (and
initialization) files. The proposed WVSNP-DASH framework is highly backward com-
patible and interfaces with wireless sensor networks (WSNs) without special re-design
of video file formats, video containers, sensor nodes, or networks. WVSNP-DASH is
video container agnostic and encapsulates any container, codec, or Digital Rights
Management (DRM), as long as the web browser supports it.
This chapter also presents the design of a WVSNP-DASH Player (WDP) that is
based on core elements of HTML5. See Figure 4.1below.
The WDP provides a user interface to the WVSNP-DASH framework by allowing
consumers to retrieve and play video from sensor nodes. WDP does not rely on
any plug-in or back-end engines. Instead, WDP employs elementary downloading
through HTTP as well as the HTML5 Filesystem (FS) together with the HTML5
video tag for managing video segment retrieval, transmission, and playback. The
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Figure 4.1: The WVSNP-DASH Player.
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video segment fetching into the HTML5 FS enables video segment delivery from non-
TCP/IP networks, such as Zigbee networks. The video segments are displayed on the
HTML5 canvas element.
WDP includes a module for compatibility checking so as to function on a wide
range of platforms feature improves backward compatibility as legacy video can still
be played via the existing basic HTML5 video tag.
The WVSNP-DASH framework is evaluated with a WDP prototype that is com-
pared with optimized HLS and MPEG-DASH framework players. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, this is the first evaluation of DASH streaming of video from
sensor nodes. This study thus provides empirical baseline performance data for the
streaming of sensor video with different frameworks.
One of the biggest obstacles is that the HTML5 <video> tag is not uniformly nor
completely implemented by browsers. Even if the video tag accepts the same video
container extension, the codecs within the container might no be accepted. The
Safari browser, for example, accepts the HLS manifest file name and extension in its
<video> tag. No other browser accepts any manifest file name as a video source.
This limitation means that JavaScript and Flash based players need to implement
work arounds and fall backs if the video tag fails to open, play or render the <video>
source. To implement DASH playback, it is therefore necessary to execute JavaScript
or other means of detecting and pre-processing the video or the input manifest file
before exposing the raw video data to a specific browser’s <video> tag. Additionally
the player needs to detect and react to other HTML5 features that might not be
implemented by the browser, such as the Canvas, FileSystem (FS), Blob objects and
others.
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4.2 Background and Related Work
4.2.1 HTML5 Video Playback
Playback of video is supported by most modern web browsers as a feature of
HTML5 [215, 219]. Generally, HTML5 based video players utilize the HTML5 video
tag to download and play full-length video files. However, the HTML5 <video> tag
is not uniformly nor completely implemented by common web browsers, requiring
players to implement work-arounds if the video tag fails to open, play, or render the
<video> source.
Also, with HTML5, adaptation of the video bit rate or presentation quality would
require the re-download of the entire video file. Media Source Extensions (MSEs),
which have been developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [227], could
serve as a basis for adaptive streaming in HTML5 based video players. Early in
the platform development MSE support was inconsistent in popular web browsers,
limiting the cross-browser compatibility of an MSE based player design. Fortunately
this has changed and as will be detailed later in this document, an MSE version of the
player client has been developed to replace the now faltering cross platform support
for the HTML5 FS across browsers.
Alternatively, web browser video plug-ins, e.g., [146, 67, 234], could adapt the
video streaming through slicing the full-length video file and monitoring the download
of the different presentation qualities (versions). However, such plug-ins can give rise
to a multitude of security and incompatibility issues as well as the burden on the user
to update and maintain the plug-ins [157, 171].
Zhu et al. [245] recently designed a pure HTML5 based video player that uses the
canvas element to display video in different web browsers. The player circumvents
the problem of accommodating different video codecs by decoding the received video
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chunks using JavaScript in the browser into an intermediate format. The interme-
diate format is then passed to the browser’s video tag for decoding with the native
video decoder of the browser. However, performing both the video decoding to an
intermediate format and the video drawing on the canvas in the browser leads to very
high CPU load, which is prohibitive for mobile devices.
Though the proof of concept WDP designs use either HTML5 or MSE, these are
not required. It is relatively easy to add a filter or create retriever client applications
using popular libraries such as VLC [161], ffmpeg [6] or gstreamer [80]. This could
be just an extra switch in a VLC application, for example, to fetch files based on
WVSNP-DASH framework syntax. More importantly, within browsers, the WVSNP-
DASH framework requires no plug-ins; instead, WDP relies only on the legacy single
video tag reference. Also, WDP does not use any extra decoder module; instead,
WDP uses the decoder engine native to the browser, resulting in no extra CPU load
for the video decoding.
4.2.2 DASH Video Streaming and Playback
According to the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) specifica-
tion [5, 195], a web-based DASH video player must be able to adapt the video pre-
sentation quality level during playback by switching among different quality versions
of the video stream. A plug-in free player must support the playback of chunks (seg-
ments) derived from a video stream via an HTML5 video element. DASH players
support interactions, such as jump backward (rewind, RW) or forward (fast forward,
FF) by fetching the video segment for the desired playback point. However, existing
DASH players must first process the manifest file and play the initialization segment
before such playback jumps. The WDP does not require an initialization segment
and thus provides truly random segment playback on demand.
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Quacchio et al. [164] proposed a DASH player that utilizes a custom-built Web-kit
based browser to achieve customized handling of the HTML5 video elements. The
proposed player design relies heavily on plug-ins to achieve adaptive streaming.
In order to facilitate the adoption of the MPEG-DASH standard [5], the DASH
Industry Forum developed a reference player, namely dash.js [54]. The dash.js player
employs media source extensions (MSEs). Several derivatives of the dash.js player,
e.g. [126, 146], have recently been proposed. These derivatives require specific web
browsers and extensive plug-in support. Similarly, there are a variety of DASH video
players available that work only in conjunction with specific web browsers and require
plug-ins or rely on the Real Time Messaging Protocol running over TCP/IP.
Importantly, a thorough literature search and examination of a wide range of
available proprietary player solutions revealed that none of the existing video players is
designed to integrate with non-TCP/IP networks, such as resource-constrained WSN
employing the Zigbee protocol. Overall, these recent DASH player developments do
not comply with the cross-platform design goal of HTML5, instead they are limited to
specific web browsers with their respective plug-ins. In contrast to the recent DASH
player developments, the goal of the proposed WVSNP-DASH framework is to make
video data from sensor networks as widely accessible as possible with little effort, if
any, from the consumer device user.
We note for completeness that recent research has sought to provide additional fea-
tures, such as subtitles [47], in DASH video streaming as well as examined the implica-
tions of the adaptive DASH streaming on network resource requirements [121, 222].
Other complementary related research has sought to optimize the video encoding
for DASH streaming [11] and improve buffer management algorithms and segment
scheduling [244, 107].
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4.2.3 Video Sensor Networking
There has been a recent focus on the lower layers of the Internet protocol stack for
integrating sensor networks into the overall Internet of Things (IoT) [48]. A widely
considered approach is IP version 6 based Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks
(6LoWPAN), which covers radios and firmware that compress IPv6 packet headers
into smaller 6LoWPAN headers suitable for low-data-rate IEEE 802.15.4 personal
area network standards, such as Zigbee, operating in sensor networks [143, 99, 185,
125, 98, 201, 233, 76, 148]. The proposed WVSNP-DASH framework and WDP are
designed to directly work within these low-data-rate mesh networks.
Sensor focused services may be viewed as components in service based frame-
works [218] to serve as a cloud-based repository directory of sensor data using service
oriented architectures (SOA), infrastructures, and protocols [51, 145, 216, 199]. How-
ever, video sensors are typically not designed to take advantage of SOA data exchange
structures. Additionally, video as a data element is rarely if ever mentioned in the IoT
consumer literature. The proposed WVSNP-DASH framework enables video sensors
to seamlessly form part of the IoT by exploiting the mechanics and design of DASH
enabling architectures. This chapter shows that, there are sensor specific benefits to
adopting DASH to a WVSNP design. These include video storage, play back simplifi-
cation (random network wide seek), low power, video as needed and high adaptability
of segmented video to wireless delivery and to the necessary duty cycling algorithms
that are the staple of sensor networks. For example, the storage format of segmented
video can even be used beyond just for streaming but as part of data points for a
service like Pachube and others [3, 2]. In particular, sensor data cloud repositories
presently have no concept of video as search-able or addressable sensor data. The
name syntax of the proposed WVSNP-DASH framework enables cloud repositories
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to offer video segments as part of data sets and services.
A multimedia playback framework based on MPEG-DASH within an information
centric network has recently been proposed in [59, 60]. The framework in [60] encom-
passes named addressing and routing within the context of TCP/IP networks. The
name-based structure of the proposed WVSNP-DASH framework is complementary
to the framework in [59, 60] and compatible with information centric networking. At
the same time, the proposed WVSNP-DASH framework is designed to work beyond
TCP/IP networks so that it makes the video data on sensor nodes employing other
(non-TCP/IP) network protocols readily available to consumer electronics.
4.3 WVSNP-DASH Framework
4.3.1 Independent Video Segments
The WVSNP-DASH framework facilitates multimedia acquisition, storage, dis-
tribution, and playback through assigning a unique name to a given independently
playable multimedia object addressable by the WVSNP-DASH node. If a node has
a WiFi, Zigbee, or Bluetooth radio, a video object source can be uniquely named for
WDP to be able to fetch the object. This makes the video object accessibility limited
only by the radios available to the WDP client. This WVSNP-DASH design of inde-
pendently playable media objects with a specific naming syntax enables video data
object distribution across networks, including cross-network data transfers between
traditional IP network and sensor networks.
All WVSNP-DASH video segments have the same type and format; in particular,
each segment is a complete video file. The sensor (server) node only processes the
video file data when creating the video file. A created video file is then always ready to
be fetched and transmitted without any further pre-processing on the sensor (server)
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node. This approach reduces sensor (server) node power consumption compared to
the existing HLS and MPEG-DASH frameworks, see Section 4.5.4.
The WVSNP-DASH framework is conceptually similar to the MSE-based MPEG-
DASH [54] in that it avoids requiring the browser to support DASH directly via
the video element. MSE only exposes the HTML5 media element to its interface,
which then allows flexible appending of media segments to this exposed element. The
browser continues to perform the traditional decoding and rendering. The intelligence
required to parse manifest files, request segments, and switch adaptively is left to
the player client script. This is somewhat of an improvement over HLS in that HLS
requires browsers to be re-written and the video tag to be modified to support manifest
files; MSE avoids these modifications by preprocessing the stream and passing video
chunks to the video tag as if each chunk was a traditional HTML5 supported video
file. WDP further simplifies this concept by not even expecting multimedia data from
the server to have been specially formatted, as MPEG-DASH and HLS do. WVSNP-
DASH does not reinvent multimedia files nor require extra manifest files to handle
the new file formats.
4.3.2 WVSNP-DASH Segment Name Syntax
The WVSNP-DASH framework prescribes a video segment naming syntax that
uniquely names each video segment. The syntax of the segment name has complete
information for a WVSNP-DASH player (WDP) to be able to play back the video
files stored in a remote network node. The client should be able to playback an
entire video-on-demand (VOD) set or live video based solely on the meta information
gleaned from parsing the segment name.
The WVSNP-DASH segment naming syntax follows the simplified Backus-Naur
Form [117] <filename>-<maxpresentation>-<presentation>
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-<mode>-<maxindex>-<index>.<ext>
The components of the name syntax are defined as follows:
• <filename>: This is a unique string for each video stream (set of video seg-
ments). The ¡filename¿ represents the path, e.g., through an IP address or a
URL, to the video stream, or represents a unique prefix describing the stream.
• <maxpresentation>: This integer defines the index of the highest presentation
quality (e.g., quality version) available for the stream.
• <presentation>: The actual presentation quality of this video-segment file. A
lower index defines a lower quality of the stream, whereby 0 is defined as the
lowest index denoting the lowest available video quality.
• <mode>: This string indicates the playback mode of this segment, e.g., video on
demand (VOD) or live playback (LIVE).
• <maxindex>: This integer gives the total number of segments available for play-
back for the current video stream.
• <index>: This integer gives the index of this segment within a finite set of
segments of this stream.
• <ext>: This string indicates the video container format of this segment, e.g.,
.mp4 or .webm. The player decides if the container format and encoded video
can be played back and informs the user accordingly.
This simple WVSNP-DASH video segment name syntax contains the complete infor-
mation needed by the WVSNP-DASH client to retrieve and play the video segments
in a sensor network.
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4.3.3 Implications
The simplicity of this segment name syntax has far-reaching implications as it
transfers most of the video playback and retrieval complexity to the player. The
player is the consumer of the video data, and thus knows what it wants to do with
the video data and how to interpret the video data. Player specific details are also
in [178, 182].
The WDP introduced in this chapter demonstrates the concept of the uniqueness
of the video segment’s name. Since WSNs are resource constrained in terms of power,
computing resources, and storage space, WVSNP-DASH enforces that video files
within a sensor network are captured and stored as complete, individually playable
video files of short duration, preferably no longer than ten seconds (the impact of the
segments length is examined in Section 4.5.4).
Recall that with HLS and MPEG-DASH, the player requires the manifest file in
conjunction with the individual video segment files for playback. In contrast, the
WVSNP-DASH video segment name syntax ensures that the name of the segment, or
any other future network video object, conveys sufficient information for the player
to decide how to fetch and play the video segments. The manifest files required
by HLS and MPEG-DASH introduce incompatibility issues as they require browsers
to support manifest files as well as live playback maintenance of the manifest files.
By communicating all player pertinent meta data through the segment file name,
WVSNP-DASH avoids these incompatibility issues and is thus highly backward com-
patible.
Another important feature of the WVSNP-DASH framework is random playback
of any segment, as needed by the player. In particular, WVSNP-DASH has no spe-
cial initialization segment, which is necessary for HLS and MPEG-DASH players to
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understand how to play a video. Each WVSNP-DASH video segment has enough
meta data (in its name) to start playing the video. This feature enables unlimited
“crawler type” network search algorithms. These can be used by future information
centric network (ICN) routers and content distribution networks (CDNs). Future
active players may start playing the video as soon as a segment is discovered.
For instance, as detailed in Section 4.4.2, a segment name:
src=filename-1-1-VOD-45-7.mp4 can be easily passed to the player. Based on
the meta information contained in this name, the player can initiate the streaming
process of segments 7 to 45 by fetching all segments and playing them one after an-
other. The random playback feature of WVSNP-DASH enables the player to perform
arbitrary fast forward (FF) and rewind (RW) of the video. The naming syntax of
WVSNP-DASH also enables the player to take advantage of all DASH features, such
as adaptive switching.
4.4 WVSNP-DASH Player (WDP)
4.4.1 Design and Implementation
The WDP design goal is to rely only on widely supported HTLM5 features, so
as to achieve broad cross-platform support. Selecting HTML5 features that are reli-
ably supported by most browsers is generally difficult. Therefore, the first prototype
version of WDP is constrained to using only official core HTML5 features. WDP com-
bines the advantages of common support for HTTP downloading via Asynchronous
JavaScript and XML (AJAX) (through the XMLHttpRequest functionality) [157] as
well as the HTML5 File System (FS) Application Programmers Interface (API) [24].
The HTML5 FS is run-time memory allocated to a process running on a browser.
Data objects in this protected (sandbox) space can be cached for future use by the
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same URL on the same browser. Other URLs in separate tabs or other browser
windows cannot access this memory space.
Both AJAX and the FS API are used as they are broadly supported HTML5
features [157, 24]. Where the FS API is not yet fully supported, third party wrap-
pers such as IndexedDB [46] are used to mimic the FS API. This approach helps to
keep the design logic intact across browsers as well as to maintain compatibility as
official support improves. For example, Safari in iOS and Mac OSX support neither
the FS API nor IndexedDB, however, another wrapper can utilize IndexedDB using
WebSQL [21], which is supported by Safari for Mac OSX and iOS.
4.4.2 Flow
Compatibility Test
The high level segment playback by the client is depicted in Figure 4.3.
The entry point of the player is the browser detection and compatibility test
module illustrated Figure 4.2. This module tests if the browser supports the core
HTML5 features used by WDP. AJAX tools check support for downloading, saving,
and playing back requested video via FS API or a suitable wrapper. If an MPEG-
DASH manifest file is provided, and the browser supports MSE, the DASH-JS player
is launched for playback as an independent module within the WDP modular archi-
tecture. Alternatively, for an HLS manifest file, the native video player of the web
browser is set up with HLS. If the URL/name of a requested video does not match the
WVSNP-DASH video segment name syntax, and neither the HLS or MPEG-DASH
manifest syntax, WDP assumes a traditional HTML5 compatible video file. The
HTML5 video file is then played back in the browser’s native HTML5 video element
as legacy full-length video. Otherwise, the default is to play WVSNP-DASH video.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of compatibility test flow.
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Figure 4.3: Overview of WVSNP-DASH Player (WDP): Video segments are fetched
from the remote sensor (server) node into the HTML5 File System (FS) by the buffer-
ing process. The playback process plays the current segment from one hidden video
element to the canvas element, while the other hidden video element loads the next
segment from the HTML5 FS.
The WDP design is relatively future proof in that WDP works on any browser
with support for the HTML5 core elements. Also, any future new video codec, such
as H.265/HEVC or VP9, or any future video container format, that can be played as
a whole video via an HTML5 <video> element, is supported by WDP.
Buffering and Playback Processes
The player consists of two main processes running in parallel: a buffering process and
a playback process. Each process has its own writing (buffer) and reading (player)
counters. The buffering process runs continuously in a loop to fetch segments from
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Figure 4.4: The WDP buffering loop.
the remote server node into the HTML5 FS, see top part in Fig. 4.3. Each loop
iteration handles one video segment (file) for the currently selected video stream and
presentation quality. The file is represented as a binary large object (Blob) [149]. A
Blob is a data structure that encapsulates raw binary data and can be fed directly to
an HTML5 <video> element. For VOD, the buffering process runs continuously until
the last segment has been downloaded. However, the user may restart the process
with an arbitrary segment by changing the presentation quality or fast-forwarding to
a point beyond the buffer line.
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The playback process is at least three segments behind the buffering process. As
shown in Figure 4.3, in order to stich the segments seamlessly together, there are
two hidden <video> elements which contain consecutive video segments. When one
segment ends, the corresponding <video> element triggers an event, which in turn
triggers the playback of the next video segment from the other <video> element.
The now unused <video> element is linked to the subsequent segment by loading the
segment from the HTML5 FS. Similar to the buffering process, the file is loaded as
raw binary data in a Blob variable and fed directly to the <video> element.
Glitches in the form of resizing <video> elements or black screens during the tran-
sitions from one <video> element to the next are avoided with an HTML5 ¡canvas¿
element. Each frame of the currently active video element is drawn on the ¡canvas¿
element. During a transition, the last active frame is displayed. With the canvas, the
transition glitches caused by the slow JavaScript are not visible to the viewer. For
streams with continuous audio, longer video segments reduce glitches in the audio
track playback due to fewer transitions. Audio fading techniques can be employed to
seamlessly morph the audio tracks of the video segments; such fading techniques are
beyond the video-specific scope of this work.
The use of the HTML5 FS in conjunction with the HTML5 canvas for rendering
video in WDP enables the rendering of video that arrives to the player via other net-
work mechanisms, aside from basic HTTP/AJAX mechanisms [157]. For instance,
the WDP design allows the rendering of images and data that arrive to the client
via Common Gateway Interface (CGI) frameworks [81], which are very important for
cross-network exchanges, e.g., between Zigbee and Bluetooth networks. The WDP
architecture can also readily take advantage of peer-to-peer features of the client and
local hardware access features, e.g., via the emerging Web Real Time Communication
(WebRTC) interface. WDP’s networking flexibility, combined with WVSNP-DASH’s
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independently playable video segments (i.e., no need for manifest file or initializa-
tion segment), enables video segment streaming from different sensors. This enables
simultaneous streaming and interweaving of segments from e.g., Bluetooth, Zigbee,
and WiFi networks.
4.5 WDP Evaluation
4.5.1 Evaluation Set-up
A prototype of WDP was extensively compared with popular DASH players con-
sidering the following metrics:
• CPU load : Especially for mobile consumer devices, the central processing unit
(CPU) load during video playback should be low; also, the CPU load directly
influences the power consumption and resulting battery drainage.
• Memory consumption: The consumption of working memory, which is limited
in mobile devices, gives an indication of the efficiency of resource handling.
Inefficient resource usage leads to inefficient power usage. We are still not close
to advanced image coding such as this memoryless coder[203].
• Power consumption: The main objective of the WVSNP-DASH framework is
to work with sensor nodes. Low power consumption at the server side, i.e., the
sensor node, which captures, stores, and serves the video files, is critical.
• Cross Platform Support : A key factor for consumer acceptance of a player, is
the range of supported OS/browser platforms.
• Supported Codecs : The player should support a wide range of major codecs (as
well as media containers). Wide codec and media container support ensures
that the player can easily be used for legacy video playback.
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For the prototype evaluation, a typical surveillance video was captured on the
campus of Arizona State University (ASU). The 10 minute ASU video (without audio)
contains timelapse captures of everyday outdoor activity and scenery around the ASU
campus. The ASU video was used for both VOD and LIVE video scenarios. For the
LIVE video scenario, a node camera was pointed at the full-screen display of the
pre-recorded video while measurements were captured in real time. Focusing and
positioning the node camera to see only the full-screen video display made the LIVE
video essentially identical to the pre-recoded video. The H.264 encoded .mp4 video
was generated in two quality versions, namely a ”SMALL” version with 320×180 pixel
resolution, 150 kb/s bit rate, and 15 frames/s, and a ”BIG” version with 640 × 360
pixel resolution, 500 kb/s, and 25 frames/s. Each quality version was segmented
into MPEG2 Transport Stream (TS) segments for HLS playback, independent MP4
segments for WVSNP-DASH playback, and ISO Base Media File Format (BMFF)
segments for MPEG-DASH. The segments were created for 2, 5, 10, and 15 second
segment lengths.
The WDP prototype was compared with HLS using the JWPlayer 6 with the
HLSProvider plug-in and with MPEG-DASH using the DASH-JS player. The pre-
sented evaluations were performed with the Google Chrome (version 32) web browser
running on a client operating on a Ubuntu 13.10 64 bit, Dell OptiPlex 360 with Intel
Core2 Duo E7300 2.66GHz processor and 2 GB RAM. The evaluations were also run
with a client operating on Macbook Air Mid 2012 with i5-3427U 1.8 GHz processor
and 4 GB RAM as well as a Windows 7 64 bit client booted on the same Macbook
and gave similar results, which are not included due to space constraints.
The server node power consumption was measured from an i.MX6 ARM Cortex-
A9, 1.2 GHz Quad core, 2 GB node development board. The server node captured
video with a USB webcam and generated and served video segments via WiFi and
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Table 4.1: Average and standard deviation (SD) of CPU load and memory consump-
tion on WiFi client node as well as power consumption (measured through drawn
current) on server node.
LIVE 5 second segments
CPU load (%) Memory (MB) Current (mA)
Framework Avg. SD Avg. SD Avg. SD
HLS 69.5 8.8 136 9 95.8 29.6
WVSNP 68.4 26.5 122 16 100 26.5
WVSNP-no-c 31.2 12.1 126 15 100 26.5
VOD 5 second segments
CPU load (%) Memory (MB) Current (mA)
Framework Avg. SD Avg. SD Avg. SD
HLS 61.2 6.3 145 7 37.5 9.92
WVSNP 79.6 12.1 182 18 49.5 8.27
WVSNP-no-c 36.9 13.4 189 21 49.5 8.27
DASH 30 7 143 18 N/A N/A
VOD 2 second segments
CPU load (%) Memory (MB) Current (mA)
Framework Avg. SD Avg. SD Avg. SD
HLS 62.8 7.4 145 9 48.8 8.04
WVSNP 79.2 10.2 187 26 51.1 8.43
WVSNP-no-c 39.7 9 180 22 51.1 8.43
a streamlined low-footprint mongoose HTTP server. More detail on the power con-
sumption measurements in the next Chapter.
4.5.2 WVSNP-DASH Results Analysis
Table 4.2 presents summary evaluation results for the prototype WDP in compar-
ison with HLS and MPEG-DASH.
4.5.3 Client Node CPU Load and Memory Consumption
We observe from Table 4.2 that for the 5 s LIVE scenario, WDP has a similar CPU
load as HLS (JWPlayer 6) while the WDP memory consumption is somewhat lower
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Table 4.2: Average and standard deviation (SD) of CPU load and memory consump-
tion on WiFi client node as well as power consumption (measured through drawn
current) on server node. For 10s segments and full 10 minute video.
VOD 10 second segments.
CPU load (%) Memory (MB) Current (mA)
Framework Avg. SD Avg. SD Avg. SD
HLS 61.1 6.7 146 7 36.7 8.57
WVSNP 79.3 16 180 29 48.0 8.25
WVSNP-no-c 37.3 14.4 200 25 48.0 8.25
DASH 29.5 6.5 168 21 39.1 9.13
Progressive Download of Full Video, No segmentation.
CPU load (%) Memory (MB) Current (mA)
Framework Avg. SD Avg. SD Avg. SD
Full Video 28.7 4.5 91 2 43.1 9.57
than for HLS. On the other hand, for the 5 s VOD scenario, WDP has higher CPU
load and memory consumption than HLS and MPEG-DASH (DASH-JS). The higher
CPU load and memory consumption of WDP for the VOD scenario are mainly due
to the WDP buffering algorithm for VOD, which fetches all segments as fast as the
network bandwidth and the client FS space allocation allow. In contrast, HLS buffers
only approximately three segments and discards them after playback. WDP stores
all segments in the FS space leading to high memory usage. This WDP approach
facilitates power savings on the server node by avoiding re-fetches during quality
switches or rewind, or actions that reuse previously fetched VOD segments.
The WDP LIVE buffering algorithm behaves similar to HLS. As Table 4.2 in-
dicates, WDP LIVE playback has lower CPU load and memory consumption than
HLS. This is remarkable in that the WDP prototype uses a resource-heavy canvas
element as well as two video elements concurrently to render the video, while HLS
uses a highly optimized HLSProvider Flash helper plug-in to the browser with only
one video element. MPEG-DASH (DASH-JS) playback, included for the 5 and 10 s
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VOD scenarios in Table 4.2, has the lowest CPU load and memory consumption. This
MPEG-DASH result indicates that using pure Javascript and MSE with one video
element can be more efficient than using a plug-in.
In order to further examine the high CPU load and memory consumption of
WDP for VOD, the WDP prototype was slightly modified to play segments directly
in the video elements without multiplexing two video elements nor rendering on the
canvas. This modified WDP, which is denoted by “WVSNP-no-c” in Table 4.2, has
significantly lower CPU load and memory consumption than HLS as well as similar
CPU load and memory consumption as MPEG-DASH. This result for WSNP-no-
c, i.e., WDP without using the canvas element, indicates that the high WDP CPU
load and memory consumption for VOD are mainly due to the canvas element. This
validates that the use of full (independently playable) video segments does not increase
client resource usage.
4.5.4 Server Node Power Consumption
Next, the WVSNP-DASH implications for the power consumed by the server node
are examined. This is derived by comparing power consumed by the node server while
serving each of the different types of the player frameworks. Since the voltage readings
were generally consistent at 5 V, only the current drawn by the server node during each
scenario is reported as a relative measure of power consumption in Table 4.2. This
is a relative measure of the network power implications of the different frameworks.
The results for current in Table 4.2 indicate that the LIVE scenarios have significantly
higher currents and thus higher power consumption than the VOD scenarios. This is
because the server node captures, transcodes, stores, and serves the video segments
at the same time. Importantly, for the LIVE scenario, the WDP prototype has only
slightly higher power consumption than HLS. In interpreting these power results,
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it is important to note the differences in using ffmpeg for segment capture in the
compared frameworks. HLS captured and transcoded LIVE video in an optimized
built-in (native) HLS function of ffmpeg, which achieves highly efficient software-
based capture and transcoding. On the other hand, WVSNP-DASH capture used a
prototype-level bash script that newly invoked ffmpeg for each LIVE segment capture.
This means that the WVSNP-DASH prototype incurred extra power, resources, and
inefficiencies for each context switch of launching ffmpeg, transcoding, storing, and
then shutting down the ffmpeg process for each video segment capture. Moreover,
WVSNP-DASH interpreted a script at run time for every segment, adding to the
resource usage. In contrast, HLS capture invoked ffmpeg only once at the start of the
video stream capture and captured the remaining segments with the same optimized
ffmpeg (from the original invocation context). These conceptual differences imply
that an optimized native WVSNP-DASH capture application has considerable power
savings potential for LIVE video in the WVSNP-DASH framework compared to the
already optimized HLS framework.
A further potential for power savings arises from the WVSNP-DASH operation
without a manifest file. HLS and MPEG-DASH require a manifest file that needs
to be managed and re-read and updated during the capture and/or playback. For
VOD, the manifest files and segments are typically static and the indices do not need
to be continuously updated. However, for synchronization of LIVE video, the man-
ifest files have to be typically re-fetched regularly for LIVE video synchronization.
Additional processing to create special subsequent segments different from the ini-
tialization segment adds to the power consumption of HLS and MPEG-DASH for
LIVE video.
For VOD, the results for current in Table 4.2 indicate that longer segments gener-
ally reduce the power consumption. This is consistent for both HLS and WDP. Again,
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noting the inefficiencies in the WVSNP-DASH prototype due to script interpretation
and ffmpeg invocation for each video segment, there are power saving potentials for
WVSNP-DASH compared to HLS and MPEG-DASH.
Note that, since there are really no browser MPEG-DASH players there to use
for all scenarios ”DASH-JS” player had issues playing 2 second segments and LIVE
video. Even the industry supported dash.js only recently started putting out a LIVE
stream example to test and help implement LIVE functionality.
In order to further examine the impact of the segmented video streaming, the
full 10 minute ASU video was streamed via progressive download and the results are
reported in the bottom line of Table 4.2. Table 4.2 indicates that 10 s segment HLS
and MPEG-DASH streaming consumed less power compared to full-video streaming.
These results indicate that segmented video streaming does not lead to higher server
node power consumption than streaming a full (unsegmented) video to an HTML5
element. The 36.7 mA measured for HLS for 10 s VOD segments can be considered as
the worst-case (maximum) current consumption expected of a WVSNP-DASH using
a specialized native capture. More generally, the comparison of currents for 10 s
VOD segments and full video download indicates that segmented streaming can result
in about 15 % power savings compared to streaming progressively downloaded full
videos. From further test evaluations, that are not included due to space constraints,
it was noted that there is no benefit of using 15 s segments compared to 10 s segments.
In WVSNP-DASH, each video segment file has its own file header. The file header
contains all the video file properties and internal video container meta data, such as
duration, compression type, size, and bit rate, that are needed for decoding by any
player. In HLS and MPEG-DASH, most of this file header meta data is moved to
the first segment and the remaining segments are merely fixed data elements (blocks)
that cannot be decoded independently. e.g. you can do a seek (FF/RW) within a
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10 second WVSNP segment but you cannot do that for an HLS nor MPEG-DASH
segment. Thus, it might appear that WVSNP-DASH introduces some overhead by
including the file header in each video segment file, whereas HLS and MPEG-DASH
are continuous streams with random access points due to pre-set intracoded (I) frames.
However, due to the self-contained file headers in each WVSNP-DASH segment, there
is no look-up data that needs to be maintained and referenced at the server node every
time from the initial segment when there are quality switches for dynamic adaptation.
This reduction of server node processing for managing the video segments has the
potential to reduce power in video sensor nodes. WVSNP-DASH segments can still
be captured with specific I-frame positioning to match efficient transcoding practices.
The smaller multiple files as opposed to one big file for storage in the WVSNP-
DASH framework also enables flexible use of the node storage as well as sharing
among storage deprived nodes in a sensor network. Heterogeneous WSN bandwidth,
congestion, and diverse radio capabilities across or in between networks, can be accom-
modated by storing segments with a range of encoding parameters, such as different
resolutions, bit rates, encoding qualities, and encoder types. and even source type.
Compared to a big movie file which other HLS and MPEG-DASH accepts, WVSNP-
DASH recommends that all video files be stored in sizes not longer than 10 seconds.
This allows for distributed storage of the same movie stream across multiple nodes
with limited storage. Note that HLS and MPEG-DASH having small segments as
well is not the same since their segments have to be tied to one node logically as well
as the initialization file that precedes it and the manifest file.
4.6 MSE Based Player Option
As mentioned in section 4.2.1 most browsers now seem to be moving in the direc-
tion of supporting Media Source Extensions (MSE). The WDP above relied on the
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HTML5 File System. This works well with some disadvantages. It does not seem
to have uniform support across all key browsers. It also relied a lot on the HTML5
canvas. MSE as adds buffer-based source options to HTML5 media for streaming
support. This is different from progressive download which eventually downloads a
complete video file to play. If also differs from WDP in that it does not require local
browser file system storage of the segments nor the canvas. As explained at the end
of section 4.3.1 above the MSE based WDP gets rid of the disadvantages above and
behaves like MPEG-DASH while still avoiding initialization files and manifest files.
To be able to achieve this a few discoveries had to be made. Non licensed video con-
tainers and codecs like webm/vp8-9/opus seem to follow consistent video structure
that enables easy segmenting and fragmented streaming without any modification.
The default recording of a WebM video will yield a structure as below.
It always has two level 0 elements there: EBML and Segment. The EBML element
tells that the file is actually a valid EBML file, e.g. what version? The parser
will not attempt to read EBML file that it does not support. Within the segment
element, there are four basic level 1 elements that a well-formed WebM file should
contain. They are Seek Head element, Segment Information, Tracks Information and
Clusters. This means you can parse it easily as everything is always in hierarchical
order and every internal data box can be dereferenced to know complete information
for MSE buffering. Unfortunately good containers like WebM are not well supported
in browsers, we have to deal with working with mp4/h.264/aac type files.
MP4 on the other hand can follow different file formats. MPEG-DASH itself has
different file specifications. So, for MSE, mp4 files should not only be structured so
that meta data is fragmented across pieces of the container, it must be also across
the actual audio/video streams being fragmented. Not clustered together. See the
specification from ISO BMFF Byte Stream Format, section 3 [105]. This specifies an
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Figure 4.5: The structure of a WebM file.
initialization segment file as a single File Type Box (ftyp) followed by a single Movie
Header Box (moov). See Figure 4.6 or 4.7 below.
Our simple Ffmpeg transcoded WVSNP segments do not have the expected format
and thus fail when trying to play back in a browser with MSE. Investigating our
structure shows Figure below whereas the video files used by Google’s Shaka reference
MSE player show
As you can see, the WVSNP one lacked sidx box so that might be the cause. This
means we have to capture video files in a way that they will play for cases where MSE
is used and when it is not. Just for background, File Type Box (ftyp) specifies file
type and compatibility. All the meta data is defined in Movie Box (moov). Media
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Figure 4.6: The structure of an MP4 file as expected by MSE.
Data Box (mdat) specifies all the data (audio and video samples). The index of one
media stream within the media segment is defined by Segment Index box (sidx). Its
the same level as Movie Fragment Box. There can be more than one Movie Fragment
Box per one Segment Index Box.
It turns out that what actually needs to happen is that the basic mp4 container
does not have [ftyp] followed immediately by a [moov]. This must be the case. So
we re-engineered so that the order is [ftyp] –¿ [moov] and –¿ [moof]/[mdat] pairs.
Fortunately Ffmpeg has flag -movflags frag_keyframe+empty_moov flag that can
move these around when trans-coding or at capture. frag_keyframe forces starting
a new fragment at each video keyframe. empty_moov was originally used by Microsoft
smooth streaming files to write an initial moov atom directly at the start of the file.
It does not describe any samples in it. Unlike the basic MOV/MP4 files that have
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Figure 4.7: The structure of an MP4 file as expected by MSE.
Figure 4.8: Basic WVSNP video file with no sidx.
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Figure 4.9: Google reference MSE MPE-DASH videos.
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mdat/moov pair written at the start of the file containing only a short portion of the
file. empty_moov results in no initial mdat atom, and with moov atom only describing
the tracks but with a zero duration.
Once that was resolved it was important to make sure the the meta-data inside
the video is set properly to what MSE expects as (avc1.XXXXXX) format. Some
browsers’ rendering engines require that MediaSource.isTypeSupported is true only
when ”Codecs String” is avc1.42E01E.
Figure 5.16 shows sidx and a series of moof+mdat boxes. The precise byte range
locations of each of the moof+mdat segments is stored in sidx, the segment index.
With this analysis and rework of the how we capture MP4 files, the next task was
to create an algorithm that follows WVSNP framework rules, uses MSE buffering
and does not need one initial segment nor manifest file. This make WVSNP and even
more robust framework that becomes even more cross platform. This enhancement
to the player was added for case where HTML5 File System is not desirable or not
supported. More analysis will lead to whether this should be our default mode of the
WDP. None-the-less this has major beneficial implications on the platform and will
be discussed later in the document.
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Chapter 5
DESIGN CHOICES VIA PROFILING
5.1 Introduction
Attempts to include video streaming from sensors via miniaturized devices has
been attractive for a wide range of web-based applications but mostly surveillance.
Very low power video/frame data structures are needed to expand Multi-Dimensional
(MD) streaming into non surveillance applications. MD data perception and analyt-
ics will be key for a more complete IoT future. There has been other work to study
energy-efficient video transmission over a wireless link[130]. Some work involved
adapting the video codec itself to make the compressed data suitable for multi-rate
streaming[177]. None of these is addressing the data format itself. To create helpful
video data formats for sensor type storage and distribution, it is imperative that all
the components of power consumption within a sensor network be understood at the
capturing node level. This section profiles power consumption in a wireless video
sensor node. This includes power implications of popular web-based video stream-
ing frameworks, such as the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) Live Streaming
(HLS) and the Motion Picture Experts Group’s Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over
HTTP (MPEG-DASH) are analyzed as well as basic Progressive Download. These
are also evaluated against a new Wireless Video Sensor Network Platform compatible
DASH (WVSNP-DASH) framework. Additionally, power aspects of the MD cap-
ture, storage and streaming pipeline are evaluated. This work therefore provides real
world empirical data on architectural decisions necessary for a design of an IoT and
Machine to Machine (M2M) compatible MD sensor node. The empirical data and
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architectural recommendations contributed by this work further validates the new
(WVSNP-DASH) framework as more suitable for flexible web-based access of video
due to the power implications of its independently playable video segments and a
unique non-manifest based naming syntax that conveys elementary metadata that
facilitates low power flexible search, transfer, distribution, and playback.
There have been many attempts to analyze sensor node power consumption,
throughput and ease of use after a prototype has been built. There has been a
heavy focus on just the video compression itself as a large sink of power. Pro-
posed alleviations therefore try to address this without empirical data that is the
course[170, 169, 167, 114]. Usually this is with the hope that designers have resources
and time to iterate over several prototypes until an optimal or acceptable trade-off
has been found. This ends up in unaccounted for time cost that includes engineer-
ing salaries. Inter-dependent components are harder to decouple in the later stages
of prototype refining. Prototype refining is often followed by software optimizations
that try to make the best or most efficient use of the locked-in late stage prototype
components. This is another cost. Too much software optimization design to make up
for hardware deficiencies, usually results in very high HW/SW coupling which is the
opposite of the ideals of a node design elaborated on in previous publications [180].
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) designers know that it is hard to decide to take every-
thing apart and start from scratch even if it is a prototype. There are marketing,
software and time pressures that end up with compromises. Additionally, in software,
it is pointless to optimize program code without knowing where the bottleneck is. This
requires profiling. This section additionally highlights the benefits of profiling, even
before prototyping (pre-profiling). Pre-profiling helps node architects spend time and
resources only on important areas of a future node. In hardware, it is particularly a
wasteful exercise to attempt to build a power efficient node without knowing which
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parts of the application actually consume the most power nor which are most critical
to the throughput of the node and its applications.
As mentioned in the WVSN literature, video data acquisition and transmission
has a history of being power hungry and therefore not useful for the typically battery
operated sensor nodes. In [182], existing web-based video streaming frameworks, such
as the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) Live Streaming (HLS) and the Motion
Picture Experts Group’s Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH),
are evaluated as possible video data acquisition and transmission solution to the many
mentioned WVSN shortcomings. Additionally a similar Wireless Video Sensor Net-
work Platform compatible DASH (WVSNP-DASH) framework was described together
with its WVSNP-DASH Player (WDP) as a suitable and more efficient framework
for WVSN than HLS and MPEG-DASH. In this section, a comprehensive empiri-
cal analysis of the major components of video capture, storage and transmission are
evaluated in terms of power consumption at the node. This reveals many useful and
convincing design parameters for a WVSN Node (WVSn). Evaluations performed
with a WDP prototype against optimized HLS and MPEG-DASH players indicate
that WVSNP-DASH provided significant potential for power savings on the sensor
node serving the video streams. Empirically derived conclusions are summarized with
tabulated data showing power consumption patterns of critical modules that make
up WVSn’s video data path flow. This work, therefore, serves as a quick reference
for WVSn architects, designers, algorithm and application developers.
This work evaluates most elements of a WVSn that are likely major consumers of
power. These range from the hardware (HW) acceleration versus software (SW) only;
interface used in the data movement pipeline; wireless versus wired transmission; data
type captured; compression types; client type and most importantly the framework
or protocol used for storage, distribution, transmission and client playback. Because
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IoT users expect seamless cross platform user experience, the evaluation skews toward
use cases that compare video streaming frameworks that are easily comparable across
different OS and web client environments. Version five of the Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML5) and the emerging Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
(DASH) specification [11, 206] address these cross-platform video use cases. These
use cases can be easily extended to streaming applications and other yet to be defined
IoT use cases that rely on MD data (MDD). There are a many power consumption
implications on the frameworks used. For example, as outlined later in Section 5.2,
HTML5 does not support adaptive real-time video playback. The power implications
of this fact and that existing DASH players are designed to work with video server
nodes limited to the TCP/IP networking protocol stack is explored. The evaluations
give insight on component power consumption since the node is designed to also use
popular non-TCP/IP protocol stacks on resource-constrained sensor (server) nodes,
such as Zigbee [13, 8, 180] and Bluetooth. Existing DASH players for example,
require complex plug-ins that invite security vulnerabilities and/or have very limited
cross-platform support. The power cost of these use cases is also evaluated.
Each major video capture-to-playback pipeline component contributes differently
depending on the capture format, storage and transmission choices. Evaluation results
show the negative power consumption side effects as the main structural limitation
of existing DASH frameworks for sensor nodes. That is, HLS and MPEG-DASH
have individual video segments that cannot be independently distributed and played
back. Each video segment requires an up-to-date manifest file to be played back in
conjunction with a special initialization video segment. This dependency introduces
complications of video data management to the resource-constrained video sensor
nodes. Additionally, these video segment files cannot be independently cached and
distributed by storage-constrained sensor nodes. Any work around to centrally man-
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age the manifest file further creates local network coupling and will result in a net
increase in power consumption in the node or network. This is because unique video
segment files cannot be independently distributed across nodes nor across networks.
Empirical data provided by this work also shows the type of components affected,
and how they are affected, to contribute to this overall conclusion.
5.2 Background and Related Work
5.2.1 Sensor Node Power Monitoring and Measurement
There is a good amount of general power measurement literature. There are a lot
of references to the critical part power plays in a sensor network design and implemen-
tation. There is, however, very little if any literature about power measurement and
management in sensor networks/nodes. Just to review the basics, energy consump-
tion of an electrical device is calculated by the product of current (I), voltage (V) and
time (t). To calculate energy, voltage and time can be calculated directly, but there
is no direct way to calculate current. There are in-system power monitoring tools
especially in the Linux environment like PowerTop [9], powerstat [78], SW library
options like PowerAPI [28, 150, 151] for process specific monitoring, kernel specific
ones like powerman [73] and powerscripts [4]. All the above methods suffer from
the problem of affecting the device under test (DUT). Since they are processes within
the node, they are also consuming power and not measuring ideal operating scenario
for the node. Additionally they need power to be on and the operating system to
have booted before they can be useful. This misses the boot loader stages and even
the power-up part of the node. Below are a few methods reviewed for performing
power measurement which leads to this work’s focus on power profiling of a wireless
video sensor node and resulting architectural implications on the design of a WVSn.
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A similar approach to a subset of this work’s testbed evaluates the energy efficiency
of HW accelerated cryptography modules on sensor nodes [84]. Using the SANDbed
testbed [92] equipped with Sensor Node Management Devices (SNMDs) [92], [84] re-
vealed about seventy six percent energy savings were possible using a VaultIC420 HW
module compared to using only SW. [84] also concludes that HW-based mechanisms
improve the energy-efficiency of the overall application only for specific algorithms
within the application. The savings were especially realized when HW modules were
duty-cycled. In [91], different approaches to measure energy in wireless communica-
tion devices and analysis of each approach are discussed as well as their pros and
cons. The [91] survey, therefore, outlines different current measuring techniques and
makes recommendations on techniques to use based on targeted requirements. One
popular approach is to place a shunt resistor in series with the total load circuit.
The current draw is the same across the whole circuit which implies a current draw
across the resistor of (V/R). Though the shunt resistor is the easiest method to use,
if the voltage over the resistor is too large, the device might malfunction. This is
avoided by using a very low resistor value to keep the voltage across the resistor low.
The low shunt resistor value solution comes at the expense of not being able to mea-
sure highly dynamic signals. The higher the dynamic range of the current, the lower
the accuracy of the low currents measured. The dynamic range of the shunt resistor
can be improved by using the Voltage to Frequency Conversion method which
can also improve the accuracy for low current. This is done by connecting the shunt
resistor to a “voltage to frequency conversion” block [129]. This way, highly dynamic
low as well as high currents can then be measured from the block with some high
accuracy.
Another current measurement technique is the inductor method , usually used
in current clamps for heavy engineering tools. Current is determined by sampling
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voltage induced in the clamp inductor by the electric field around the wire supplying
the load circuit. The inductor technique supports high sampling rates. The required
calibration after each measurement, as well as susceptibility to noise are some of the
drawbacks of this method. The Coulomb Counter method uses two capacitors,
which are charged and discharged in turn. The capacity of the capacitor is used
to calculate the time required to discharge. The temporal resolution for coulomb
counter method depends on current draw. This in turn implies the amount of the
current drawn during a capacitor discharge. Since the current drawn is not constant,
the temporal resolution is also not constant. Since low current draw results in low
frequency this method has low temporal resolution.
A low-cost power measurement experiment for wireless sensor networks is dis-
cussed in [141]. Some calibration and validation procedures use a clamp-on current
probe to collect current measurements and some, the shunt resistor technique. As
mentioned above, the current probe is placed around the power supply wire and
the output voltage through the current probe is sampled to linearly calculate current
through the clamp. In [92], an SNMD is used in a WSN testbed to measure the power
of the sensor nodes. SNMD is a wire-based infrastructure which is only available in
testbed setups. SNMD is targeted to protocol and network evaluation to estimate and
enhance the network and node’s lifetime. It uses a shunt resistor method to collect
current measurement and calculate energy consumption. A Scalable Power Obser-
vation Tool (SPOT) is introduced in [108]. It is designed to measure the current
consumption of a sensor node to a microsecond resolution and exceed four decades of
dynamic range. SPOT also uses the shunt resistor method for in situ current mea-
surement where the SPOT block is connected in the path of the supply to the node.
In [85], Avrora simulation tool [212], is used to validate energy measurement in wire-
less sensor networks. The simulation results are compared with the results obtained
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from a SANDbed testbed.
This work used an inductor method with a 10 uA resolution current clamp probe
attached to a digital oscilloscope with a 10 MHz bandwidth, 100 MS/s sampling rate
and an 8-bit (12-bit enhanced resolution). The voltage across the entire node load is
taken with the total load current measured from the supply line as shown in Figure 5.1
below.
Figure 5.1: DUT power measurement setup and data logging.
More expensive and higher accuracy tools can be used to follow the same setup.
These tools are low cost and show adequate data to draw conclusions on the data.
Another interesting tool we use to double check the measurements done in Figure 5.1
is a 24-bit ADC open meter tool called the Mooshimeter [144]. This is a very low
cost higher accuracy meter that can simultaneously log current and voltage. This
has higher than 0.5% accuracy DC, more than 1.0% for AC with harmonic less than
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1kHz. Though it can measure up to 10 A, it has a resolution of less than 5 uA. It has
more than 10 Megaohm input impedance and more than 1% resistance accuracy over
20 Ohms to 20 MOhms. The Voltage precision of 15 nV per count for up to 100 mV
or 200 nV per count up to 1.2V. This comes with 8kHz dual simultaneous sampling
capability. Its 24-bit maximum resolution has greater than eighteen (18) effective
bits at 125 samples per second. The advantage of using compact power monitors and
loggers like Mooshimeter, is the ability to do stand alone power monitoring on the
field as opposed to attaching the nodes to lab equipment like in [241, 79]. Laboratory
power monitors are not only expensive, but hard to move to the field under normal
usage environments. This means usage scenarios of the device under test might reflect
only laboratory environments.
5.2.2 Power Efficiency Implications
One of the benefits of the simplicity of the WVSNP-DASH name syntax is that
it transfers most of the video playback and retrieval complexity to the player. The
player is the consumer of the video data, and thus knows what it wants to do with the
video data and how to interpret the video data. This has far- reaching implications
for power budget reasons. A client can request lower quality levels of the same data or
even can request the next segment from another node within the network with better
power or bandwidth parameters. For example, quality index zero (0) can be still-
frames encoded at one frame per second or other ways used by application streaming
methods. The consumer has the fetching algorithm intelligence on the client tailored
to their need or application.
There are two past papers in particular [241, 79], whose work can be expanded
to demonstrate the power efficiency benefits of the WVSNP-DASH framework ver-
sus MPEG-DASH and versus HLS. For example, [241] focuses on an MPEG-DASH
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client’s network scheduling and measuring client power consumption over forth gen-
eration Long Term Evolution networks (4G LTE). The paper concludes that longer
segments and larger buffers are best for the MPEG-DASH clients’ power consump-
tion. Their power measurements on the client revealed that the important variable in
managing power consumed was the radio resource control (RRC) state in LTE. In [79]
an energy-efficient HTTP adaptive streaming algorithm is proposed. The algorithm
requires that the MPEG-DASH client be on multiple networks like LTE and WiFi so
it can exploit multiple networks simultaneously to find opportunities for low power
during streaming. They conclude that by dynamically changing wireless network en-
vironments during streaming, energy consumption can be reduced. Both focus only
on MPEG-DASH. Neither mentioned HLS, interestingly. Both [241] and [79] are es-
sentially an attempt to improve the client’s adaptive algorithm in fetching segments
to save power on the client itself. They just observe other network parameters to
add to the adaptive fetching decisions by the HTTP client. This section focuses on
the node server/network side. While it reveals general WVSN power conservation
architectural parameters to consider in designing a node, it introduces and highlights
a new framework which removes a lot of issues [241] and [79] are trying to improve on
the client side. This paper also shows how these choices are applicable beyond HTTP.
The work in [241] and [79] is, therefore, a subset of the use cases where WVSNP-
DASH can be tested following exactly what they are doing on the clients side and
further contrasting WVSNP-DASH with MPEG-DASH and HLS. Again, these papers
did not even contrast with nor mention the most popular DASH framework, HLS.
WVSNP-DASH [182] demonstrates the concept of the uniqueness of the video
segment’s name. Since WSNs are resource constrained in terms of power, computing
resources, and storage space, WVSNP-DASH enforces that video files within a sensor
network are captured and stored as complete, individually playable video files of short
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duration, preferably no longer than ten seconds (the impact of the segment length is
examined in section 5.3).
Recall that with HLS and MPEG-DASH, the player requires the manifest file in
conjunction with the individual video segment files for playback. In contrast, the
WVSNP-DASH video segment name syntax ensures that the name of the segment, or
any other future network video object, conveys sufficient information for the player
to decide how to fetch and play the video segments. The manifest files required
by HLS and MPEG-DASH introduce incompatibility issues as they require browsers
to support manifest files as well as live playback maintenance of the manifest files.
By communicating all player pertinent meta data through the segment file name,
WVSNP-DASH avoids these incompatibility issues and is thus highly backward com-
patible.
Another important feature of the WVSNP-DASH framework is random playback
of any segment, as needed by the player. In particular, WVSNP-DASH has no special
initialization segment, which is necessary for HLS and MPEG-DASH players to un-
derstand how to play a video. Each WVSNP-DASH video segment has enough meta
data (in its name) to start playing the video. This feature enables unlimited “crawler
type” network search algorithms. These can be used by future information centric
network (ICN) routers and content distribution networks (CDNs). Future active play-
ers may start playing the video as soon as a segment is discovered. Most importantly,
there is no need to download prior segments, initialization files nor manifest files, to
play just the portion of video needed by consumer. This is a power saver.
For instance, as detailed in [182], a WVSNP-DASH segment name:
src=filename-1-1-VOD-45-7.mp4 can be easily passed to the player. Based on
the meta information contained in this name, the player can initiate the streaming
process of segments 7 to 45 by fetching all segments and playing them one after an-
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other. The random playback feature of WVSNP-DASH enables the player to perform
arbitrary fast forward (FF) and rewind (RW) of the video. The naming syntax of
WVSNP-DASH also enables the player to take advantage of all DASH features, such
as adaptive switching, where quality switching index can be changed for the next
segment. For example based on the power budget of a source node, a player can de-
cide that the next segments must be of the lowest quality, (lowest resolution, lowest
bit-rate) in order to extend the life of the source. This decision can even be based on
the clients’ computer vision feedback indicating dangerous activity to be monitored
longer, therefore needing to preserve power or high resolution capture switch based on
activity seen in the previous segment. Or based on previous segment, the client might
decide to not use too muck power and just fetch very low quality/power segments
since there is little activity to see. Note that this is another level above compression
types used within the video file segment itself. The details of the player operations
and options are in the framework section of [182].
5.3 Evaluation Criteria And Setup
5.3.1 Evaluation Set-up
A WDP prototype is used to playback WVSNP-DASH segment files and other
DASH video frameworks where possible. Where not possible, other popular DASH
players were used to play video segments and compared to other DASH players’ effects
on power consumption. Specifically, comparisons with HLS used the JWPlayer 6 with
the HLSProvider plug-in. For MPEG-DASH the DASH-JS player module was used
from within the prototype WDP. Google Chrome (version 32) web browser was used
as the default client display outlet. The clients ran on a Ubuntu 13.10 64 bit, Dell
OptiPlex 360 with Intel Core2 Duo E7300 2.66GHz CPU and 2 GB RAM. The
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evaluations were also run with a client operating on a Macbook Air Mid 2012 with
i5-3427U 1.8 GHz CPU and a 4 GB RAM. For redundancy checks, the same Macbook
Air was rebooted into a Windows 7 64 bit client. These gave similar results, which
are not included due to redundancy and space constraints.
For the prototype evaluation, a typical surveillance video was captured on the
campus of Arizona State University (ASU). The 10 minute ASU video (without audio)
contains timelapse captures of everyday outdoor activity and scenery around the ASU
campus. The ASU video was used for both VOD and LIVE video scenarios. For the
LIVE video scenario, a node camera was pointed at the full-screen display of the
pre-recorded video while measurements were captured in real time. Focusing and
positioning the node camera to see only the full-screen video display made the LIVE
video essentially identical to the pre-recoded video. The H.264 encoded .mp4 video
was generated in two quality versions, namely a ”SMALL” version with 320×180 pixel
resolution, 150 kb/s bit rate, and 15 frames/s, and a ”BIG” version with 640 × 360
pixel resolution, 500 kb/s, and 25 frames/s. Each quality version was segmented
into MPEG2 Transport Stream (TS) segments for HLS playback, independent MP4
segments for WVSNP-DASH playback, and ISO Base Media File Format (BMFF)
segments for MPEG-DASH. The segments were created for 2, 5, 10, and 15 second
segment lengths.
The server node power consumption was measured from an NXP i.MX6 ARM
Cortex-A9, 1.2 GHz Quad core, 2 GB node development board. The server node
captured video with a USB webcam for some cases and a Camera Sensor Interface
(CSI) attached Wandcam [68]. The captured video segments are served via WiFi and
a streamlined low-footprint mongoose HTTP server. Where the Quad-core board was
not available nor necessary some data was collected using an almost identical Dual-
Core board. This will be noted where needed including how the data was reconciled
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to still be a useful and valid trend. Other comparison parameters were focused on
the critical parts of the WVSn’s “capture-store-stream” pipeline.
For example, power consumption results were performed while capturing the video
with different camera interfaces, (USB and CSI) facing a monitor running BIG ref-
erence video using a dual board of different segment sizse (2sec, 5sec and 10sec) and
encoding the segments with different codecs. A comparison was then made between
HLS and WVSNP-DASH. HLS used an MPEG2 container versus WVSNP-DASH’s
MP4 container. Since ffmpeg currently doesn’t support HW encoder for i.MX6 pro-
cessors, results were only collected using a SW encoder. A comparison between USB
camera and CSI camera were done by capturing WVSNP-DASH segments with ffm-
peg with each of the cameras using an H.264 SW encoder (libx264). These were
repeated using the Gstreamer tool and encoded with both a HW encoder and the
same H.264 SW encoder. Using this data, different comparisons were made between
CSI and USB camera interfaces, HW and SW H.264 encoders and other perspectives
on the data. The same setup was repeated but this time using HW and SW MPEG4
encoders. Another iteration uses HW and SW MJPEG encoders.
Other special setups will be described below along with the data as were used to
tabulate and graph different comparisons plots. These include comparison between
SW and HW encoders on same camera, a comparison between same encoders on
different cameras and so forth.
This section tabulates all the data from the criteria above and will be referred to in
detail on the analysis of results that follow. The measurements were done on at least
five separate occasions and locations to validate consistency. The averages shown
are typically the average of more than 14000 or more data points sampled by the
oscilloscope SW tool for the entire ten (10) minute run in one of the measurements.
Observations showed the measurements were consistent.
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Figure 5.1 above shows the partial sketch of the actual tools used in Figure 5.2
below. It shows the oscilloscope, current clamp and oscilloscope probe. One side
of each probe and clamp are connected to the oscilloscope to measure current and
voltage and in turn, oscilloscope is connected to laptop to view the current and voltage
measurements and save it on the laptop. To measure current, clamp is placed around
the wire connected to the board for powering it up, while voltage is measured by
connecting probe to the 5V jack on the board.
Figure 5.2: Tools for power measurement and data logging.
To normalize the measurements, several measurements were taken from boot time
till end of video capture as shown in Figure 5.3. Major four stages from pre-boot,
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Figure 5.3: Four stages for node power measurement and data logging.
Figure 5.4: Four stages for node power measurement and data logging. 2s segment
LIVE capture example.
boot, idle and video capture were observed for consistency.
After verifying that the graph/data looks the same for the first three stages, the
rest of all other collections start at the second idle stage just before capture/stream.
All the data presented in this section uses the these four stages as a reference point.
But the averages were calculated only within the fourth stage. That is, during video
capture or stream. Figure 5.4 shows the first 250 seconds of 2 second segment boot
and capture stages.
The tables in section 5 present summary evaluation results for how the frame-
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work chosen affects power at the node. Comparison across HLS and WVSNP-DASH
frameworks shows some interesting patterns.
5.3.2 Framework Power Profiling
The main objective of the WVSNP-DASH framework is to work with sensor nodes.
Low power consumption at the server side, i.e., the sensor node, which captures,
stores, and serves the video files, is critical. Data collected to evaluate these is in
milli-Amperes (mA). We believe this is representative enough to reveal the trends as
voltage was pretty much a constant at 5V.
Table 5.1 below shows comparison of current consumed by the node while stream-
ing WVSNP-DASH vs HLS. It compares 2s, 5s, and 10s segments for Video On De-
mand (VOD). Since most of the Linux OS and internals are open and accessible, most
of the detailed analysis focuses on the frameworks being evaluated from the clients
running on Ubuntu. The WVSNP-DASH implications for the power consumed by
the server node are examined. Again, this is derived by comparing power consumed
by the node server while serving each of the different types of the player frameworks.
As mentioned in the previous section, HLS in this experiment was implemented
by the JW Player and HLSProvider. It buffered segments differently from WVSNP-
DASH. HLS had a buffer window maximum of thirty seconds to a minute. It also
starts streaming only after it has buffered at least one segment. This is useful for
VOD server power because the node is not being used nor triggered into network and
file IO activity unless the segment is really needed. WVSNP-DASH on the other hand
blindly buffered three segments before it could start playing. Once playing resumed
there was no maximum buffer window. In VOD mode, the WVSNP-DASH client
continues fetching segments until there are none available or stream has finished. This
means, while playing back the buffered three segments, a separate process continues
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Table 5.1: Averages and standard deviations (SD) of current (mA) consumed by
the node while streaming WVSNP-DASH versus HLS. It compares 2s, 5s, and 10s
VOD segment lengths.
WVSNP-DASH vs HLS, Video On Demand (VOD) segments.
2 seconds 5 seconds 10 seconds
WVSNP HLS WVSNP HLS WVSNP HLS
Link, OS Avg. SD Avg. SD Avg. SD Avg. SD Avg. SD Avg. SD
WiFi,
Mac, BIG
38.23 9.77 46.90 8.79 36.30 9.24 45.57 8.98 36.36 8.88 34.80 8.86
WiFi,
Ubuntu,
BIG
51.10 8.43 48.83 8.04 51.51 6.95 37.46 9.92 50.05 7.00 36.68 8.57
WiFi,
Ubuntu,
SMALL
42.00 9.51 39.70 8.64 40.39 9.09 43.31 8.58 37.83 8.76 38.95 8.17
WiFi,
Windows,
BIG
40.23 9.84 37.42 9.36 39.71 9.42 35.14 8.79 37.81 9.01 40.04 9.34
Ethernet,
Windows,
BIG
41.26 9.98 40.32 9.28 39.89 9.63 39.81 8.86 38.32 9.55 38.03 8.92
Ethernet,
Mac, BIG
42.23 9.84 38.70 9.49 41.12 8.69 37.64 8.74 39.88 9.13 36.82 8.88
to fetch files in the background.
HLS also uses Transport Stream packet that has extra information to lessen la-
tency and increase greater error resilience. Additionally the HLS packet stream in-
terleaves the frame data across packets which means HLS segments have information
about each other and are dependent on each other. While this dependency is what
WVSNP-DASH avoids it is helpful for HLS under VOD mode as that packet informa-
tion is used to schedule segment fetching and buffering in a more intelligent way with
transport information feedback. For example, the Forward Error Correction (FEC)
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embedded in the packet can be used to recover lost or damaged packets instead of
re-fetching the segments again (as WVSNP-DASH would). This can save power on
the node, especially in VOD mode.
Theoretically the above make HLS more efficient due to its stream type and its
in-built error resilience. But we can’t just rely on what makes common sense. We
have to measure and get surprised or confirmed. For example, we cannot guarantee
if duty cycling consumes less power in total or on average than the peak short burst
of continuous fetches, then staying mostly idle. For example a more refined test
would be to match the fetching and buffering of HLS and then compare the case
”with the match” against with te current continuous fetch for WVSNP-DASH only.
During experiments there were some slight stalls during playback now and then.
How WVSNP-DASH or HLS reacts to these stalls can be hard to show but can be
measured.
The above playback behavior by WVSNP-DASH also means a quality switch
would waste power as all pre-fetched segments will be ignored if not discarded to get
all the new representation quality segments. This can happen with fast forwarding
and rewinding as well. The buffering might not check if the segments already exist
in the file system when it re-initiates the 3-segment window sequence. The prototype
blind buffering of WVSNP can be improved to match the packet structure feedback
enhanced streaming of HLS. So, for cases where HLS in Table 5.1 seems to consume
a little bit less power, it is likely due to its polished buffering scheme which can be
matched by WVSNP-DASH with more experimentation.
Another theoretical negative for WVSNP-DASH is that each of its segments have
complete self-initializing header data. That is, each WVSNP-DASH segment contains
a file header with the video file properties and video container metadata, e.g., com-
pression type, bit rate, and size, needed for decoding at the client (player) side [182].
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This would imply that each WVSNP-DASH segment is slightly larger than HLS media
segments that follow an HLS initialization segment. Empirical data however indicated
that for the same video resolution and quality, WVSNP-DASH segment files are on
average smaller than the corresponding HLS segment files. The sizes vary widely
within a range from segment to segment due to motion based video compression. As
can be seen in Table 5.2, HLS segments were found to be larger than WVSNP-DASH
segments.
Table 5.2 shows on average, for 2 s segments, the HLS BIG segments are 21 %
larger than the corresponding WVSNP-DASH segments for same video segmented.
The SMALL HLS segments are 28 % larger than the SMALL WVSNP-DASH seg-
ments. For 5 s segments, the HLS BIG segments are 14 % larger than the correspond-
ing WVSNP-DASH segments, while the HLS SMALL segments are 9.7 % larger. For
10 second segments the HLS BIG segments are on average 11.5 % larger, while the
HLS SMALL segments are 9.7 percent
From a review of the container structures used by the frameworks. The larger
HLS segments might be due to the HLS use of a 188-byte MPEG 2 Transport Stream
(M2TS) packet size. This was originally chosen for compatibility with ATM systems.
The packet size can get larger with additional headers, e.g., for synchronization,
time code, adaptation, broadcasting meta-data. On the other hand, WVSNP-DASH
is container agnostic, i.e., one can select whichever container is most efficient for
WVSNP-DASH streaming. The MP4 container used by WVSNP-DASH in the eval-
uations follows an atom/box structure in a hierarchical form with four bytes for the
atom length, four bytes for the atom name, and optional bytes for any data the
segment holds. The length of the box is determined by its own size plus all atoms
in the level immediately below it. A basic WVSNP-DASH MP4 segment has three
boxes: ftyp, moov and mdat. This is one other reason just using WVSNP-DASH
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Table 5.2: Averages and standard deviations (SD) of video file segment sizes (kilo-
bytes) between HLS and WVSNP-DASH. Comparison for both SMALL and BIG
video quality representations.
BIG quality representation segment sizes (kB).
2 seconds 5 seconds 10 seconds
WVSNP HLS WVSNP HLS WVSNP HLS
Average 113.18 137.17 299.85 342.79 613.96 683.57
Std. Dev. 206.77 12.67 73.21 25.15 118.82 35.94
Lowest 329.00 77.70 39.70 227.30 130.40 520.90
Median 682.30 110.45 113.90 295.90 322.65 616.00
Largest 1200.00 191.30 410.50 386.40 713.60 714.90
SMALL quality representation segment sizes (kB).
Average 212.08 38.24 49.07 97.39 106.83 193.31
Std. Dev. 79.09 4.18 20.01 7.82 44.15 9.29
Lowest 19.30 26.80 14.00 73.90 19.30 170.00
Median 202.30 37.35 46.10 96.85 102.35 194.65
Largest 465.40 60.20 128.90 117.20 315.20 214.50
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Table 5.3: Averages and standard deviations (SD) of current (mA) consumed by
the node while streaming WVSNP-DASH vs HLS segments in Real Time Streaming
(LIVE).
WVSNP-DASH vs HLS, Real Time Streaming (LIVE) segments.
5 seconds 2 seconds
Video Type WVSNP HLS WVSNP HLS
Link, OS Avg SD Avg SD Avg SD Avg SD
WiFi, Ubuntu, BIG 98.30 28.96 95.80 29.56 85.05 24.50 106.24 30.82
WiFi, Ubuntu, SMALL 87.58 23.33 92.84 25.34 80.52 20.66 90.04 24.80
Ethernet, Windows, BIG 100.17 27.98 104.23 29.98 . . . .
Ethernet, Mac, BIG 91.59 26.04 101.75 29.73 . . . .
WVSNP-DASH and HLS: LIVE minus VOD cost difference between Ubuntu rows in this Table 5.3 above and Ubuntu ones in Table 5.1
WiFi, Ubuntu, BIG
(Delta, mA)
46.79 29.78 58.34 31.18 33.95 25.91 57.41 31.85
WiFi, Ubuntu, SMALL
(Delta, mA)
47.19 25.04 49.53 26.75 38.52 22.74 50.34 26.26
can save power. The segment file size measurement results indicate that the MP4
container utilized in WVSNP-DASH requires on average less overhead than the de-
fault HLS M2TS container. Generally, smaller segment files consume less power than
large segment files; thus, the more efficient MP4 containers that become possible with
WVSNP-DASH are generally preferable for low-power streaming.
Table 5.3 below shows comparison of current consumed by the node while stream-
ing WVSNP-DASH vs HLS. It compares 2s, 5s, and 10s segments for LIVE video.
For Ethernet the trend confirmed WiFi trends, so only the critical 2s and 5s segments
are noted for network emphasis.
A quick comparison between Table 5.1 and Table 5.3 indicate that the LIVE
scenarios have significantly higher current draw and thus higher power consumption
than the VOD scenarios. This is because the server node captures, transcodes, stores,
and serves the video segments at the same time. Importantly, for the LIVE scenario,
the WVSNP-DASH results in less power consumption at the node than HLS as shown
by Table 5.3.
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Table 5.1 reveals a lot of interesting new topics to explore depending on how you
read the rows and cross comparisons that are shown by the data. For example the
same experiment was performed on SMALL size quality segments versus BIG quality
segments. As expected, SMALL quality segments in general perform better than
BIG quality segments for all segments and both frameworks due to their low data
rate and size. We can also add, the higher the speed of transmission which reduces
the temporal component of power loss as well. This is confirmed for both VOD and
LIVE cases in spite of one or two outliers for HLS’s 5s and 10s which we attribute
HLS player’s advanced and mature buffering techniques which are not employed yet
in the WDP prototype used in the testbed. For both WiFi and Ethernet transmission
and across all operating systems, larger WVSNP-DASH segments consume less power
on the node compared to smaller ones. This appears to be the case as well for HLS
except for a couple of outliers. Another surprising trend is that for a WVSNP-DASH
client playing back over WiFi there is less power being consumed than if the streaming
is over Ethernet. This is the case for all VOD segments. This trend seems to hold
for HLS as well except for two outliers when the client is playing back 2s and 5s
segments on a Mac and once case on Windows for 10s segments. These outliers based
on confirmatory tests do not affect the trend conclusions.
Another interesting data trend from Table 5.1 is that at first, one might be tempted
to conclude that WVSNP-DASH is under-performing HLS for all VOD cases except
when playing back on a Mac client over WiFi. When interpreting these power re-
sults, it is important to note the differences in how we are using ffmpeg for segment
capture in the compared frameworks. HLS captured and transcoded LIVE video in
an optimized built-in (native) HLS function of ffmpeg, which achieves highly efficient
SW-based capture and transcoding. On the other hand, a WVSNP-DASH capture
used a prototype-level bash script that invoked ffmpeg for each LIVE segment cap-
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ture. This means that the WVSNP-DASH prototype incurred extra power, resources,
and inefficiencies for each context switch of launching ffmpeg, transcoding, storing,
and then shutting down the ffmpeg process for each video segment capture. More-
over, WVSNP-DASH interpreted a script at run time for every segment, adding to
the resource usage. In contrast, HLS capture invoked ffmpeg only once at the start
of the video stream capture and captured the remaining segments with the same op-
timized ffmpeg (from the original invocation context). These conceptual differences
imply that an optimized native WVSNP-DASH capture application has considerable
power savings potential for LIVE video in the WVSNP-DASH framework compared
to the already optimized HLS framework. This will become apparent when we discuss
LIVE streaming results shown in Table 5.3.
Since Table 5.1 is VOD all the video is already available at the start of the stream
and all initialization files and manifest files have been precomputed and final for HLS.
WVSNP-DASH segment sizes and fetch structure are the same for VOD and LIVE.
Figure 5.5 shows the simplified structure of WVSNP-DASH capture-store-stream flow.
HLS on the other hand as shown in Figure 5.6, has a structure which behaves
differently when streaming VOD than when streaming LIVE.
So the slight HLS advantage on VOD can only be attributed to structural file
organization and VOD mechanics. Note in Figure 5.6 that HLS has a Stream Seg-
mentor stage which adds to the workload process during capture. This does not exist
in WVSN-DASH as shown in Figure 5.5. During VOD this stage is not active in HLS,
therefore saving power and making HLS look like it is more efficient. Another VOD
HLS relative power savings comes from the fact that WVSNP-DASH segments for
the same video data have self initializing segments which implies that each segment
is slightly bigger than media segments of HLS that follow an initialization segment.
Initialization segments have extra file header information and other metadata that
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Figure 5.5: The simplified structure of WVSNP-DASH capture-store-stream flow.
Figure 5.6: The simplified structure of HLS capture-store-stream flow.
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Table 5.4: Averages and standard deviations (SD) of current (mA) consumed by
the node while capturing WVSNP-DASH versus HLS segments. It compares 2s, 5s,
and 10s segment lengths.
WVSNP-DASH vs HLS, cost of capturing segments. Current Consumed (mA).
2 seconds 5 seconds 10 seconds
WVSNP HLS WVSNP HLS WVSNP HLS
Avg SD Avg SD Avg SD Avg SD Avg SD Avg SD
Node
Capture
Cost
77.07 17.00 79.84 17.00 80.66 16.41 79.77 16.41 81.56 16.38 83.79 16.48
help player or browsers decode the complete video stream. See media stream techni-
cal reports at [192, 226, 191]. As discussed already above, smaller segments consume
less power than big ones. Another part of HLS that is not being exercised during
VOD streaming is the precomputed manifest files. Under normal LIVE streaming tis
would continuously need to be updated and re-transmitted with every new segment
generated. This saves HLS some power. The capture stages for HLS and WVSNP-
DASH were isolated to demonstrate that HLS is less efficient than WVSNP-DASH at
the capture stage as reported in Table 5.4. this demonstrates just the cost of capture
at the node without any networking nor transmission costs. Note that even though
an inefficient script loop that opens and closes ffmpeg for every WVSNP-DASH and
is interpreted at runtime, WVSNP-DASH still used less power in most cases. This
clearly shows that if both frameworks used optimized native executions, HLS would
be much worse at this stage. With that isolation experiment, it can be concluded
that in spite of some misleading trend from Table 5.1, WVSNP-DASH actually is
more efficient than HLS.
Table 5.1 also reveals another interesting point. That is, capturing two (2) seconds
segments does not necessarily result in higher cost as one might expect. Logically
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this would be due to the more frequent file operations inherent in handling more files
for the same length of video captured. The data seems to imply this is not generally
the case for both WVSNP-DASH and HLS. So, the trend in Table 5.4 is due to the
streaming component. The data shows a slight edge for WVNP-DASH which is has
a much simpler: camera open, capture and store as opposed to HLS’s need to repack
segments to be relative to initialization segment and additions to the manifest files
which costs time and energy.
To focus only on the LIVE effects on both frameworks, only 2s and 5s segments
were studied since segment length effects are known from Tables 5.4 and 5.1. As
discussed for VOD results, Table 5.3 further shows more clearly the power savings
arising from the WVSNP-DASH framework’s non use of a manifest file. Again HLS
and MPEG-DASH require a manifest file that needs to be managed and re-read and
updated during the capture and/or playback [18, 192, 226]. For VOD, the manifest
files and segments are static and the indices do not need to be continuously updated.
However, for synchronization of LIVE video, the manifest files have to be typically
re-fetched regularly for LIVE video synchronization. Additional processing to create
special subsequent segments different from the initialization segment adds to the
power consumption of HLS and MPEG-DASH for LIVE video. Another reason is as
mentioned above that LIVE HLS requires an additional stream segmentation stage
in te capture stage, which needs to be fully active during LIVE playback consuming
more power than WVSNP-DASH which does not need this as shown in Figure 5.5
and Figure 5.6.
Please refer to a previously published paper [182] which examined the impact of
the segmented video streaming on HLS versus MPEG-DASH versus WVSNP-DASH.
In [182] a full 10 minute ASU video was streamed via progressive download and the
results indicated that 10s segment HLS and MPEG-DASH streaming consumed less
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Table 5.5: Averages and standard deviations (SD) of current (mA) consumed by the
node while streaming WVSNP-DASH versus normal un-segmented ten (10) minute
long video (progressive).
Progressive (Un-segmented 10 minutes video) versus WVSNP-DASH. Current Consumed (mA).
Video Type Progressive WVSNP (5 seconds) WVSNP(10 seconds)
Avg SD Avg SD Avg SD
WiFi, Mac, 43.25 9.44 41.11 8.68 39.90 9.13
WiFi, Windows, 43.90 8.72 39.71 9.42 37.81 9.01
power compared to full-video streaming. These results indicated that segmented video
streaming does not lead to higher server node power consumption than streaming a
full (unsegmented) video to an HTML5 element. The 36.7 mA measured for HLS for
10s VOD segments was considered as the worst-case (maximum) current consumption
expected of a WVSNP-DASH using a specialized native capture. More generally, the
comparison of currents for 10s VOD segments and full video download indicated that
segmented streaming can result in about 15 % power savings compared to streaming
progressively downloaded full videos. The paper also concluded that there is no
benefit of using 15s segments compared to 10s segments. These results are confirmed
in Table 5.5. As can be seen, both 5s and 10s WVSNP-DASH segment streams
perform better than an un-segmented video stream. Table 5.5 also demonstrates
how WVSNP-DASH compares with progressive video. Note that progressive video
also represents the way HLS and MPEG-DASH other modes of streaming using byte
ranges of an opened full un-segmented often large video file. Using both the Mac
and Windows based clients WVSNP-DASH proves to consume less power. This is
important as the node gets more benefits of fine tuned storage and distribution options
while not losing more power. This shows that WVSNP-DASH actually saves power
regardless of client.
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It is worth stating that the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [232] in its efforts
to standardize DASH technologies [192, 226, 191, 227] prefers initialization files since
its focus is solely on the web and not power. Again as shown by Table 5.3, this is
inefficient for power, especially for LIVE playback.
5.3.3 Node Component Data Path Power Consumption
This result section focuses on the main components of the node that are critical
to the video capture, store and transmission data path.
Table 5.6 empirically shows the contribution of major video capture and trans-
mission data path components. This data was used to influence the design of the
node. For standardization, Ffmpeg [6] and Gstreamer (Gst) [80] video library tools
were used as they are standard tools used in many embedded video systems. Unless
if Ffmpeg was compared directly with Gstreamer, Ffmpeg was used where Gstreamer
lacked capability, and vice versa.
The empirical data from Table 5.6 reveals a lot of information about the video
capture and transmission options available and used in the node design. For example,
the bottom row shows that contrary to popular use, Gstreamer tool, whether using
USB attached camera or the specialized Camera Serial Interface (CSI) camera, per-
forms better than Ffmpeg in terms of power used on the node. This result narrows
down other evaluations above this row using other capabilities of the SoC used in this
node. Gstreamer therefore becomes the most used tool to do most of the architectural
analysis. The bottom row is actually not necessary to arrive at this conclusion as that
has already been been shown on the CSI versus USB analysis using both libraries in
the top two rows. This favors Gstreamer across all video file segments and sizes.
The first two rows analyze cases where the Logitech “webcam” was attached to
the node via USB camera whilst a ”wandcam” camera was attached via the camera
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Table 5.6: Averages and standard deviations (SD) of current (mA) consumed by
the node while capturing WVSNP-DASH segments video. Comparison of major data
path capture elements.
Comparison of major WVSNP-DASH video capture data path components.
Video Types 2s segments 5s segments 10s segments Full Video
Activity Compared Avg SD Avg SD Avg SD Avg SD
SW Ffmpeg H264 Capture USB 78.40 14.60 77.98 14.00 77.68 14.39 78.38 14.78
CSI 69.32 15.42 72.88 15.19 71.58 16.20 69.80 15.77
SW Gst H264 Capture USB 59.49 11.89 60.13 12.07 58.70 12.32 62.84 11.81
CSI 47.96 12.79 48.79 12.51 48.25 12.82 54.79 11.17
HW Gst H264 Capture USB 57.97 13.36 59.07 12.80 58.80 13.54 58.82 13.62
CSI 40.66 9.38 40.23 9.53 39.17 9.80 37.87 9.42
Gst H264 CSI Capture HW-ENC 40.66 9.38 40.23 9.53 39.05 9.90 38.15 9.17
SW-ENC 48.02 12.73 48.83 12.47 48.67 12.39 54.79 11.17
Gst H264 USB Capture HW-ENC 57.97 13.37 58.46 13.46 58.80 13.54 59.11 13.29
SW-ENC 59.49 11.89 59.60 12.65 59.30 11.64 62.69 11.93
Gst JPEG USB Capture HW-ENC 67.53 16.19 67.28 16.96 72.84 16.50 . .
SW-ENC 61.94 13.41 62.24 13.37 62.50 12.65 . .
Gst JPEG CSI Capture HW-ENC 43.55 9.67 . . . . . .
SW-ENC 56.01 13.49 . . . . . .
Gst MPEG4 USB Capture HW-ENC 65.30 15.96 67.26 15.73 66.55 15.64 . .
SW-ENC 61.00 13.37 61.56 13.31 61.73 13.84 . .
Gst MPEG4 CSI Capture HW-ENC 44.21 8.19 . . . . . .
SW-ENC 49.01 11.07 . . . . . .
SW H264 CSI Capture Gst 47.96 12.79 . . . . . .
Ffmpeg 67.57 17.34 . . . . . .
SW H264 USB Capture Gst 59.49 11.89 . . . . . .
Ffmpeg 77.92 14.87 . . . . . .
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serial interface (CSI). As expected the CSI camera should consume less power than
a USB camera. Figures 5.7 to 5.9 shows an eample of the comparison graphs that
produced the data in Table 5.6.
Figure 5.7: The HW accelerated video capture current consumption. Comparison
between using a USB interface versus Camera Serial Interface (CSI) for 2s WVSNP-
DASH video segments.
Figure 5.8: The HW accelerated video capture current consumption. Comparison
between using a USB interface versus Camera Serial Interface (CSI) for 5s WVSNP-
DASH video segments.
The USB camera processes its frames through the additional USB Video Class
(UVC). Since the raw data collected by USB camera has to pass through more lay-
ered components, we can quickly conclude this increases the processing resources.
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Figure 5.9: The HW accelerated video capture current consumption. Comparison
between using a USB interface versus Camera Serial Interface (CSI) for 10s WVSNP-
DASH video segments.
Additionally there is a SW hand-off of raw data on the board for video encoding to
SW/HW encoder which increases the current consumption. The CSI stack is smaller
and much more optimized for the board’s (System-On-Chip) SoC which has a di-
rect path from the Wandcam CMOS imager [68] driver to the encoder [190]. See
Figure 5.10 below.
Top eight rows in Table 5.6, show the comparison of the full 10 minute video
capture and the 2, 5 and 10 second segment cases. There is no evident difference
between current consumption comparison of segmented video and full video in this
case because ffmpeg and Gstreamer have a capability of segmenting the videos while
the capturing is happening without turning off the camera. Ability to capture multiple
smaller files instead of one big file without adding more power is noted as one of the
features that make simple WVSNP-DASH segment capture more efficient than the
HLS or MPEG-DASH post capture processing. As elaborated in section 5.3.2 above,
the HLS post processing cost is shown by a slight increase in power consumed in the
”capturing only” case for WVSNP-DASH versus HLS in Table 5.4. This is attributed
to the manifest file updates that are needed after every capture and finalization of
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Figure 5.10: The i.MX SoC HW accelerated path from Camera to VPU to direct
memory access. Note the decoupling of ARM Core from the entire capture to memory
path [190].
the stream files.
Table 5.6 shows that video captured using HW encoder is more efficient than
the SW encoder in most of the cases, except for JPEG and MPEG4, (and only
when using a USB attached camera). HW encoding is performed by dedicated SoC
components such as VPU for processing video data. A SW encoder uses board’s
CPU most of the time which increases load on CPU, which results in higher current
consumption. Dedicated processors are more efficient if they rely on accelerated,
optimized instructions which are job-specific. As a result significant savings in current
consumption can be realized when using HW accelerated encoders. For the i.MX SoC
used for this node, the video and image processing unit (VPU) in Figure 5.11 below
is the HW accelerator.
As mentioned above, and as shown in Table 5.6’s rows five and six and more, even
for HW encoding, USB cameras consume more power. This is because of additional
USB SW and HW that adds to the data path shown in Figure 5.10 above. This is
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Figure 5.11: The i.MX VPU, this node’s HW accelerator [103].
a synchronous serialized operation unlike the parallel asynchronous HW accelerated
control shown in Figure 5.12 below. Additionally, since the USB stack does some
kind of compression to its raw data and its many layers, there is too much energy
drained within the USB pipeline that skews the difference seen between the current
consumed by hardware or software encoding. Rows three and five of Table 5.6 still
shows HW assisted USB camera is still more efficient than USB connected software
encoder. In general a HW encoder considerably consumes less energy than the SW
encoder for CSI camera, that is, more than 15% across the board.
We can conclude therefore, that HW encoded video captured using CSI camera
is more efficient than using USB camera with the same HW codec. A trend to
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Figure 5.12: The i.MX VPU host interface for the node’s programs [103].
note is that, this efficiency increases with the segment size. We attribute this to
application layer software hand-off of raw data to hardware encoder more often, for
smaller segments therefore under utilizing the VPU to some extent.
More encoders were evaluated for the USB and CSI cameras beside H.264 (vpuenc,
codec=6). For example, Gstreamer is used to compare SW jpegenc encoder and AVI
(vpuenc, codec=0) HW encoder. That is, the Audio Video Interleaved (AVI) encoder
container. It is interesting to note that for the AVI encoder in rows 12 and 13, the HW
encoded segments appear to be less efficient than the software encoder. This is an
unexpected result that needs more follow-up on the implementation of the encoder or
even if the HW compressor is actually equivalent to Gstreamer’s jpegenc SW encoder.
But since the CSI capture seems to follow the expected trend, we attribute this to
the extra USB pipeline and processing explained above. The same story applies to
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comparing mpeg4 SW encoder with the (vpuenc,codec=12) HW encoder.
5.3.4 Results Conclusions and Architecture Recommendations
Based on the results and experiences while collecting the empirical data, many
conclusions have been reached and most expectations have been confirmed. It it,
therefore useful to list some of the observations and points that could be used, for
literature reference, architectural and node design decisions.
• Currently, gstreamer is capable of capturing video encoded with both software
encoder and hardware encoder, while ffmpeg is only capable of capturing video
encoded with software encoder. This is mainly because hardware acceleration
wrappers for ffmpeg are not yet implemented for the i.MX VPU. This is a worthy
research implementation effort to undertake for the near future. Ffmpeg has a
capability of segmenting the videos while it is being captured without any loops
nor scripts. Gstreamer requires scripts to capture in segments. Gstreamer
wrappers so far appear to be more power efficient than ffmpeg while capturing
the videos. A good effort for further research would be to implement a native
WVSNP capturing application for both Ffmpeg and Gstreamer. These can
both be compared natively for throughput and power efficiency. The node is
capable of using either of the libraries as both are part of the WVSNP OS image
(WOS).
• The results for hardware and software encoder comparison for avi and mpeg4
with video captured using USB camera were not as expected. The power con-
sumption of encoding video using software jpeg and mpeg4 encoders through
USB camera is somehow performing better than power consumption of encod-
ing video using hardware jpeg and mpeg4 encoders. From analysis above, it is
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definitely recommended to use a CSI/MIPI based camera for the node instead
of USB attached camera.
• During the live capture and real-time playback experiments, it was evident
that HLS completed playback of the 10 minute ”LIVE” video before WVSNP
completed. In fact, it appeared that it took 15 minutes to capture and playback
a 10 minute LIVE video. This was due to what was discussed earlier. That is,
HLS live playback used a natively executing and optimized ffmpeg capture and
segmenter whereas WVSNP capture invoked ffmpeg from script every time for
each segment in a loop. The other reason was the respective players’ buffering
strategies. The HLS player buffered only one segment and started playback. If
there was any live-capture interruption, the HLS player only needed to re-buffer
one (1) segment and resume playback. The WDP on the other hand buffered
three (3) segments before resuming. This meant that every LIVE playback
interruption resulted in a three (3) segment additional delay before resuming
playback. Therefore there is a need for a standalone native capture application
for the node to approach real world LIVE playback timing. This will speed up
video capture file preparation. Time lost due to buffering can then be used for
live capture parallelization; threaded capturing and file preparation; and other
asynchronous HW acceleration activities.
• It is recommended that WVSNs use WVSNP-DASH for video or multi-dimensional
data streaming instead of HLS because it consumes lower power for all cases
during live capture and real-time playback. An added WVSNP-DASH advan-
tage is that, HLS is limited to only one or two containers and codecs (primarily
MPEG2-TS), while WVSNP-DASH video segments can be encapsulated into
MP4, AVI, MPEG2-TS, WebM and others. WVSNP-DASH is easier to imple-
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ment for a server node and different OSes as it is officially playable on different
browsers (Chrome, Windows Internet Explorer, Firefox), while HLS is only of-
ficially playable on Safari or Chrome only (at the time of these experiments).
WVSNP-DASH is backward compatible, while HLS might not work with older
version of browsers. And lastly, WVSNP-DASH does not require any type of
browser modification to understand the video or manifest file format.
• Results showed that the power consumption cost of a USB camera interface is
higher compared to cameras attached via CSI. This observation was true for
either hardware or software encoders. The USB camera data path goes through
multiple USB, peripheral and other bus stacks. This leads to data flowing
through many blocks as shown by the long red arrowed line (1) in Figure 5.13.
This contributes to increased power loss and data latency. USB interface also
has an extra software hand-off of the data on the board which overwhelms any
advantage HW acceleration had on the SW encoder. The CSI camera’s SW
stack is smaller/shallow and has a direct path from the CSI port to the VPU’s
encoders. See blue line, (2), in Figure 5.13 below.
This work, therefore, highly recommends a CSI/MIPI attached camera for the
node instead of USB attached cameras.
• There are two types of CSI (camera serial interface) cameras available (Parallel
and Serial). Here a serial camera was used for measurements and is clearly
recommended. There is a new MIPI standard camera. Parallel camera in-
terface take lot of valuable pins around an SoC. but it is worth it to review
power consumption results for a parallel camera to draw a comparison between
them. This comparison will make it clear, which camera is efficient among CSI
camera’s.
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Figure 5.13: The i.MX block diagram showing video and image processing unit
(VPU), vs USB pipeline. Note USB path (1), red, is much longer than CSI path (2),
blue. From [103]
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• The measurements were performed with three different segment length (2s, 5s
and 10s). Based on the results, 10s is the recommended segment length. There
are lots of fluctuations in the bandwidth. Depending on the buffering algorithm
of the client if small segment sizes are used, they might be lots of flickering seen
in the playback. Flickering occurs because adaptation of increase or decrease
in video quality is never smooth due to the small segment size. With bigger
segment size, if the video quality or segment length changes, adaptation will
be smooth before the next segment is played. And, with bigger segment size,
the coding efficiency also increases. Therefore 10s is a recommended segment
size for both smoother playback and low power. In cases where the wireless
link is more error prone or LIVE responsiveness is higher priority 2s segments
would reduce the stall effects relative to the live event. Testing showed that for
slow or high link error scenarios, retransmissions and buffering of 10s segments
might cancel out the power consumption advantage and, therefore, favoring 2s
segments. This relegates these last mile architectural decisions to the buffering
algorithms depending on the event type and link environment.
• This work has confirmed that progressive download consumes more power than
segmented video playback. Therefore segmented videos are recommended to be
used than using a large video file. This is ideal for the duty cycle nature of
WVSN applications and their limited storage space. A progressive download
implies a big file in a node. This big file needs more energy to just open it
before reading. While DASH clients request HTTP server to send them short
segments. These segments are not required to be opened, they just need to be
sent. With progressive download, the whole file is opened and a small portion of
a file, (byte-by-byte) is sent. Now, if more portions (bytes) are required, the big
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file has to be opened over and over again and has to seek the past last position
it was at some known point in the file. Therefore this opening and closing of
large files and remembering the position of known point in the file consumes
power.
• There are some implications with using BIG and SMALL video option. The
difference between BIG and SMALL option is in the resolution, framerate and
bitrate of the video. It is recommended to use BIG video option for better
quality if the bandwidth is high, while SMALL video option is better for use if
the bandwdith is lower.
• There were some segment length effects on LIVE and VOD sessions. For VOD,
graphs showed that with an increase in the segment length, the number of seg-
ments also decrease and due to this the current consumption peaks are reduced.
With smaller segment size, the number of segments are higher which dominates
the segment to segment file transmission costs hence favoring longer segments.
For LIVE video the opposite effects were observed. There was almost always
a simultaneous segment being fetched and another being played during LIVE
playback. This keeps the node in peak consumption state for a prolonged time.
For both WVSNP-DASH and HLS, more power is consumed as the segment
length increases. As the bigger segments gets packaged, saved and streamed
there is more simultaneous file open/close or input/out (IO) and progressive
chunked transfer activity. This cost is similar to how large progressive video was
shown to consume more power in Table 5.5. The cost becomes more dominant
in LIVE scenarios as the segment length increases. Since LIVE video also has
a critical temporal component, it is actually good news that smaller segments
consume less power as DASH algorithms require as little segment buffering as
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possible for realistic real time playback. This segmentation and file IO cost is
very apparent in HLS which has a segmenter stage as shown by the delta cal-
culations at the bottom of Table 5.3 and as contrasted in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
Note that the LIVE cost component jumps from around 50 mA to around 60
mA for SMALL and BIG segments respectively in HLS. Again WVSNP-DASH
does not have the segmenter stage so, the cost of the, LIVE component only,
actually reduces significantly for shorter WVSNP-DASH segment lengths and a
relatively smaller reduction for bigger size segments. This is another empirical
evidence of the advantage of WVSNP-DASH over HLS.
• There are other effects on BIG and SMALL video options during LIVE or VOD
sessions. For VOD case with BIG option the current consumption of WVSNP-
DASH is consistently higher than HLS. With the SMALL video option, both
WVSNP-DASH and HLS consume less current but they are much closer to each
other with WVSNP-DASH consuming less for most SMALL cases. In case of
LIVE, with BIG video option WVSNP-DASH is consistently consuming less
power then HLS as further shown in Table 5.3 across three operating systems
and on both Ethernet and WiFi.
The data in this work was played back using the Application Programming Inter-
face (API) for HTML5 File System (HTML5 FS), HTML5 Canvas and the HTML5
Video Element. The HTML5 FS at the time was promising to be the cross platform
standard that can be used to seamlessly and uniformly across all platforms. This
meant that the buffering algorithms, playback and capturing strategies took this into
account together with the inherent power implications. As detailed in a prior publica-
tion [182], there are power efficiency costs to using the trio of APIs above, especially
on the client device. As time passed, it became apparent that the adoption of HTML5
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FS was not going to be as uniform across browsers as expected. Additionally there
are yet un-studied power implications versus other web browser/mobile API. One
such obvious concern is that a video segment file encapsulation means that the entire
video file has to be re-downloaded to switch video bit rate or presentation quality.
This is a waste of power even if the client has limitless buffer resources to pre-load
all possible representations. An alternative emerging API is the Media Source Ex-
tensions (MSEs), which have been developed by the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) [227] with clearly defined byte streams for the mobile era [192, 226, 191].
5.3.5 MSE Architecture Recommendations
MSE seems to be getting more broad support across all popular browsers. This
work did some trial experiments on MSE whose observations serve as a basis for an
even more efficient adaptive streaming framework.
MSE adds a buffer-based source options to HTML5 media for streaming support.
Like WVSNP-DASH it does not expect browsers to change to support whatever the
new streaming framework is. It relies on client side programming to use just one
HTML5 video element. In [182] it was detailed that WVSNP-DASH uses two video
elements to improve appearance of smoothness as it renders video on the HTML5
canvas. This has been shown to result in high memory, CPU and power consumption
on the client. MSE pretends that just one media data buffer is feeding one video
element. See Figure 5.14. The data appended to the SourceBuffer is playedback by
the MediaElement as track buffers for audio, video and text data that is decoded and
played.
The problem with the [227] definition/prescription is that it assumes that the
media data is in the form used by the popular fragmented DASH formats as defined
in [192, 226, 191]. This as mentioned before forces HLS and MPEG-DASH to have
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Figure 5.14: The Media Source Extensions pipeline definition in the W3C Recom-
mendation [227].
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initialization files for the subsequent segments to work. Though it is not a requirement
in the specification for the rest of the stream segments to depend on one initialization
segment, the DASH-IF [207] enforces this. This work takes advantage of this loose
requirement to make WVSNP-DASH work with MSE in spite of all its segments
being independent self initializing video files. There are other creative segment data
manipulations that were done to enable pure MSE playback to conserve power. MSE
allows a large video file to be streamed by fetching only parts of its data independently
as described typically in manifest files as byte range chunks. WVSNP-DASH does
not have manifest files, so it takes advantage of this by assuming every segment’s data
starts at data byte chunk zero. Then all subsequent segment chucks are expected to
be the same size except for the last chunk. This enables the client to playback longer
segments without downloading the entire ten (10) second segment for example.
One thing that is often missing but not prohibited in the basic WVSNP-DASH
MP4 container is the (ISO/IEC 14496-12) Segment Index, (sidx) box [106]. See
Figure 5.15 for the ISO BFF MP4 structure [226].
The sidx box is an index table of all accessible video data units in the stream.
That is, one or more fragments of the entire multimedia tracks. Most MPEG-DASH
segments show the box structure in Figure 5.16.
Figure 5.17 shows how the sidx box actually has all the information about multi-
media data fragments available for playback.
This means a WVSNP-DASH segment can be setup like Figure 5.18 or 5.17 and
be capable of transmitting only the fragments of the segment needed.
So, in case of quality switches a client can save power fetching only the next chunk
offset in the next segment of different quality based solely on the name of the previous
segment. Basically, as segments are being fed to the browser, the client scripts use
the current segment’s header to fetch the next data chunk as long as a prior segment
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Figure 5.15: Structure of .mp4 video containers expected by MSE [227]. Top image
from [196].
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Figure 5.16: Structure of a fragmented .mp4 video container.
with the same name pattern was initialized.
To be able to make WVSNP-DASH work on MSE, it was important to understand
the MP4 video container structure further. Other video containers were easy to
parse as they are organized well. For example, the WebM [228] container showed in
Figure 5.19 is a much stricter subset of Matroska multimedia container format [7].
This makes it easier to parse and playback. It has only two key Level Zero parts,
EBML header and the Segment block, which contains all the information needed
by the decoder for the rest of the stream. The Extensible Binary Meta Language
(EBML) is a generalized file format for any kind of data. It is designed to be a binary
equivalent of XML.
So when using WebM for WVSNP-DASH, it is easier to find and playback only
chunks that actually are media tracks as the Segment header contains only four (4)
next level structures with the fourth one being Segment Tracks. These are easier
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Figure 5.17: Illustration of the SIDX box structure detail of an actual fragmented
.mp4 video container. From Google’s car video used in the Shaka Player demo of
MPEG-DASH over MSE. Mp4Parser [102] tool was used to visualize the container.
Column 1 is the box’s byte offset in the file, column 2 is the size of the box.
to dereference. Unfortunately WebM is not as widely supported as .mp4 across all
browsers. The .mp4 files on the other hand need better observation of their box
container components’ organization. The MPEG specification has several options
than can render the video unplayable depending on how it is delivered or the player
itself interprets it. For example, the progressive download format is not quite the
same as the fragmented format expected by MSE. So, care in capturing .mp4 video
is needed to still be backward compatible with .mp4 streams. Analyzing our basic
.mp4 captured file revealed the structure in Figure 5.20 below.
This plays on normal HTML5 video element/tag but not if passed in as an MSE
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Figure 5.18: Actual partial structure of tested MSE compatible WVSNP-DASH
.mp4 video container fragmented to be MPEG-DASH compatible.
source buffer. Checking the structure of the reference videos used by Google’s MPEG-
DASH segments used in their Shaka MPEG-DASH player [183] shows Figures 5.16
and 5.21 below.
A quick look at the structures above shows in Figures 5.20 and 5.22 that there is
only one mdat box.
In Figure 5.16, there are multiple mdat boxes, which would imply fragmentation
in the MSE capable containers. Since MPEG-DASH compatibility is not the goal of
WVSNP-DASH, what is important is to satisfy the basic structure MSE expects to
operate on as shown in the simplified standard structure in Figure 5.15 above.
All that MSE needs for an .mp4 initialization segment to be decoded is that it
contains a single File Type Box (ftyp) followed by a single Movie Box (moov). So,
changing container in Figure 5.22 to Figure 5.23, works.
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Figure 5.19: WebM digital multimedia container file format. Example Image
from [158].
Figure 5.20: Original basic WVSNP .mp4 video container structure.
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Figure 5.21: Actual partial structure of the Google car’s .mp4 video used in the
Shaka Player MPEG-DASH via MSE demo [183].
Figure 5.22: Actual partial structure of tested WVSNP-DASH .mp4 video con-
tainer NOT playable by MSE.
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Figure 5.23: Actual partial structure of tested WVSNP-DASH .mp4 video con-
tainer NOW playable by MSE.
MSE standard further states that ”Valid top-level boxes such as pdin, free, and
sidx are allowed to appear before the moov box. These boxes must be accepted and
ignored by the user agent and are not considered part of the initialization segment
...”. MSE [227] expects a container fragment or Media Segment to have a Segment
Type Box (styp) followed by a single Movie Fragment Box (moof) that is followed by
one or more Media Data Boxes (mdat).
Since (styp) is optional, the segment must comply with whatever File Type Box
(ftyp) specified in the initialization segment. After the container decoder has decoded
an initialization segment or fragment segment, the boxes (ftyp, moov, styp, moof, and
mdat), can be decoded and ignored. As long as they are before the beginning of the
next fragment/media segment.
Though the MSE [227] specification above seems confusing, the previous sentence
actually leaves an opening where we can move (mdat) box in Figure 5.20 above to
below the (moov) box. This allows any WVSNP-DASH segment file to be decoded by
MSE even if it is neither a DASH initialization file nor a media/fragmented .mp4 file,
see Figures 5.23 and 5.18. This can be achieved in many ways at capture time and in
post processing. For example with ffmpeg, adding flags: frag keyframe+empty mov
to the -movflags switch achieves the goal. Both at capture and over an existing file.
This is not all the innovation needed. Since WVSNP-DASH does not use manifest
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Figure 5.24: Actual partial structure of tested WVSNP-DASH .mp4 video con-
tainer NOW playable by MSE with no SIDX and capable of range fetches within a
WVSNP-DASH segment.
files, there were more capture design tweaks to enable low power WVSNP-DASH op-
eration. Though WVSNP-DASH .mp4 segments by default do not have the Segment
Index box, (sidx), the concept translates directly to the name based fetches by treat-
ing any prior playedback segment (if the current segment is not the first one fetched)
as if it is an initialization segment and then inferring (moof) and (mdat) chunk ranges
from that to minimize possibly wasteful fetching of redundant headers as explained
in detail earlier in this sub-section 5.3.5, just before Figure 5.14.
Another .mp4/MSE feature to get around is that the MSE BufferSource needs
to strictly know the ”Codecs String” in the container ahead of time. So, to decode,
the container must be forced to "avc1.42E01E". This is the H.264 Constrained
Baseline Profile Level 3. It is pretty much supported by all browsers. This makes
MSE’s "MediaSource.isTypeSupported" evaluate to "true". Figure 5.25 shows
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Figure 5.25: Actual partial structure of tested WVSNP-DASH .mp4 video con-
tainer NOT playable by MSE due to wrong ”Codecs String”.
MSE supported (box) header order but not playable due to the wrong Codecs String.
So, based on the empirical evaluation, we believe that for short WVSNP-DASH
segments (2s and 5s), the best .mp4 container would be Figure 5.23. For longer
segments (10s or more), the best .mp4 container organization would be Figure 5.24
with equal moof plus mdat box sizes within a segment except for the last segment
of the stream. The longer segment in Figure 5.24 can easily be substituted by the
MPEG-DASH compatible initialization segment in Figure 5.21 with a negligible extra
size overhead of the sidx box which can be ignored by the parser.
5.4 Profiling Conclusions and Future Work
This paper provided an extensive power profiling of video capture, streaming, ar-
chitectural path and framework flow choices on a wireless video sensor node (WVSn).
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This paper thus provides empirical baseline power consumption data based on the
architectural components of a node as well as the effects of streaming frameworks
and applications. As part of the evaluations of better DASH frameworks suitable
for WVSNs, this paper introduced Wireless Video Sensor Network Platform com-
patible Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (WVSNP-DASH) framework. The
WVSNP-DASH framework specifies a naming syntax for independently playable video
segments. Existing DASH frameworks convey video meta data through a manifest
file and begin video streaming with a special initialization video segment; subsequent
video segments depend on the manifest file and initialization segment for playback.
In contrast, the WVSNP-DASH video segments convey essential meta data through
their name and can be played independently, i.e., each individual WVSNP-DASH
segment is fully playable without reference to any other file or segment. This file in-
dependence simplifies the video capture and video file segment creation and streaming
by a sensor node and hence providing power saving opportunities at both the node
and the client.
The additional comparative evaluation of a WVSNP-DASH versus HLS and in-
directly MPEG-DASH frameworks has indicated that the independently playable
WVSNP-DASH video segments create significant potential for power savings on the
sensor node serving the video. To the best of the authors knowledge the presented
evaluation is the first to examine the effects of different DASH frameworks, node
capture and streaming data path on sensor node power consumption.
The mp4 and HLS’s .ts containers were the only ones used for WVSNP video
storage and streaming analysis, but for future work other containers should be tried
for WVSNP videos because power consumption and size of the segments with other
containers might be lesser than mp4 container. Much more sensitive power meters
might improve the results where the differences in power consumption if not very
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clear due to the resolution of the current meter and sampling rate. As recommended
in detail under 5.3.4, there is a lot of insight to be derived from this to improve the
design of WVSn. The next step is to incorporate these revelations into the ongoing
improvement of the WVS node designed by the authors (Flexi-WVSNP). This node
is designed from the ground up to support sensor data fusion with video as part of the
data elements. The node is the first one to support WVSNP-DASH as default with
the ability to integrate with non TCP/IP sensor networks and the greater Internet of
Things.
The data provided by this work will enable DASH client adaptation designers to
improve dynamic adaptation algorithms, including those that take into account the
power budget of the server node or client. Evaluation results in 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 also
brought in recommendations to create optimized capture applications to speed up
efficient LIVE playback from the node. This would reduce need for large buffers that
delay live segment playback.
Further refinement of this evaluation will be helpful in the future. For example,
evaluating the cost of initializing every segment both on client and server. This can be
compared to initializing only one and assuming that initialization data of one satisfies
future dynamic switches.
Since recently MSE player support has improved considerably across all major
browsers, the next step is to perform a pure side by side testbed between a pure MSE
WVSNP-DASH player versus the recent hls.js [95] versus dash.js [55] versus Shaka
player [183]. This will normalize a lot of variables as previously this was impossible
to compare with exactly the same underlying client technologies across all browsers.
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Chapter 6
CURRENT STATE OF THE PLATFORM
6.1 Overview
As mentioned in introduction, a WVSNP that can be useful and still be relevant
in the modern era of cell phones, big data and the ever changing Internet of Things in-
terfaces needs to be highly flexible, low power, lowly coupled low cost, highly cohesive
and yet scalable to a large number of applications. Over the past few years, a lot of ap-
plications have been tested with goals of verifying many assumptions of how a WVSN
should work. Many iterations of boards from CMUCam3, to Beagle-board, i.MX53,
different configurations of i.MX6 and have been tested and applications created to
verify the Zigbee, Camera, Operating System, WiFi, Bluetooth and the WVSNP-
DASH framework this node is built around. A lot of technologies have changed along
the way, and a lot of changes have happened which help test the flexibility of the
multi-radio scheme and more.
6.1.1 From SoC to SOM Architecture
As elaborated in the Chapter 3.1.2, technology changes fast. We started with the
concept of identifying highly configurable System-On-Chip (SoC) that can handle a
lot of power saving techniques expected in WVSN. After many tests and use cases
we settled on an SoC that can be scaled from very low power with many components
turned off to very high end with the ability to be configured from single core to quad
core as needed without changing the Software applications nor the operating system.
To save on the off the shelf low cost basic components, we followed the new trend in
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industry where a System Designer no longer spends time designing a PCB around an
SoC nor memory. The design now uses a System-On-Module architecture which has
a standard size that can be configured by the manufacturer for many applications
using mass produced identical parts with other companies. The SoM architecture
(SoM) reduces cost. SoM helps future proof parts maintainability. For example if
one needs a SoM that had four CPUs they can order one without any change in the
node design nor software. Same applies to an application that needs only one CPU
for very low power operations. The HW platform as it is, is easily re-target-able for
different use cases. SoM reduces the learning curve as many components and software
have already been written and used on other applications. To add to that, the SoM
can be purchased as a stand alone module re-usable from other parts as long as the
design follows the modern Electronic Design Module (EDM) standard [65].
Figure 6.1 shows a depictions of a development board that was used to create the
core skeleton of the platform middle ware and WVSNP operating system image.
Figure 6.2 is a depiction of a free running SoM module.
It contains a Yocto [240, 197, 174] packaged and built WVSNP OS Image (WOS)
that has everything needed to power up, run and be discovered wirelessly. All dangling
flexible attachments can be added to extend the node or target it for a particular
application. The key goal of the platform is to make addition of the extra dangles
very easy via an open WVSNP carrier board as depicted in Figures 6.3 and 6.2.
The schematics, footprint and Gerber files for the WVSNP carrier board are shown
in 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6.
The second spin original board consisted of flex-headers that were originally
thought to make the new dangles easier and more snug as shown in the Figures 6.7
and 6.8 below.
From a few dangle module tests and application re-targeting testing, it was decided
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Figure 6.1: The depiction of the original final development board used for most of
the testing and benchmarking SoC.
that the flex headers narrowed down re-target-ability goal of the board. The Flex
headers are generally more expensive and harder to find, therefore not reducing the
cost. They also are harder to solder to the board, It is harder to create mating dangle
headers and cables for them for future dangles. So the WVSNP carrier board was
re-made to cost even less, be easily populated when needed. This new style of headers
are cheaper and easy to populate much later when needed by an application. There
is no need to force future users to try to follow specific narrowed down designs around
common shields as is the case with Raspberry Pi and Arduino boards. You can create
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Figure 6.2: A depiction of an independently running SoM module of the Node.
your own header as long as you can connect wires to the open and free pins that come
with the board. The new board is shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.9 below.
Latest board is also made much more accessible by reducing it from four (4)
layers to two layers. The important goal is to always have a working WVSNP carrier
board that can be ordered on demand with the specific headers needed by a customer
populated and those not wanted, unpopulated. We have a streamlined concept of the
manufacturing and ordering process to make this a very easy task for choosing the
flexible dangles needed. From a website, one should be able to click to choose, order
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Figure 6.3: The envisioned EDM re-targetor.
and confirm. The website should be able to show you the 3D of the board you want
for your application. We have a tested mass manufacturer we work with. But for
research, the Gerber files can be manufactured with any manufacturer of your choice.
6.1.2 Flexible IO, Data and Power Lines
As elaborated in the Section 3.1.2 and in Figure 3.2, we want all swappable HW
modules to be able to be powered and shut down by applications. As shown in Fig-
ures 6.11 and 6.12 all headers above have individual power lines. The green markings
are by default not populated. Virtually all pins of the processor are accessible if really
needed by the application. Most headers have more than one power supply lines.
As the key shows in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 the dark red shows 5V and pink shows
3V. Blue shows ground. Black shows data or signal lines.
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Figure 6.4: The second spin original 3D bottom layer of the WVSNP carrier board.
6.1.3 WVSNP IO Board modules
The WVSNP node will not be useful much by itself if all it did was to capture
video and stream it to your phone. It also needs peripheral modules to enable the
platform to remotely sense and actuate remote sensors. These IO modules allow us
to create networks that create data fusion across traditional networks, proprietary,
Zigbee, Bluetooth, thread and so forth.
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 below show the WVSNP IO modules created for the plat-
form as base remote the work horses. They are are independent sensor and actuator
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Figure 6.5: The second spin original 3D top layer of the WVSNP carrier board.
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Figure 6.6: The second spin original 3D inner layers of the WVSNP carrier board.
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Figure 6.7: Top of the second spin original 3D WVSNP carrier board.
modules that can be controlled or monitored by the WVSNP node. The modules were
tested using XBee Zigbee and XBee WiFi radios shown in the Figures 6.13 and 6.14.
While a few samples were made. Any quantities can be ordered to target any sensor
to deliver us the data in any quantity we can afford. These can be (UART or SPI)
or (WiFi or Zigbee), and future Thread. Additionally there are also Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) modules that were used as peripheral remote sensors or actuators just
like the Zigbee modules.
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Figure 6.8: Bottom of the second spin original 3D WVSNP carrier board.
6.2 How the Node Works.
To understand how the node works, we first have to understand the boot sequence
of the WVSNP node. The bootup/init routine is triggered immediately once the OS
has finished booting. The routine then launches the node’s own WiFi network via
software enabled access point (SoftAP), and then Bluetooth and eventually Zigbee.
The node will then announce that it is ready for work. When bootup is complete
it makes sure the following servers are up and running: HTTP server: mongoose.
Bluetooth server: rfcomm server (for chat like interaction and parsing commands).
Bluetooth server: obex server (for object and file pushes). Zigbee server: There is
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Figure 6.9: Top of the second spin original 3D WVSNP carrier board.
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Figure 6.10: Bottom of the second spin original 3D WVSNP carrier board.
Figure 6.11: Header placement showing controllable red power lines. Green shows
unpopulated.
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Figure 6.12: Header top and bottom showing controllable red power lines.
Figure 6.13: WVSNP IO Board finished module top.
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Figure 6.14: WVSNP IO Board finished module side.
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Figure 6.15: WVSNP IO Board modules Finished Layout 3D.
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already a file/client server/data setup. (It needs to be incorporated later to parse
JSON commands). SSH server: secure remote command line. Drop Bear sftp server:
secure command line plus file transfer. To test HTTP server, you should be able
to see the wvsnp_master WiFi SSID (SoftAP) we can connect to. You should be
able to go to http://ip:addr:of:master and land on the WVSNP player page. This
can be configured to be LIVE video playing video of whatever the node camera is
pointing at, for now it is just the WVSNP player with Video-On-Demand (VoD)
ready to play when you click the PLAY icon. And the rest of the dashboard function
tabs/menu/settings. Typing http://ip:add:of:master/info OR clicking on dashboard’s
”Network Info” link should show us all the critical info needed to talk to or interact
with the WVSNP network. e.g. MAC Address on Bluetooth, Zigbee, WiFi and other
nodes connected to it. Refreshing this link should show any updated information.
Especially new nodes that joined since. This is a CGI program that runs to read
a JSON file that has this information about nodes. It just parses and outputs the
contexts of the wvsnp_nodes.json file to the browser calling it. You can upload files
to the node and get remote temperatures of whatever you are monitoring for example.
The wvsnp_nodes.json file is an important file that can be manually edited to
add the nodes connecting to the WVSNP node. It also gets updated anytime a node
joins the WVSNP network. If a node exits the network or dies, the WVSNP node
hosting this file will remove it from the list after a few heartbeat communication tries
that fail. So anytime a new pairing or new communication is established, the new
node will get added to the file. Note that this can be edited by the HTTP server
daemon programs/CGI programs or Bluetooth/Zigbee daemon programs. To inter-
act with the Bluetooth server: rfcomm server (for chat like interaction and parsing
JSON commands), you will first have to make sure board and device are paired and
connected. The Bluetooth server uses obex server (for object and file pushes). They
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all should respond to specific JSON commands. Syntax defined later in the document
and updated in a live project page.
The wireless servers are actually duty cycled daemons that run at bootup. They
can be stopped/started/talked to via CGI via Mongoose HTTP server. Zigbee server
and sensor functions. There is already file/client server/data setup. The node can
also control remote WVSNP IO modules discussed earlier in the document.
To securely access the node, an SSH server secure remote command line should
already work at bootup. After bootup and Wifi connection, one should be able to
ssh into the board and control it from command line using screen window manager
in the command line. screen is part of the WVSNP OS Image packages. DropBear
OR sftp server secure command line plus file transfer should already work for manual
transfer of files or mounting sftp to manually transfer files.
Once the above work, and they have been tested, applications can be tested or
developed for the node. There is a wvsnp_mware.h library API with functions that
can be called by applications running on the node. e.g.
Listing 6.1: Middleware API example.
wvsnp send data (
char ∗ none name ,
char ∗ data ,
i n t s i z e ,
i n t timeout
) ;
These functions have CGI equivalents. e.g. http://ip.addr.of.svr/send_
data?data=blhaa&name=N1&size=233
All CGI functions can be called by the Dashboard App and others developed by
users. e.g. One can request a file via Bluetooth and then play that file on their player
once received. One can request Temperature from a Zigbee sensor and display that
value. http://ip.addr.of.svr/send_data?data=temp&name=N3
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Additionally one can request temperature just using Bluetooth directly without
using HTTP. Then your Bluetooth daemon will catch that request and relay to the
Bluetooth node and respond back to the client.
An HTML5 application can also bypass the node altogether and talk directly to
the bluetooth enabled sensor via its clients bluetooth radio.
When we scan from the phone for bluetooth devices around us, we should be able
to see wvsnp_master and mac address in the devices found. We should be able to
initiate pair with it from the phone. We should be able to issue ”info” command
and get similar info as above in JSON format to be explained in protocol later in the
document and live project page.
In the platform’s Zigbee tutorial, there is an example of searching for nodes in a
Zigbee network. Running this program from another Zigbee client should be able to
find wvsnp_master as one of the nodes. There is no pairing concept in Zigbee. The
client after finding the MAC address and name from this scan, should be able to send
JSON commands to the master and see corresponding JSON responses. One should
be able to issue ”info” command and get similar info as above in JSON format to be
explained in protocol later in the document and live project page. You can use the
Zigbee File Transfer feature in the Dashboard as a starting point to start parsing a
JSON command that is requesting a file.
There is a detailed Architectural Platform Tutorial document explaining how to
setup, the node, test and use or develop applications using the WVSNP NFS and
Middleware.
6.2.1 Peer to Peer (P2P) capability of the platform.
In addition to its ability to switch communication between different protocols on
the fly depending, on the application needs, the WVSNP node also provides capability
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to communicate via Peer to Peer with other announced members of the WVSNP
group. This has been tested using the latest WebRTC protocol once the client has
launched the Dashboard via the browser. WebRTC is just a the latest tool used to
prove this capability but the protocol the platform uses is applicable to any Peer to
Peer network. The tested capability uses the Data Channel component of WebRTC
to enable segment or data transfer between the node and its peer. There is a detailed
document on how to setup and use the WVSNP P2P feature.
In summary, to be able to use WebRTC feature for file transfer, the node needs to
have ran the Dashboard/webserver at least once to have access to the wvsnp_peer.json
list which dynamically updates as neighbors/members announce themselves in a P2P
room.
Suppose that client A is being run at a Starbucks restaurant while playing some
videos from the server over celllular network. If another client B in a laptop belonging
to another customer happens to have the files already in their laptop or phone, it
might be better to fetch the next segment from the neighbor instead of going over
the cellular network. All WVSNP clients can be configured to add themselves to
the wvsnp_peer.json list with the segment types that they are willing to share,
”published segments”.
Just like the unique filename of a WVSNP segment, the name of the segment file
implies a WebRTC room that is created by whichever client first creates it. Peer can
join this room and leave as they wish. Joining this room implies publishing that you
can provide these segment types.
Client A therefore can create a room and add itself to the wvsnp_peer.json for
that segment type room/channel. Client B during a routine call back to the WVSNP
server can join the room as well, which signals that it is ready to share.
After a room is created or joined each node creates a file with the necessary
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network information to be exchanged with the other peer who intends to join the
room. This is saved in the server room directory in the JSON format and also saved
in client’s local machine, e.g. roomX/client_session_a.json, This data file is the
session variable.
Client B can download roomX/client_session_a.json file.
Client B must also upload its roomX/client_session_b.json file created when
it joined.
Client A can look up Client B in wvsnp_peer.json and then grab Client B’s
session from the roomX/ directory.
Client A uses this session data to establish direct session connection with Client
B.
Once this is done, either client can fetch segments that belong to this room from
each other without the need for a server anymore. This will be a direct browser to
browser peer connection.
An interesting thing to note here is that the session setup can be done via either
Zigbee or Bluetooth or any other protocol aside from HTTP. This is very important
feature of the WVSNP node that will be showcased a lot as more of its implications
become apparent.
6.2.2 WVSNP OS Image.
As mentioned earlier, the WVSNP node has its own minimal embedded Linux
operating system (WOS) customized for WVSNP applications. There is a detailed
and exhaustive platform tutorial on how to build, configure and test a WVSNP OS
and development environment. Yocto is the main toolchain used to build WOS. A
WOS image contains the expected dynamic device tree to adapt to different boards
without recompiling, a higher level u-boot for critical early bootup services like Eth-
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ernet, USB, serial communication and some Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP)
capability. The minimal core Linux Kernel can be loaded to SD card, local flash,
or loaded at boot over the network if the application setup requires frequently up-
dating kernel. The kernel has only the bare modules needed for networking, camera
support and hardware accelerated codecs and security modules. The minimal default
root file system package list added to the image beside the Linux kernel are vi as
default editor; imx_tests for testing all HW on the board after bootup; mongoose
web server; gstreamer multimedia framework for video processing (including plugins
_good, _bad, and _ugly); openssh for secure remote login and control; vsftpd for
secure remote file transfer; x264 for software based Advanced Video Codec (AVC)
compression; screen for managing multiple windows and processes over the Linux
shell command line locally or remotely; ffmpeg for multimedia processing; libxbee
for managing Zigbee networking modules; WiFi and the SoftAP WiFi hot-spot ca-
pability; and Bluetooth for bluetooth wireless compatibility Additional packages
include development tools when needed that come with Network File System (NFS)
setup for easy application development.
Also included of course is the WVSNP Dashboard, which is the user facing module
served by the node’s HTTP server. It contains the WVSNP video player module
shown in Figure 6.16 below, video capture module as shown in Figure 6.18, browser
interface to remote Zigbee, Bluetooth and other protocols as shown in Figure 6.17
below and other convenient functionalities to manage and control the WVSNP node
from any device with a browser as shown by other tabs of the Dashboard.
Additional packages for DASH and HLS segmentation can be added if Ffmpeg
and Gstreamer are not enough for a user’s application.
It is important to note that the WOS uses loadable modules for most of its hard-
ware driver modules which satisfy the DyCOMs concept of an ideal WVSNP design
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Figure 6.16: WVSNP Dashboard video player module.
Figure 6.17: WVSNP Dashboard remote node functions module.
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Figure 6.18: WVSNP Dashboard video capture module.
stated earlier in section 3.3.
6.2.3 Security.
As they say in real estate, location, location, location. In IoT we might as well
say security, security, security. First on the hardware side of this the i.MX SoC used
by the WVSNP is probably one of the most comprehensive security capable chip this
research has seen for such low cost scalable SoC. almost all needed security tools fo IoT
are HW accelerated and ready to be used by loading the appropriate security module
and as needed by the application. Disclosed i.MX6 CAAM HW security features
(those with no NDA) show an impressive HW Cryptographic Acceleration Assurance
Module (CAAM). At high level, CAAM is a DMA master supporting the following
capabilities. The inherited NXP Linux BSP layer contains a CAAM module to make
use of the security features via the Linux CryptoAPI.The driver itself is integrated
with the Crypto API kernel service in which the algorithms supported by CAAM
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can replace the native SW implementations. Additionally the SoC support ARM
TrustZone, Secure Non-volatile Memory, Tamper Detection, High Assurance Boot
(HAB) and a Real Time Integrity Checker.
In addition to ARM Trust zone, the WVSNP node’s SoC has a Secure Mem-
ory feature with HW enforced access control. Cryptographic authentication features
include: Hashing algorithms: MD5, SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256; Message authentica-
tion codes (MAC): HMAC-all hashing algorithms; AES-CMAC, AES-XCBC-MAC,
Auto padding, ICV checking; and Authenticated encryption algorithms: AES-CCM
(counter with CBC-MAC). the Symmetric key block ciphers offered are: AES (128-
bit, 192-bit or 256-bit keys), DES (64-bit keys, including key parity), 3DES (128-bit
or 192-bit keys, including key parity). They have the cipher modes: ECB, CBC,
CFB, OFB for all block ciphers, and CTR for AES. CAAM also has symmetric key
stream ciphers ArcFour (alleged RC4 with 40 - 128 bit keys), and Random-number
generators. Entropy is generated via an independent free running ring oscillator. The
oscillator is off when not generating entropy; for lower-power consumption. The gen-
erator is NIST-compliant, and its pseudo random-number generator is seeded using
hardware generated entropy. There are more protocols supported such as the Public
Key Infrastructure via the PKHA and also IPsec for example.
No matter how impressive this might look what is important is how these features
are used by the application. There are cases where using HW acceleration might
consume more power without a good net gain in throughput. Some applications might
actually not use the HW module correctly resulting in inefficiency versus SW only
solutions. All these cases can be sorted out by application profiling before finalizing
the application design.
For IoT, there are resource constraints that precludes small nodes from managing
huge database and networks of keys and server and third party certificate authorities
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Figure 6.19: Example Widevine and Playready DRM setup for DASH (Cast
Labs) [235].
and so forth. Examples in Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.18 shows just how complicated
these setups for Widevine and Playready [235, 243] data protection setups can be.
The problem with setups like Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20 is not that they are
complicated. The protocols for managing the keys assumes TCP/IP and HTTP
delivery of the video content. They also do not seem to consider power consumption
much. For WVSNP nodes that mix up different protocols and that can send data from
one HTTP server to a Bluetooth receiver and others this is not adequate. Additionally
once data is decrypted, there seems to be trust given to the source of the data (server
or certificate authority) instead of the data itself.
The WVSNP framework is a data first framework that is generally agnostic of the
data source nor physical medium or layer the data is transmitted through. So it is
important that if there is need for security, each piece of data be protected end to
end by itself and unlocked only by the requesting client. This fits very well withe the
core concepts of Information Centric Networks (ICN) which are a good use case for
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Figure 6.20: Example Widevine and Playready DRM setup for DASH (Ax-
iom) [243]
the WVSNP-DASH framework.
In ICN, the client requests content. The client does not need to know the pro-
viding host. The path to the data is established by the request receiver to the client.
Communication follows a receiver-driven approach with the data following the reverse
route of the request. The ICN is responsible for mapping the requested data and its
location. ICN focuses on providing efficiency is naming. Content must be named
independent of the node providing the content. A provider just has to publish one of
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the segments (for WVSNP example) for the Content Centric Node (CCN) router to
know available publishers of those segments. WVSNP node then has to check their
provider table several times to see if content they are interested in available. Similar
to the WVSNP P2P protocol we defines in section 6.2.1 above.
An ICN subscriber expects data objects to carry security metadata for authen-
ticating the integrity of the objects. The object itself must be secure not where it
is from. In ICNs the named data, rather than its physical location, is the key com-
ponent of routing in ICN. This can easily be encoded into the name of the WVSNP
segment.
As long as the WVSNP node can encrypt its segments with keys in an efficient way
depending on the application those segments can be advertised and shared between
the ICN network or even across multiple protocols intact as long as the final consumer
of the segment has the public or private key needed. This enables the WVSNP
application to not worry about networking issues but focus on generating and storing
data efficiently as long as they encrypt it immediately. This might be a simple as just
using basic AES on each segment. Because a WVSNP node has multiple protocols
or networking mediums, one can see key management be provisioned in a completely
separate network than the data channel. This document leaves key management to
assert management policies of the data.
The WVSNP node provides the popular OpenSSH by default and the HTTP
server can be configured to use https only. Additionally there is physical security
mentioned above in addition to the 256-bit Manufacturing Protection input from the
Secure Fuse Processor (SFP) as well as signed u-boot and kernel. Some hashes are
fused on the SoC with permanent irreversible operation. This cannot be un-done like
secure boot in many personal computers
Again, all this talk gets proven or dis-proven by power profiling, throughput, and
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memory, benchmarking, etc. We hope to revisit this soon.
6.2.4 IoT Relevance of the WVSNP Framework. Video Use cases.
IoT is a whole new ball game. Rethinking of video server client and network
itself is very important and overdue. The WVSNP node and framework addresses
these. Requirements for IoT require interaction with other networks other than just
HTTP. The ability of the WVSNP framework to enable ICN use case has already
been mentioned above and at length in the Security section 6.2.3. ICN enablement
by WVSNP-DASH is an important contribution Flexi-WVSNP provides because it is
based on communication being driven by recipients requesting named data objects.
Providers publish the objects to make NDOs available to receivers. Publishers might
have the same server but one might be less trusted than the other. This means that
a WVSNP-DASH client can dynamically switch for the next segment depending on
dynamic security changes in the previous segments. If object to object authentication
fails or signs of tempering between segments and so forth. This assumes the WVSNP
segments are secured as proposed in the Security section 6.2.3 using simple segment
to segment encryption. Another advantage was that key exchanges can be handled
in a different data channel other than the data channel if needed.
The second key use case of the WVSNP-DASH framework is detailed in the P2P
section 6.2.1. This can be done by HLS and MPEG-DASH but it requires switching
the entire stream and reinitializing the manifest files and initialization files.
Again for IoT, HLS and MPEG-DASH assume an HTTP server from source
WVSNP-DASH does not. As shown in Figure 6.21, assume an application remotely
rendering a complex mix of video, heatmaps, IR data, radiation flow in a nuclear
reactor or maybe a 2D Heat gradient, Pressure Currents, and Deposition video in a
semiconductor chamber from any device to (one player) screen. With WVSNP-DASH
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Figure 6.21: Example mixing 2D and video segments for complex application
rendering.
is just a matter of fetching the segments from each of the remote sources in round
robin and deciding what to put next on the screen without need to create complex
fusion re-computation of manifests. Any next segment available in the local buffer
is ready for the screen rendering can be indexed in order or interleaved as and when
needed. It is truly a random streaming framework once one of the segments of each
stream are parsed. Again HLS and MPEG-DASH have no concept of other possible
non-TCP/IP sources. Think about the mushrooming 5G and other parallel networks
that are being created to support non-cellular/non-LTE traffic. e.g. LP-WAN such
as LoRa and Sigfox. All these can be taken advantage of to switch networks for the
next segment based on the quality or security needs.
Again, the failure to foresee IoT validates WVSNP-DASH in the scenario shown
in Figure 6.22 below. Suppose that you are watching video or a sports game from
a cellular network. If you notice that the video reception is slowing down and your
mobile device senses other devices close by that are watching the same game, it can
fetch the next segment from its WiFi-direct peers instead of from a far away server.
Or in another examples assume you are watching the superbowl and you are streaming
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Figure 6.22: Example using proximity sensing of networks to switch video source.
via your Internet Service Provider (ISP) who has a data cap. Other device in the
house instead of fetching their segments from ISP they can fetch them the DVR box
via Bluetooth or WiFi to avoid your data cap going high. A delay of some milliseconds
can be implemented to make it appear like all devices are watching LIVE TV at the
same time. There is no need for your phone or tablet or watch to go through your
WiFi router via ISP to fetch its own redundant stream. A manifest file in HLS or
MPEG-DASH would need to be different for each device for this to happen. Also a
lot of changes in the frameworks would be needed. In WVSNP-DASH case, this are
just dynamic decisions made by the intelligent client using proximity data.
For resource constrained sources like smart watches and other constrained 2D data
sensors and clients, all they should worry about is capturing data and sending it when
requested. Not managing manifest and initialization files that consume scarce power.
Another interesting use case for IoT by WVSNP-DASH is in area of Content
Delivery Networks (CDN)s. Assume that a CDN manager keeps a table of edge
network server latencies in a table every-time they fetch a segment. One could see
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Figure 6.23: Example using proximity sensing of networks to switch video source.
them fetching the next segment only from the edge with a previous lowest latency.
For now they always have to keep duplicate manifest files and re-initialize files for
every edge switch. This becomes more complicated for LIVE events a they have to
plan switches ahead of time and keep a low performing edge up longer than needed
while recomputing and reinitializing for any possible server switch. This wastes a
lot of power. For now CDNs don’t seem to mind power consumption much, nor the
relatively little switch delay disruption they need to statically plan for. But when
they start getting more and more of their data from IoT devices in the future, this
will be a problem. WVNSP-DASH solves this problem.
For HLS and MPEG-DASH, multiple sources require repeated manifest files. One
at a time. Imagine future applications were there is a LIVE event being streamed by
multiple phones or WVSNP devices. With WVSNP-DASH, they can all provide the
same set of segments. The client can then randomly get the next segment to view
different views as needed without much camera switching. This cannot be done with
the current DASH technologies.
To repeat, the current DASH technologies are not truly random. They always
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have to require initialization files for player. Not truly random access network wide.
WVSNP-DASH only needs one random segment passed to it and it will be able to
stream the video available to it, fast forward and rewind without any reinitialization.
For example a client can search for segments on a network and if it finds maybe
segment number seven, it should be able to fetch the next segment and prior segments
if they exist.
The fact that Flexi-WVSNP can deal with mesh network radios gives it an upper
hand in that it is able to stream data within mesh networks which other DASH
technologies cannot do. They manifest file management and regular updates.
WVSNP-DASH enables LIVE updates and live commercials without any coordi-
nation needed with the source of the live video. To insert advertising segments, HLS
and MPEG-DASH need a pre-prepared video list and their manifest files require hard
coded network sources.
As you can see there are many unlimited possibilities that this framework and the
Flexi-WVSNP it supports opens up the new world of IoT.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work provides an extensive introduction to a new WVSNP platform that is
robust and yet very highly adaptable to the new Internet of Things paradigm. There
has been new concepts introduced and tested on the best way forward for building
low cost and highly adaptable sensor node. Extensive power profiling of video cap-
ture, streaming, architectural path and flow choices on a wireless video sensor node
(WVSn) has been done an analyzed to aid in relevant architectural choices. This work
thus provides empirical baseline power consumption and throughput data based on
the architectural components of a node as well as the effects of streaming frameworks
and applications. As part of the evaluations of better DASH frameworks suitable
for WVSNs, this work introduced Wireless Video Sensor Network Platform com-
patible Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (WVSNP-DASH) framework. The
WVSNP-DASH framework specifies a naming syntax for independently playable video
segments. Existing DASH frameworks convey video meta data through a manifest
file and begin video streaming with a special initialization video segment; subsequent
video segments depend on the manifest file and initialization segment for playback.
In contrast, the WVSNP-DASH video segments convey essential meta data through
their name and can be played independently, i.e. each individual WVSNP-DASH
segment is fully playable without reference to any other file or segment. This file in-
dependence simplifies the video capture and video file segment creation and streaming
by a sensor node.
The comparative evaluation of a WVSNP-DASH against HLS and MPEG-DASH
players indicated that the independently playable WVSNP-DASH video segments
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create significant potential for power savings on the sensor node serving the video.
To the best of the authors knowledge the presented evaluation is the first to examine
the effects of different DASH frameworks on sensor node power consumption, CPU
usage and memory consumption. Evaluation shows that WVSNP-DASH’ saves power
compared to the popular DASH frameworks, especially HLS. For LIVE video playback
an average of 15% or more power is saved.
Due restrictions across browser platforms only the mp4 container was analyzed
extensively. For future work other containers should be tried for WVSNP videos
because power consumption and size of the segments with other containers might be
lesser than mp4 container. Also much more sensitive power meters might improve
the results where the differences in power consumption if not very clear due to the
resolution of the current meter and sampling rate. As recommended in detail under
5.3.4 there is a lot of insight to be derived from this to improve the design of WVSn.
The next step is to incorporate these revelations into the ongoing improvement of
the WVS node platform (Flexi-WVSNP) as we plan to mass produce it and use it
in a wider scope to gather more real world data. This node is designed from the
ground up to support sensor data fusion with video as part of the data elements. The
node would be the first node to support WVSNP-DASH as default with the ability
to integrate with non TCP/IP sensor networks and the greater Internet of Things.
To better support WVSNP-DASH for sensor networks, refinements of the proto-
type retriever and player noted throughout the work were added. For instance, Media
Source Extensions (MSE) have recently been increasingly adapted by web browsers,
thus incorporating the ability to use MSE to play WVSNP-DASH data was investi-
gated and implemented with some discoveries along the way to make this and option
and finally the default mode for the WDP to play video. This would become a useful
feature for ensuring broad cross-platform support of the WVSN nodes. The WDP
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prototype manually selects the desired quality level of a video stream. Dynamic adap-
tation have been extensively covered in the literature, e.g., [56, 77, 104, 119, 128]. A
module can be added to WDP for instantiating specific automated dynamic adapta-
tion algorithms including those influenced by the power budget of the server node.
This platform introduced new ways for wireless sensor nodes to perform peer to
peer WebRTC data exchanges and new ways to secure data based on object based
security usually preferred by Information Centric Networks. There is universal cross
platform phone application being developed as the future client interface to the Flexi-
WVSNP network beyond the current browser based interface.
The DASH-WVSNP framework introduced is a concept not only limited to HTML5
and web technologies. The framework will be implemented into popular open source
tools like ffmpeg, VLC and others to facilitate its adoption.
Evaluation results in Chapter 5.3.4 also brought in recommendations to create
optimized capture applications to speed up the LIVE playback from the node. This
would reduce the need for large buffers that delay live segment playback. Additionally
this work produced patent pending real world framework that might see future adop-
tion if its use cases are proven via sustained demonstration projects and funded large
scale deployments. We plan to study the sensor network interaction of the WVSNP-
DASH framework with a wide range of access networks [210, 211, 214, 213, 83, 20],
including wireless, fiber-wireless (FiWi) [42], and DSL networks and especially how
it can benefit Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) and [140, 137, 139]Information
Centric Networks.
Beyond the research, there are plans to transform this platform into a product
and create an open source and open hardware community around it. Many use case
demonstration projects will be created around the platform to solicit more funding
and commercial/research ventures and to use it as a starting point for many Capstone
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and research projects at ASU as well as other Internet of Things, big data and other
video related research and startups. Ideas such as visualization of sensor nodes and
sensor networks [26, 25] can benefit from this as well.
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